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Debra Providence

Introduction

In November 2018, the Department of  Languages, Linguistics and Literatures at the 
University of  the West Indies (UWI) at Cave Hill hosted a symposium on Caribbean science/
speculative fiction (SF). The symposium was the eleventh in the Caribbean Theory and 
Criticism sequence of  conferences and featured presenters from institutions across the region 
on a variety of  themes and motifs related to Caribbean SF. 

The symposium represented an essential step towards acknowledging an increasing 
number of  Caribbean (affiliated) writers, whose works interlace fantastic and futuristic 
elements with explorations of  Caribbean and post-colonial themes and tropes. Indeed, as the 
bibliography on the website CaribbeanSF indicates,1  there has been a consistent output from 
the islands since the late 1990s and early 2000s. Such literary production suggests a rise in 
interest in the genre, particularly among a younger generation of  Caribbean writers. 

Since the 1960s SF, generally speaking, has garnered what Robert Latham has described 
as a “robust critical discourse that is generated and sustained internally, by its practitioners 
and consumers in the pages of  fanzines and magazines, in the introductions to literary 
anthologies, and in memoirs and personal histories” (Latham loc. 135-140).2 The criticism 
would have been proceeded by and has been in response to  years of  SF publications, dating 
as far back as the early nineteenth century in Europe and the United States. By comparison, 
Caribbean SF and its attendant critical scholarship are in their nascent stages. Nevertheless, 
since the publication of  Brown Girl in the Ring by Nalo Hopkinson,3 a substantial amount of  
time has passed—some twenty years—to warrant an appraisal of  the form and substance of  
offerings in the genre. Furthermore, with the increasing interest and continued willingness 
of  a younger generation of  writers to experiment with SF elements in their exploration of  
Caribbean-centric societal and political concerns, it becomes the responsibility of  regional 
scholarship to curate and evaluate their offerings, bring them into discourse with their literary 
antecedents and journey with them into parts of  the imaginative unknown.

 The increase in output underlines the second point of  the symposium’s significance, 
which is the generation of  critical scholarship and knowledge on the genre as it manifests from 
Caribbean writers. The symposium facilitated discussions on the nature of  Caribbean SF 
and highlighted the ways that questions of  identity, gender and spirituality, along with other 
thematic concerns of  Caribbean postcolonialism, were impacted by their filtering through 
an SF frame. Moreover, underscoring the symposium was an urgency towards knowledge 
production on Caribbean SF from a leading Caribbean institution of  higher education. A 
cursory search, on any academic database, would reveal that there has been much (rightly so) 
written about Hopkinson. However, most of  this scholarship emerges from within academic 
institutions of  the proverbial ‘Global North,’ and the general tendency has been to fold the 
creative output of  writers such as Hopkinson, Tobias Buckell and Karen Lord into larger 
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discursive movements such as Afrofuturism, eliding/understating pertinent signposts rooted in Caribbean 
cultural aesthetics. Here exist space and opportunity for scholarship from within institutions such as 
the UWI to impact the discourse on what constitutes form, features and functions of  Caribbean SF. 
Furthermore, regional scholarship is allowed to highlight new voices and ideas that may not receive the 
necessary critical scrutiny. 

The current issue of  the Journal of  West Indian Literature (JWIL) arises from this context. Just as the 
symposium represented a historical moment for literary studies for the UWI, so too does this special 
issue on Caribbean SF represent a historical moment for JWIL, as the first Caribbean-institution-based 
scholarly journal to focus on Caribbean SF in a full issue. The articles featured were developed from 
papers presented at the 2018 symposium. They treat Caribbean SF as a “mode of  analysis” (Latham 
loc. 145)4 for understanding Caribbean subjectivity within posthuman and dystopian futures and also 
engage the spiritual and quantum realms in their critical explorations. Equally noteworthy is the fact 
that most of  the writing in this issue is grounded in regional scholarship, with the contributors injecting 
their theoretical frameworks with offerings from Caribbean thinkers such as Gordon Rohler, Antonio 
Benítez-Rojo, and Sylvia Wynter. This aspect is particularly important, as any discussion of  SF within 
a Caribbean context—still considered in some circles as ‘outsider’ fiction5—should endeavor to engage 
with the scholarship that has shaped our understanding of  the literary tradition of  the region.  

The articles in this issue highlight a range of  thematic and formal concerns as they explore fictional 
works by Caribbean writers. Jacinth Howard, for example, offers “black technologies” as a means of  
reading and understanding Caribbean SF. Black technologies intersect Caribbean thematic concerns 
and technologies featured in selected works. It is also rooted in history, folklore and migration motifs, and 
explores questions of  double consciousness, all of  which are mediated against a backdrop of  alien and 
dystopian landscapes. 

Nicola Hunte’s article observes a subversive heterogeneity in anglophone Caribbean SF and 
an interplay between technology and spirituality. Furthermore, Hunte intersects these Caribbean SF 
features with Afrofuturistic elements and points to a progressively optimistic treatment of  the Other 
within selected works from the respective traditions. 

Jarrel De Matas focuses on a selection of  short stories from the collection New World, Old Ways and 
contends that Caribbean SF enables a revaluing of  humanity that breaks from imperialist essentialism. 
He engages Wynter’s posthumanist treatise in an exploration of  the implications of  the posthuman for 
questions of  race, class and gender identities within a future Caribbean postcolonial space. 

Hannah Regis examines “spirit presence” in the works of  George Lamming and how it interlaces 
with postcolonial national development. Her insights into the nature of  spirit workings and her focus on 
the writings of  one of  the founding fathers of  anglophone Caribbean literature reminds us that early 
canonical writers have deployed the supernatural and fantastic—all subgenres within SF—in the serious 
business of  building a national identity, even if  they did not necessarily refer to or label their works as 
speculative. 

Finally, Rosana Herrero-Martín offers a fascinating excursion into Hispanophone Caribbean SF 
through her critique of  Dominican Republic writer Rita Indiana’s Tentacle. Herrero-Martín’s dive into 
the quantum mind and spiritual connections of  the complex narrative of  Tentacle provides us with a 
glimpse into SF emerging from the Hispanophone Caribbean. Tentacle, set in a dystopian, postapocalyptic 
future against the backdrop of  a decimated Caribbean space, explores the possibilities and implications 
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of  quantum links through time and space, facilitated by a syncretic Caribbean spirituality, regarding 
questions of  identity and selfhood. Herrero-Martín points to an extensive history within Hispanophone 
Caribbean literature of  engaging fantastic elements, something that merits a more comprehensive 
exploration in its own right.

The literary landscape of  the Caribbean has been, for some time, transforming. There has been 
an increasing number of  writers from a younger generation turning to science/speculative fiction as a 
medium through which they explore questions of  race, gender, migration and identity in postcolonial 
Caribbean and diaspora spaces. Their practice troubles established ideas of  canon and tradition, even 
as they confront similar thematic concerns within their works. Their emergence demands the type of  
scholarly critique afforded by this special issue, an initial undertaking that perhaps clears ground for 
future and even more comprehensive efforts of  this kind.

Notes

 1   This site, curated by Karen Lord (Barbados) and Tobias Buckell (Grenada)—both celebrat-
ed writers in the SF field—is a useful resource on not only anglophone but also genre works in 
translation, anthologies and author collections. What remains to be added are academic resourc-
es from within the region. 

2   This vigorous criticism has found reputable scholarly outlets in journals such as Science Fiction 
Studies (Depauw University), Foundation, and Extrapolation (University of  Liverpool), among others, 
and has been fostered through regular and established conferences hosted by the Science Fiction 
Researchers Association (SAFRA) and the University of  California Riverside Eaton Science Fic-
tion Conference. Such scholarly activity illustrates the global recognition of  SF as an important 
medium for literary expression.

3   Nalo Hopkinson has received global recognition for centering Afro-Caribbean folk aesthetics 
within the dystopian, futuristic landscapes of  her works and is considered a pioneer for so doing.

4   Robert Latham, in commenting on the growth of  SF studies as a discipline, observes that recent 
works in SF criticism view it as a “mode of  analysis, a way of  thinking about alterity and differ-
ence that has become a useful critical tool for feminist, antiracists and other political work” (loc. 
151). It is my observation as well that the articles in this issue have adapted a similar approach.

5    Jane Bryce observes that “although a strain of  what is now termed ‘speculative fiction’—that 
plays with the paranormal and re-imagines reality—has always been a feature of  West Indian 
writing, such writing tended to be less valued in canonical terms than more conventionally realist 
novels” (Bryce 8).
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Black Technologies: 
Caribbean Visions and 
Versions in the Speculative 
Narratives of  Tobias Buckell 
and Karen Lord
Jacinth Howard

In 2018, Nigerian American science fiction and fantasy novelist Nnedi Okorafor fixedly 
expressed her desire to be labeled as a writer and advocate for African Futurism instead of  
Afrofuturism (@Nnedi). One of  the clearest implications of  this assertion is that the nuances 
between her work and those conventionally subsumed under the Afrofuturist movement are 
pronounced enough to necessitate separate headings. Likewise, science and speculative fiction 
written by West Indian authors evoke very specific cultural, religious and geographical traits 
that necessitate distinctions between Caribbean speculative fiction and Afrofuturism, which is 
more African American in orientation. As a result, Afrofuturist theory is married with ideas of  
and theory on Caribbean aesthetic (with a particularly Afro-Caribbean influence) to underpin 
the discourse.  

Source: “MACICIO” by Osborne Macharia, KEVO ABBRA is licensed under CC BY-NC 4.0.  Creative Commons.
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Furthermore, how this aesthetic influences the portrayal of  advanced technology in Karen Lord’s 
The Galaxy Game and Tobias Buckell’s Xenowealth series, in terms of  centring Afro-Caribbean narratives, 
characters, ideas, and concepts, is of  importance. Buckell’s novels can be situated within steampunk 
and soap opera subgenres in the science fiction tradition, while Lord’s novels exhibit signs of  planetary 
romance, soap opera, and sociological fiction. Nevertheless, there are several ways in which the novelists 
appropriate ideas about technology or simply superimpose innately West Indian ideas upon the advanced 
machinations that frequently appear in science fiction works and criticism. In brief, this is what is meant 
by ‘black technologies.’

The idea of  ‘black technologies’ does draw to some extent, from impressions within Afrofuturism. 
According to theorist Mark Dery, Afrofuturism is “speculative fiction that treats African-American themes 
and addresses African American concerns in the context of  20th-century technoculture—and more 
generally, African American signification that appropriates images of  technology and a prosthetically 
enhanced future” (136). Evocations specific to the African American perspective remain central to 
Afrofuturism, resulting in the overlooking of  other communities within Afrofuturist culture. Lisa Yaszek 
revises the definition by indicating that Afrofuturism denotes “how people of  color negotiate life in a 
technology-intensive world” (42). Still, this definition elides the remaining differences within Afrofuturist 
culture, for example, those represented in Caribbean speculative fiction.

A conversation with the editor of  the Science Fiction Research Association Review, Sean Guynes, yielded 
similar observations that, though there are striking features in, for example, Nalo Hopkinson’s novels, 
which are akin to Caribbean folklore, much more has been written on her work more broadly under 
Afrofuturism in relation to science fiction culture. Otherwise, according to Sharon DeGraw, novels such 
as Hopkinson’s Brown Girl in the Ring historically have been “marketed as postcolonial literature” (43), 
again perpetuating erasure of  an intersection between the Caribbean and science fiction. More recent 
publications such as Sharon DeGraw’s “Tobias Buckell’s Galactic Caribbean Future” (2015) and Kate 
Perillo’s “The Science-Fictional Caribbean: Technological Futurity in Nalo Hopkinson’s Midnight Robber 
and Beyond” (2018) reinforce the necessity of  using Caribbean nomenclature to describe, discuss and 
theorize these novels. 

Nevertheless, there are inherent similarities between the African American bent of  Afrofuturism 
and the application of  Caribbean speculative fiction, such as the use of  signification and the appropriation 
of  technology. The people of  colour whom Yaszek mentions make up a specific group of  people who 
experience similar challenges. DeGraw explains the difficulties that Buckell faced when publishing his 
novels, in that publishers were unsure what to market his work as one of  the deciding factors for this 
hesitation on the part of  the publishers was his centring of  Afro-Caribbean characters (43). In  “Report 
from Planet Midnight,” Hopkinson points out that there is a “handful of  large professional houses” that 
“only publish a handful of  people of  color,” although the field for people of  colour is already “quite small” 
(518). This small group of  authors of  colour is part of  a general minority population who face opposition 
and misunderstanding concerning systematic racism daily. Living in the African and Caribbean diaspora, 
Hopkinson represents fantasy and science fiction with “references from the American and Caribbean 
parts of  the African diaspora” (519) that reflect the space that Afrofuturism provides for these people of  
colour. 

Yet, Belinda Edmondson notes that there are striking differences between African American 
and Caribbean notions of  blackness. She states that, in contrast to the black experience in the United 
States, Caribbean blackness “moves in and among so many other cultures,” depends on context (112) 
and cannot be fixed or absolute. The Caribbean is indeed multicultural and diverse, a fact that perhaps 
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informs Edmondson’s note on a Brathwaitian definition of  “authentic” West Indian literature as rooted in 
“creolization” (110). Considering this approach, the definition of  blackness pertinent here does not align 
with the oversimplification of  Afrocentrism presented by Edmondson, but rather it defines blackness 
without “expensing the non-African” (111). Indeed, the idea of  blackness, based on creolization, comes 
from the understanding of  the reality that the Anglophone Caribbean consists of  a majority of  African 
descendants; while considering that “Jamaican scholar Rex Nettleford points out, other racial groups in 
the region—Chinese, Indian, Portuguese, Syrian, Amerindian—are assimilated into the Euro-African 
cultural ethos of  the region” (Edmondson, 114). It is from this understanding that Buckell and Lord write, 
demonstrating an overarching idea that a certain Caribbean history and culture belong to us all and that 
the legacies of  slavery and colonialism affect those of  us from the region. 

The term ‘black technologies’ also denotes an intersection of  these notions of  Caribbean blackness 
and technology as the invention of  mechanisms that exhibit the application of  scientific knowledge. 
It involves the reading of  occurrences through Caribbean-rooted epistemologies. For example, Grace 
Dillon refers to reclaiming “old memory” and the dispensation of  “bush medicine” as demonstrating 
“indigenous scientific literacy”3 in Hopkinson’s Brown Girl in the Ring (Dillon, 478). The application of  
this regionally widespread alternative medicinal knowledge for healing purposes could also be labeled 
‘black technology.’ Another example could be the use of  the duppy bowl in Brown Girl in the Ring to spy 
on Ti-Jeanne’s whereabouts, as well as to trap and manipulate Mi-Jeanne as a duppy. The calabash also 
becomes a piece of  black technology used for Rudy’s purposes, which in mainstream science fiction can 
be translated in function to a spy or security camera. Rudy’s manipulation of  Mi-Jeanne in Hopkinson’s 
novel is also like the programming of  a robot (112). 

Black technologies can also include the use of  speculative and science fiction tropes and machinations to 
facilitate investigations into portrayals of  blackness as constructed by history and trauma. The impact of  
the triangular slave trade, a prime example of  history and trauma, has been so great that effects remain after 
the start of  the three-hundred-year event. Kodwo Eshun argues that there has been a preoccupation with 
the past and with establishing “counter memories” because imperial racism refused African descendants 
the right to find any belonging in the period of  enlightenment (458). He points out that, as a result of  their 
exclusion, a need to establish “substantive historical presence” has developed among black intellectuals, 
which has, in turn, “overdetermined Black Atlantic intellectual culture for centuries” (458). This need to 
establish historical presence is exhibited in speculative-fiction novels such as Toni Morrison’s Beloved, in 
which Beloved is a manifestation of  the past atrocities of  slavery, and Octavia Butler’s Kindred, in which an 
African American woman from the twentieth century experiences southern antebellum slavery first-hand 
after being transported back in time by mysterious means. 

This preoccupation with the past is present in Afrofuturist theory and science fiction in general. 
Eshun points out that it is so relevant that “[i]t is not that black subjectivities are waiting for science-
fiction authors to articulate their lifeworlds. Rather it is the reverse. The conventions of  science fiction 
marginalized within literature […] can function as allegories for the systemic experience of  post-slavery 
black subjects in the twentieth century” (467). 

Writing a year before Eshun, Dery illustrates this idea with observations such as “African Americans, 
in a very real sense, are descendants of  alien abductees” (180). 

Such ideas about black technology were previously expanded as an allegory, whereby slave ships 
coming to the New World can be reimagined as spaceships navigating new worlds. Buckell’s novel 
Ragamuffin uses spaceships as a parallel for slave ships and to metonymize what Paul Gilroy calls the 
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“Black Atlantic.” While renowned Caribbean novelist V. S. Naipaul believes that a focus on blackness is 
the undoing of  the African American novel (69), Buckell highlights Caribbean blackness by recreating a 
history where spaceships are used as a form of  liberation. John and Pepper, the protagonists of  Ragamuffin, 
were responsible hundreds of  years previously for evacuating West Indians safely to different planets 
after the Earth was invaded and enslaved by an alien super power called “the Satrapy.” The main ship 
facilitating the exodus is called the “Black Star Liner.” While the juxtaposition of  words evokes the idea 
of  situating people of  colour in space, it is also an obvious allusion to Marcus Garvey’s back-to-Africa 
movement. As DeGraw explains, “Buckell clearly refers back to Marcus Garvey’s Black Star Line, a fleet 
of  black- controlled steamships” (50). Garvey embodies an intersection between both African American 
and West Indian history, as his movement intended to relocate people from the Americas to Africa, the 
continent of  origin. 

In addition to DeGraw’s mention of  the pan-African and Afrocentric tones associated with 
Garvey, I believe that Buckell’s selections concerning Garvey are especially rooted in Caribbean aesthetic. 
According to Kamau Brathwaite in “The Love Axe (I),” during the period of  Caribbean history when the 
federation failed in the 1960s, “somewhere along the line we’d forgotten Garvey, our grassroot selves, the 
insurrection of  the 1930’s” (356). His association of  Garvey with our grass-roots selves is unsurprising, 
considering that Edmondson points to him as one “of  the most influential Pan-African thinkers on 
Anglophone West Indian literature” (110). Nevertheless, the straggler Ragamuffins at the fringes of  the 
forty-eight planets do evoke grass-roots selves in their operation. They are all that remain in terms of  a 
local space mercenary defence. The Ragamuffins are loosely based on Rastafarians, who are influenced 
by Garveyan ideology: they have names such as Ras Malik, most of  them wear their hair in dreadlocks, 
speak in Jamaican creole and conduct Rastafarian rites like the groundation. Their fleet forms a small 
resistance against the Babylonian system of  the Satrapy and Hongguo. 

The Ragamuffin star fleet represents the resistance and revolution evident in Caribbean history, 
which is part of  our grass-roots state of  being. Buckell names ships in Ragamuffin with Jamaican colloquialisms 
in mind, such as “Magadog,” “Xamayca Pride,” “Duppy Conqueror” and “Cudjoe” (242). These names 
align a Caribbean identity with the futuristic context and technology by referring to Jamaican slang, 
the Arawak name for the island, Bob Marley’s music and the Maroon leader Cudjoe. The use of  such 
names also harkens back to Brathwaite’s sense of  the Caribbean’s grass-roots intellectual development; in 
this development, the effects of  Walter Rodney’s black-power protest, in his book The Groundings with My 
Brothers, signalled the sounds of   the song “Duppy Conqueror” on sound systems, along with other signs 
of  art and intellectualism throughout the region, such as the publications Abeng and Bongo-man. Thus, 
Buckell’s ships not only make historical references but also embody the idea of  progress within the region 
by its association with advanced technology and developing intellectualism while retaining a grass-roots 
identity.

 The ships also act as a necessary means of  connection for Caribbean characters. The migration 
of  the Star Liner and Ragamuffin fleet creates a Caribbean outer-space diaspora and, by extension, an 
African one. The migration results in residents establishing homes on the planets Nanegada, Chimson 
and Chilo throughout the forty-eight planets. They follow the Caribbean migratory habit of  what Carole 
Boyce Davies describes as “a generation” that migrates “in search of  opportunity” (1). After leaving the 
bondage on Earth, they leave according to Buckell’s novel Crystal Rain, in search of  better life and find 
in Nanagada “some nice equatorial sun and peace […] hoping we could hide in this far-out corner and 
be left alone” (68). This aspiration to migrate for a better life is also represented by the desire of  the 
Nanagadans to locate the Ma Wi Jung, an advanced technology strategically located in the cold North 
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(132), which embodies the West Indian expectation of  better opportunity, quality of  life and access to 
developed resources in the First World North of  North America and Europe. The Ma Wi Jung is perceived 
by Nanagadans, in an obscure way, as ‘ole-father’ technology that would better their chances of  survival 
in the capital city, just as many who aspire to live abroad have ideas about what overseas would offer. Yet 
Pepper, who has been beyond the planet Nanagada, is fully aware that the Ma Wi Jung is a ship capable 
of  space and time travel, which can provide access to the entire outer-space diaspora he has navigated 
before. 

The ship holds hope for the Nanagadans to better their lives, but it also holds hope for Pepper 
to return home. According to DeGraw, Pepper, like John, has assumed a “double islander status” (42), 
living between Earth and Nanagada. DeGraw notes that this double state of  existing is, according to 
Jessica Langer, evidence of  diasporic identity (42). This notion of  double consciousness is not new but 
is discussed and theorized by many, including Paul Gilroy (The Black Atlantic) and W. E. B. Dubois in 
The Souls of  Black Folk (5), as having several separate identities as a result of  belonging to and travelling 
through different locations. Pepper experiences this double consciousness more fully than John: John has 
lost his memory of  his past home, while Pepper remembers Earth, confinement in a pod for hundreds 
of  years and, consequently, a new home on Nanagada. John assumes the full understanding of  double 
consciousness when the Ma Wi Jung returns his memories, and he must bear the weight of  “his mind 
split and groaning under a new, and far more ancient load” (Buckell, Crystal Rain 306). Pepper manifests 
double consciousness in his awareness of  two homes, while John demonstrates it in his presentation of  
two personas. Pepper’s double consciousness drives his desire to return home, which is echoed in Boyce 
Davies’s note that “because we were/are products of  separations and dislocations and dis-memberings, 
people of  African descent in the Americas historically have sought reconnection” (12). Though Nanagada 
provides similarities to Earth, Pepper cannot find connection unless he returns home. 

This experience of  double consciousness and the need for connection are also expressed by living 
within an in-between space. Boyce Davies talks about her mother’s journey between the Caribbean and the 
United States as necessary for “re-membering and re-connection,” and that she lives in that “in-between 
space that is neither here nor there” (1). Pepper’s two-hundred-year confinement to a pod locked in space 
is representative of  dwelling in a place that is neither here nor there but connecting with Nanegada 
does not grant him the “re-membering” or “re-connection” that he desires. The liberal travel of  the 
Ragamuffin ships including Black Star Line facilitated this “re-membering” and “re-connection” for 
those of  Caribbean descent until, as mentioned in Ragamuffin, “Chimson and New Anegada’s wormholes 
got cut off” and the Ragamuffins find themselves “scraping by out in space” with “no base of  operations” 
(93). The Ragamuffins are then trapped in a literal in-between space where they cannot easily return to 
a tangible planet-based home. 

The wormholes are means of  returning home that are suddenly cut off. The experience is 
reminiscent of  those who live in diaspora and can never really return home because their identities and 
outlooks change as a result of  migration. As a result, the societies they once knew have now gone on 
without them or evolved into something else. They now live in a place of  exile. In Buckell’s novel, the 
Ragamuffins are relegated to exile outside of  wormholes that no longer work until they can once again 
access their settled planets among the forty-eight. Boyce Davies applies this idea when she speaks of  being 
“instantly hurled into a movement of  exile and return which is so fundamentally inscribed in ‘New World’ 
post-/modern identities”; therefore, the Ragamuffins must “locate” themselves—as she does—“in the 
context of  migrations” (2) as they repeatedly traverse the space stream throughout the forty-eight worlds.
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‘Black technologies’ in Karen Lord’s novels are presented through an extended metaphor between 
space and sea, which alludes to the Black Atlantic. In The Galaxy Game, there is mention of  a “biosphere 
disaster” that destroys the entire planet of  Sadira, leaving the few Sadiri who were off-planet at the time 
as stranded refugees (16). This event is described more thoroughly in Lord’s earlier novel The Best of  All 
Possible Worlds. The occurrence cogently reflects disaster fiction in the science fiction tradition, where 
calamity strikes as a result of  natural or man-made causes. In this case, the attempted Sadiri genocide was 
committed by a bio-formed colony called Ain.

Within this disaster narrative, there are a few allusions to the transatlantic slave trade. In The Galaxy 
Game, Sadira is referred to as one of  the first four crafted worlds (3). As a first planet, Sadira may be seen 
as a parallel to the motherland, a term often used to describe Africa. When the civilization is wiped out, 
Sadira is associated with mother terms and becomes a mother planet. For example, upon receiving the 
news of  the destruction, Dllenahkh inquires if  the tragedy concerned his mother; Neraldi replies, “Your 
mother, and my mother, and […] everyone. Our home is no more” (6). The metaphor of  the planet as 
a mother indicates that the Sadira, like the Africans, have been tangibly severed from the history and 
culture of  the motherland by atrocity brought on by aliens. Using a form of  transport based on advanced 
organic technology called ‘mindships,’ the Sadiri use their psionic abilities in The Best of  All Possible Worlds 
to navigate the galaxy in search of  a new home. Although the journey bears similarities to the middle 
passage in terms of  separation, trauma and forced migration, the Sadiri have more control over their 
transport and can determine their future by choosing their settlements. They are not the abducted aliens 
that Eshun describes in “Motion Capture”, who were taken on slave ships that facilitated the oppression 
of  the body, rather, the mindships act as black technology that liberates the mind. 

The mindships are further symbolic of  the collective intellectual effort to revisit the centuries-old 
history of  the Atlantic and explain it, as well as theorize it. In The Best of  All Possible Worlds, Lord highlights 
that the ships are able to travel in both “space and time” (222). By re-examining the atrocity of  the 
middle passage, articulating connections to the motherland and speculating about new possible futures, 
intellectuals and writers perform their own sort of  space/time travel. Once more, there are assertions of  
a need for remembering and reconnecting. Lord presents a metaphorical rendering in the description of  
a passenger’s journey on the mindship. Passenger Rafi states that he does not remember any of  it, as “it’s 
claustrophobic torture, and they condition and treat you to forget it” (197). Rafi’s description intimates 
the weight of  the trauma brought on by the confinements of  the ships during the middle passage, when 
captives, like Rafi, remained in a form of  “physical paralysis” (197) as they were shackled and packed 
tightly together. This trauma, symptomatic of  post-traumatic stress disorder, is also reflected in Buckell’s 
novels and induces John’s voluntary erasure of  his memory and Pepper’s near-madness experience because 
of  his confinement to the pod for centuries. Nevertheless, Lord alludes to the need for mental engagement 
or a state of  purposeful consciousness when revisiting the site of  the Atlantic or speculating about new 
futures. Rafi’s experience is not quite a coma but “mental alertness similar to dreaming” (Lord, Best 197), 
a phrase that is reminiscent of  Ytasha Womack’s notion that Afrofuturism “unchains the mind” (15). 

Unchaining of  the mind encourages critical thinking. In The Best of  All Possible Worlds, Lord indicates 
that, although the Sadiri could return to the past in an attempt to prevent the biosphere disaster, any 
changes would most likely result in alternative timelines (222). In these realizations of  the butterfly effect 
is the reminder that intellectual pursuits and technological advancements cannot necessarily change the 
past, thus inspiring us to look to the future instead. According to Womack, Rafi’s state of  dreaming on 
the mindship is reminiscent of  what humanities professor Reynaldo Anderson likes about Afrofuturism. 
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He points out that “Afrofuturism helps create our own space in the future; it allows us to control our 
imagination”; without being “ignorant of  history,” one does not allow history to “restrain their creative 
pulses either” (15). This cross between history and creativity is exhibited by the explorations of  both 
Buckell and Lord. 

The Sadiri’s search for a place called home exemplifies the notion of  living in the in-between 
space; they experience Boyce Davies’s concept of  “neither here nor there.” The Sadiri, like West African 
slaves coming to the Caribbean, are forced into a type of  creolization process whereby they must find a 
way to merge their unique way of  life with other cultures in order to suit their new environment options. 
They experience what English professor Bénédicte Ledent expresses as “a double sense of  belonging and 
unbelonging, divided between a painful past and an unwelcoming present, unable to find a place they can 
definitely call ‘home’” (198). Although the surviving Sadiri settle in areas like Cygnus Beta, New Sadira 
and Punartam, they experience challenges with adapting. In The Best of  All Possible Worlds, Dllenakhk 
points out that on New Sadira the shortage of  women resulted in “terrible incidents—men fighting over 
women, assaulting women, harming themselves, even threatening mass suicide. Our society was breaking 
down. I saw such things—things I still cannot speak of ” (285). Some settle in the Tlaxe province of  the 
bioformed colony Cygnus Beta. Cygnus Beta is Delarua’s home planet, which appears to be modelled 
after the Caribbean, with an amalgamation of  brown people. It also evokes a Third World perception, 
as it “isn’t a rich colony” (9). Additionally, Cygnus Beta is a haven for “pioneers and refugees” (8) and, 
like the Caribbean, is made up of  people from a plethora of  different backgrounds. Despite Cygnus 
Beta’s welcoming and appealing qualities, the Sadiri, who consider themselves the “pinnacle of  human 
civilization” (8), believe that they risk dilution of  their values and culture by dwelling among the Cygnians. 

Considering these trials, the mindships become an emblem of  home. The protagonists spend most 
of  The Best of  All Possible Worlds in space travel, seeking the ideal home. The mobile ships are perhaps 
preferable to “being frozen in time and space” (Boyce Davies 2), since the Sadiri do risk becoming frozen 
in time and space, considering that “Sadira was dead [...] its biosphere locked in toxic regeneration for 
centuries to come” (4). Defining their past and their future could be potentially defined by extinction. Faced 
with the crisis of  a shortage of  wives, mindships offer the Sadiri the opportunity to bond meaningfully with 
another organism and assume the “pilot’s vocation,” which is described in The Galaxy Game as directing 
one’s own fate or path (111). 

The mindship joins the ranks of  what Ledent refers to as “aquatic metaphors” (199) when 
describing home. In her article “Ambiguous Visions of  Home,” Ledent explains that these metaphors 
transcend the conventional landlocked ideas of  home, particularly when the history of  the Black Atlantic, 
which influences African and Caribbean diasporic identities, has resulted in “a development of  being 
homeless and existentially ‘adrift’ to a sense of  having finally found an anchorage in the ocean, albeit 
of  an ambiguous kind since the sea implies constant movements and fluctuations” (199). The concept 
of  the mindship echoes these aquatic associations as its make-up, and its functions can be likened to a 
whale. While they are capable of  navigating space and time, Syanri mentions in The Galaxy Game that 
mindships land by splashing down into the ocean (198). The mindships never touch land like other 
airborne forms of  transportation. As illustrated in Naraldi’s arrival to inform Dllenahkh about Sadira’s 
peril at the beginning of  The Best of  All Possible Worlds, Naraldi lands his mindship in the sea. His landing is 
uncharacteristically close to land, as it “was highly uncommon for a mindship to splash down so close to 
land that a pilot could swim to shore” (6). This notion of  landing and anchoring in the middle of  the sea 
instead of  on land presents a simple and interesting place to re-explore thoughts on belonging, identity 
and home. 
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Aside from their lack of  need for land, the mindships appear to be self-sufficient spaces of  home 
because they are built like communities. Syanri explains to Rafi in The Galaxy Game that mindships can 
be equated to networks (197). Each mindship exists as a colony instead of  as a solitary organism. When 
passengers travel on a mindship, they are taken in as part of  that colony. In addition, “mindships may 
travel by themselves, but a pilot needs a mindship. There is something about the collective binding that 
enables the preservation of  identity and consciousness post-transit” (197). Through this portrayal, Lord 
postulates that home and identity are discovered within communities. In The Best of  All Possible Worlds, 
Delarua attempts to understand how mindships work and speculates that “you extend your awareness 
of  yourself  beyond the boundaries of  your physical body” (221). This method of  operation reflects how 
communities are formed. The now landless and kinless Sadiri must employ a comparable mindset of  
reaching outside of  themselves to re-establish their own community. The extension of  awareness that 
Delarua describes iterates Boyce Davies’s description of  how her mother, who navigates the diaspora, 
forms communities; within the in-between space, she “defies the sense of  specific location” (1) and reaches 
beyond herself, locating and connecting with “a variety of  geographical and literary constituencies” (3), 
which include her church, family and service organizations. Boyce Davies believes that this process is 
specific to the migration of  the African diaspora. 

‘Black technologies’ also appear in Buckell and Lord’s work through feminist critiques of  Caribbean 
women and the society in which they live. Historically, women exist in a space of  alterity. Rhoda Reddock 
explains that “subordination and exploitation” comprise “the history of  most women” (62). Postcolonial 
literary critic Gayatri Spivak, in her essay “Can the Subaltern Speak?”, also indicates that “brown women” 
come from a past of  being relegated to a position of  subservience” (93), a trend that is also present in the 
science fiction tradition. In Afro-Future Females, Jennifer Henton explains that women have come to know 
“the other to be ourselves” (100). She also indicates that there remains a need for science fiction to “widen 
its boundaries to include different voices” (104), particularly because the presence of  “the other” is so 
central to science fiction discourse. 

More recently, we witness more of  what I refer to as an ‘altar(ing)’ of  Afro-Caribbean women. 
The marginalization particularly of  women of  colour is more explicit in an American context, where 
they belong to a numerical and systemic minority. Meanwhile, in the Caribbean, as Eudine Barriteau 
points out, “Race and racism do not enter my life and the lives of  most Caribbean women in the identical 
trajectories that they do for minority women in racist societies” (10). Barriteau adds that, while racism 
does exist in the Caribbean, it is experienced differently. Thus, not all Afrofuturistic assertions about the 
severity of  Othering can be transferred wholesale to a Caribbean context. She refers to what she said 
more than a decade earlier, that in the Caribbean “there is the legacy of  race rather than say the North 
American version of  the day-to-day reality of  racism” (10). The dominance of  Afro-Caribbean women’s 
writing and central female characters on the West Indian literary scene demonstrate that there is a sense 
of  ‘altar(ing)’ of  Caribbean women. 

It is from this angle that Lord approaches her presentation of  women in The Galaxy Game. A 
conversation with the writer revealed that she was inspired on a trip to another Caribbean country with 
female colleagues. They met a young boy with whom they interacted, and he displayed the expected 
respect towards them. This caused her to think of  the authoritative function of  mothers and women in 
the Caribbean. The strong presence of  matriarchal families headed by and influenced by mothers and 
grandmothers in the West Indies inspired, in part, the matriarchal utopia on which Lord’s novel is based. 

The story of  The Galaxy Game is set on the planet Punartham, another bioformed colony like 
Cygnus Beta. It is run by females called Punarthai Matriarchs and Patronas, who make up the Haneki 
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dynasty (171). The Punarthai are descended from one of  the first planets, called Ntshune. The Ntshune 
are people of  a feminine nature, sensitive and use telepathy. Phenotypically, they are identified by “dark 
brown” skin and brown feathery hair (52), and so they present as people of  African descent. The Punarthai 
survive by using a technological game called Wallrunning. Wallrunning is “a game of  speed and agility 
played on vast vertical surfaces riddled with variable gravity fields” (Staggs). Earnings come from “social” 
and “financial credit” (Lord, The Galaxy Game 167). Each player is part of  a team that is held together 
telepathically by a strategic person called a “nexus”; women thrive more easily than men as they mostly 
occupy the nexus post (194). Any ambitious man would have to become a woman to reach a legendary 
status.

Wallrunning is a form of  ‘black technology’, since the technologically advanced game can be 
paralleled with sports in a Caribbean context, such as cricket as well as football—a connection made 
by Lord at a public reading of  The Galaxy Game. The author indicated that Wallrunning, like cricket and 
football, involves the negotiation of  “nontangible finances” and the necessity of  acquiring knowledge on 
how to “pass money under a table”; likewise, Wallrunning emphasizes the development of  “underground 
economics,” which includes the use of  social credit that focuses on networking and financial credit (Lord, 
Galaxy Game: Public Reading). 

The correlation between Wallrunning and cricket provides a particularly West Indian bent when 
considering the centrality of  the sport to West Indian identity. Edmondson states that Trinidadian critic 
C. L. R. James determines that he can “rebel against the colonial status quo by […] playing more 
cricket” (112), thereby establishing a sense of  West Indianness. This sensibility is fortified by a fifteen-year 
world-championship record held by the West Indian cricket team. In spite of  cricket’s association with 
Englishness, Edmondson sums up James’s perspective by highlighting that it is “the code of  gentlemanly 
conduct, sportsmanship, and all the other attributes of  a cricket player, that united the cricket players 
across classes and races, by providing a system through which they all became equals” (113). Similarly, 
Wallrunning provides opportunities for Rafi, as a non-Punarthai male, to climb the ranks as a result of  his 
talent, thus establishing him as an equal and, consequently, as a leader in the role of  a Patron. 

Additionally, Lord uses ‘black technology’ to comment on the perception of  women in a 
Caribbean context by portraying Wallrunning as a microcosm of  the sporting world. Football and cricket 
are multibillion-dollar industries that operate in several countries worldwide, including the Caribbean. 
Therefore, it is not far-fetched to conceive that a game like Wallrunning could finance an entire society. 
These sports are “man’s” games and “highly gendered,” according to Lord (Staggs); in addition, many 
managers and investors are white and male. Through defamiliarization, Lord critiques this lopsidedness 
of  representation in the managerial aspect of  sports by presenting us with a world where women of  
colour do the managing and the men are the source of  entertainment at the games, stating that “men are 
encouraged to “play and look pretty” (Staggs). Such a reference causes one to reflect on other multibillion 
industries like the world of  pageantry. Countries act as major stakeholders in events such as Miss Universe 
that revolve around beautiful feminine appearances and presentation. Although the participation of  
women is central, the industry is managed predominantly by men. Gendered dominance is not a foreign 
idea to our real world. Through a technologically developed future society, Lord highlights the inequalities 
posed by patriarchal structures while positing that the opposite, in the form of  matriarchy, exists in the 
Caribbean, though this opposite exists more subtly.

Finally, ‘black technologies’ are evident in Nashara’s body politics in Buckell’s Ragamuffin. As Sheryl 
Vint observes, the increase in practices such as genetic engineering indicates that the gap between science 
and contemporary issues is not that wide (59). While body politics usually deal with governmental or 
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syndicate control over human bodies, Nashara reifies Vint’s observation, as the politics in relation to her 
body are married with scientific bodily alterations. In Ragamuffin, we discover that Nashara is a “second 
removed clone” (261) of  Pepper, which suggests that she has cyborg likenesses. She explains that she was 
“fitted with technology dangerous to the Satrapy” (262), highlighting that her body has been altered for 
a political agenda. 

The implications of  Nashara’s body politics are further implicated as a result of  her heritage. 
According to DeGraw, Buckell is one of  few science fiction male authors who “utilizes a black, female 
protagonist in an sf  text” (57). DeGraw describes Nashara as a valorized Afro female (52). Buckell describes 
her as having “skin as dark as the shadows,” with “hair tight and curly” (Buckell, Ragamuffin 11). As a black 
woman whose will and body are invaded for the service of  larger organizations, Nashara is reminiscent of  
what Henton describes in the following: “[S]cience’s erasure of  the Other historically exposes ‘Western’ 
scientific ideals as inventions, or constructs. Its discoveries become steeped in the black bodies used to get 
‘there’ (consider the Tuskegee Syphillis Experiment, for example)” (105). This imposition of  technology 
also aligns with a pillar concept of  Afrofuturism as defined by Dery, who asserts that African Americans 
live in a “sci-fi nightmare” and that “technology is too often brought to bear on Black bodies” (180). 
Nashara experiences that invasion of  technology on her black body. 

A further layer is added to the milieu of  politics since Nashara is actually a Caribbean black 
woman. She is a Ragamuffin descendantfrom  Chimson, the terraformed  planet  of   “islanders”  (Buckell,  
Ragamuffin 31). For a Caribbean woman, there are additional perceptions attached to the female body. 
For example, Sandra Duvivier points out that in the tourist industry Caribbean bodies are often seen 
as “exoticized” and “overly sexualized others,” which further “attests to the global political economy’s 
exploitation of  Caribbean people generally and Caribbean women particularly” (1104). 

Although Nashara does not directly experience sexualization or fetishization, she feels the effects 
of  objectification. Considering the imposition of  these layered perceptions, along with the physical 
alterations to Nashara’s body, she is in fact objectified. At “hundreds of  years old” (Buckell, Ragamuffin 
30), Nashara is able to maintain a surprisingly youthful and beautiful appearance. Since Chimson excels 
in the manufacturing “antiaging technologies” (29), Nashara’s visage reflects this. While beauty is usually 
perceived as an asset and a profitable enhancement for a woman, beauty emphasizes that Nashara is like 
an owned object to be decorated; she sees herself  as only a “product” (30) of  the technology. As a clone 
among other brothers and sisters (262), Nashara is merely a copy and is therefore further redolent of  an 
object instead of  a human being. Although Pepper experiences his own negative associations as a black 
man with brute strength, he acts as a foil for Nashara. Despite being replicas in every other way, Nashara’s 
womanhood, in tandem with her beauty, is the main factor separating her from Pepper; this distinction 
insinuates that the superficial changes on her appearance are often used to define and reduce women. 

Nashara’s womanhood results in other bodily implications. Although she is a human weapon like 
Pepper, she must pay a price in exchange for her power. Her mind and her womb become significant sites 
of  invasion. Pepper is exempt from these detriments. Buckell explains that Nashara’s mind is “the real 
weapon” (Buckell, Ragamuffin 21). Technology has been installed in Nashara’s brain, which allows her to 
read, decode and take over telecom systems through an interactive medium called a ‘lamina’; this lamina 
allows her to multiply herself  and to destroy a number of  structures, including entire ships. However, 
throughout the narrative, an antagonist pilot of  a Hongguo ship is able to manipulate Nashara’s mind 
and perform mind wipes on her. He controls her mind to secure her loyalty and otherwise plans to kill her. 
As powerful as she is, Nashara is still subjected to and manipulated by the male gaze. 
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Nashara also experiences bodily invasion with respect to her womb. She informs Captain Jamar 
that, along with her sisters, “we gave up our wombs and in return were fitted with quantum computers 
running intrusion devices that can overpower lamina and make it extensions of  our minds” (Buckell, 
Ragamuffin 105). In order to obtain power, she has to exchange an anatomical symbol of  femininity and 
fertility—ultimately, a yardstick used generally to define a woman. On the surface, this seems to be a 
beneficial trade-off for freedom from the limiting stereotypes of  female capacity; yet, Nashara describes 
herself  and her sisters as “just containers, a delivery mechanism” (31). Pepper does not have a similar 
sacrificial experience. As Henton writes, comparing Kevin and Dana in Octavia Butler’s Kindred, Pepper 
“as a male […] does not have the capacity to understand her body politics”; like Kevin, Pepper has not 
had to “pimp a black woman’s body” (110). By giving up her womb, Nashara goes through a process 
similar to organ harvesting. In this way, she experiences a version of  pimping, whereby she must yield her 
body for the use of  others in exchange for usefulness or survival. 

Nashara’s experience echoes Duvivier’s sentiments that the “black female body” is sometimes 
regarded as “currency signifying the potential for basic survival, financial security and socioeconomic 
advancement” (1104). The removal of  Nashara’s womb does not guarantee that she will no longer be used 
or remain subject to the systematic structure of  society. Like her sisters, she represents a time bomb and will 
face death if  she releases the full potential of  her power. Pepper lives free from these limitations. Nashara’s 
experience seems to point to the perception that women will face some measure of  loss regardless of  what 
they choose. By being neutered, she loses conventional ties to maternity and femininity, and by choosing 
otherwise, she sacrifices the potential for her full capabilities. Nashara’s technological hysterectomy denies 
her the possibility of  gaining power through progeny, something on which she reflects significantly when 
she discovers that she has feelings for John. Despite these regrets and restrictions, she moves forward with 
her duty in protecting the universe. 

Irrefutably, these speculative fiction novels exhibit pronounced traits that are identifiably 
Caribbean. These ideas are signified in their portrayals of  technology. I refer to this appropriation as 
‘black technology’ partly because of  the similarities exhibited in Afrofuturist tradition. On the other hand, 
blackness is defined more flexibly in a Caribbean context than in those contexts where it moves among 
and includes several other cultures and ethnicities. In addition, it represents the Caribbean’s majority 
population of  African descent. Because of  the clear differences between African American science fiction 
and Caribbean science fiction, I have chosen to emphasize the need to write about Caribbean science 
fiction by using Caribbean nomenclature. 

‘Black technologies’ involve the use of  science fiction tropes and machinations such as mindships 
and Ragamuffin ships, both Caribbean-oriented spaceships. These ships are informed by signature 
features of  the Caribbean and African diaspora in relation to the triangular trade, migration, resistance, 
intellectual development, community, home and identity. Grass-roots connections are made in Caribbean 
speculative fiction novels through parallels between Garveyan ships and spaceships in Buckell’s work and 
between cricket and Wallrunning in Lord’s work.

The ‘black technologies’ in the novels examined provide allegorical representations of  the 
complicated idea of  defining Caribbean identity. They point to the potential of  situating identity in one’s 
role as a sojourner or in the symbolic sea, which is always moving. Black technologies are also evident 
in the portrayals of  women and body politics in the novels. Lord inverts Caribbean society through the 
matriarchal society Punartam and makes insinuations about social and gender equality. Buckell comments 
on the implications of  Nashara as a black Caribbean Afrofemale. Through these illustrations, the novels 
highlight strong Caribbean sensibilities. They establish the importance of  working towards a framework 
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for Caribbean speculative fiction by demonstrating that science fiction ideas could be used as lenses for 
re-examining West Indian sensibilities through fictional literature.

Notes
1   ‘Speculative fiction’ is often regarded as a larger more flexible term than ‘science fiction,’ since it 

encompasses science fiction.
2   According to Martinican writer Jean Bernabé, people of  the Caribbean are best identified as 

creole (pg. 886).
3   The ‘Black Atlantic’ is a term used by Paul Gilroy in an eponymous book to describe the 

centrality of  the Atlantic and the triangular trade to African diasporic identities.
4   ‘Groundation’ refers to an important, sacred day on the Rastafarian calendar.
5   The ‘butterfly effect’ refers to a conventional science fiction feature that explains how small 

changes to the past during travel can result in large consequences in the present and future. See 
A Sound of  Thunder by Ray Bradbury for illustrations of  the butterfly effect.
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Encountering Others across 
Science Fiction, Afrofuturism 
and Anglophone Caribbean 
Speculative Fiction
Nicola Hunte

This paper is an attempt to locate Anglophone Caribbean speculative fiction within 
what I see as a general discussion about bodies, technology and Otherness addressed by 
science fiction, speculative fiction and Afrofuturistic writing. At the core of  this discussion 
is the attitude towards powerlessness addressed in these larger genres, specifically how the 
image of  the captive (human) body is positioned in relation to forms of  science, whether 
they be technoscience or indigenous sciences. My interest is in how Anglophone Caribbean 
speculative writing is already in dialogue with this image, which is at work in other speculative 
narrative forms, in order to speak to a familiar estrangement observable in Caribbean social 
concerns.

Source: Photo by Deniz Göçmen on Unsplash.com
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It is worthwhile to begin with the ways in which these three overarching genres are defined 
before suggesting how Caribbean speculative narratives apply this image in rehearsals of  alienation and 
Otherness. As a starting point for my understanding of  these genres, I choose to look at the pattern of  
ideological concepts that they tend to produce, since these have proven, in the scholarly response, to be 
more distinctive than their literary features.1 For science fiction, I turn to John Rieder’s discussion in The 
Routledge Companion to Science Fiction about the ideological influences for the development of  those texts 
considered canonical to this genre. Rieder identifies the twin influences of  capitalist-industrialism and 
imperialism in the delimitation of  sci-fi themes and tropes, as well as the growth of  its audience. The 
marriage of  these two factors produces, as Rieder points out, “popular anxieties about becoming the 
victims rather than the wielders of  imperial […] power,” a power manifested through machinery and, 
more broadly, technology (26). 

Kodwo Eshun’s “Further Considerations on Afrofuturism” identifies the centrality of  time for 
the genre — specifically, the relationships between the past and the future — and to the development 
and significance of  Afrodiasporic subjectivity, since “Afrofuturism may be characterized as a program 
for recovering the histories of  counter-futures in a century hostile to Afro-diasporic projection” (301). 
The counterhegemonic nature of  Afrofuturistic writing has also created spaces for speculative narratives 
attentive to ‘people of  colour’ outside of  the African diaspora but within the experience of  imperial 
conquest (Campbell and Hall ii). 

R. B. Gill offers speculative fiction as a “vision of  a systematically different world”; in particular, it 
offers “alternative environments and thus implies the inevitable modicum of  estrangement that follows an 
encounter with the unknown” (73). To counteract the notion that ‘speculative’ is a frustratingly ambiguous 
and arbitrary label are a few common traits that tend to be associated with such fiction: challenging 
boundaries; reimagining representations and portraying unusual yet familiar possibilities. Given these 
parameters, science fiction can be considered speculative; but speculative fiction has increasingly been 
seen as ostensibly concerned with antihegemonic practices and “marked precisely by its preoccupation 
with social and political injustice ‘most readily experienced by persons from diasporic, transitory and 
migratory communities in the borderlands between the global north and south’” (Moynagh 212). This 
form of  speculative fiction, therefore, has come to be understood as a subversive response to the discursive 
territorialization surrounding science fiction. 

Critical reaction to the work of  Nalo Hopkinson, a Caribbean-born Canadian and Afrodiasporan 
writer, underscores antihegemonic practice in observations about the subversive heterogeneity at work in 
Anglophone Caribbean speculative fiction. For example, Jerrilyn McGregory observes that “Hopkinson’s 
speculative fiction speaks to the counterhegemonic discourse mode that women and writers of  color bring 
to speculative fiction (sf). [… She] incorporates a multiplicity of  artistic forms—fantasy, dark fantasy, 
horror, and magical realism—to challenge the artificial boundaries that exist between different subgenres 
of  sf ” (1) and “privileges Afro-Caribbean spirituality in a way that further subverts even speculative 
fiction” (3). In her interview with Nancy Batty, Hopkinson indicates that with Caribbean speculative 
fiction there is “a lot of  writing that deals in belief  and spirituality,” which works to push, stretch, stomp 
on or ignore the northern boundaries of  science fiction/ fantasy/ horror (182). From these responses, a 
set of  notions concerning Anglophone Caribbean speculative fiction points to the overarching feature of  
counterhegemony already associated with speculative fiction and a specific interest in Afro-Caribbean 
spirituality. However, I suggest that these notions are further contextualized by a revisionary approach 
that I believe is characteristic of  Anglophone Caribbean writing. By ‘revisionary,’ I refer to an interest 
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in reworking imagined boundaries and reclaiming forgotten or neglected resources in a manner that 
emphasizes the value in more than one way of  seeing/being. 

Notwithstanding the observations by Mendlesohn, Hopkinson, Alondra Nelson and others that 
offer central touchstones for each speculative form—for science fiction, technology; for Afrofuturism, 
connections across time; and for Caribbean speculative fiction and spirituality—the general resistance 
to fixity posed by these genres means that each of  these features are, to some extent, in play across all of  
the forms. This interplay necessarily problematizes a reductive spectrum, or hierarchy, that moves from 
technology to spirituality, in which science fiction is concerned pre-eminently with science, Afrofuturism 
with ‘black’ science and Caribbean speculative fiction with ‘black’ fantasy/magical realism. The interplay 
between technology and spirituality highlights instead a shared concern with the estrangement, trauma, 
and powerlessness seen, I would argue, in the relationship between the captive body and sciences 
addressed in these narrative forms. To illustrate my discussion, I have selected a collection of  short stories 
considered representative of  each genre: in order of  publication, Masterpieces: The Best Science Fiction of  
the Twentieth Century (Card), Mothership: Tales from Afrofuturism and Beyond (Campbell and Hall) and New 
Worlds, Old Ways: Speculative Tales from the Caribbean (Lord). From each collection, I have chosen two stories 
that can be read as indicative of  the spectrum—from the technological to the magical/supernatural/
spiritual—to underscore the parity of  these features in each genre. From Masterpieces, the selected stories 
are Frederik Pohl’s “The Tunnel under the World” (1955), which presents human lab subjects monitored 
by robotic avatars, and Robert Silverberg’s “Passengers” (1968), which follows an encounter of  bodily 
possession. From Mothership, N. K. Jemisin’s “Too Many Yesterdays, Not Enough Tomorrows” (2004) offers 
a postapocalyptic phenomenon experienced through online communication, and George S. Walker’s 
“Fées des dents” (2010) pits Sudanese tooth fairies against militarized dragons. In New Worlds, Old Ways, 
Brandon O’Brien’s “fallenangel.dll” (2016) has at its centre a hacked flying robot, while the central figure 
in Richard B. Lynch’s “Water under the Bridge” (2009) is a supernatural doppelgänger. 

The distinction between genres afforded by their touchstones, though useful, becomes difficult to 
maintain in the face of  narrative engagement across the imagined boundaries between science, presented 
as technology, and more ceremonial investigations into the unknown.2 In short, my observation is that 
science fiction is not necessarily focused on technoscience and that speculative fiction, in general, does not 
tend away from it. This observation is reflected in the selection of  these stories. Instead of  distinguishing 
Caribbean speculative fiction by its attention to forms alternative to technoscience, I choose to look at the 
treatment of  Otherness in the form of  the captive body repeated throughout these genres and argue for 
a distinction in that regard. In particular, I argue that there is a progression to a more hopeful treatment 
of  the Other. Where science fiction offers an alienating anxiety, Afrofuturism highlights the value of  
estrangement that Caribbean speculative fiction then suggests is both familiar and redemptive. My interest 
in the image of  the captive body is drawn from one of  the defining concerns of  speculative fiction: the 
promise or threat of  human transformation through encounters with the unknown. Represented on 
the site of  the human body, from zombification to cybernetics, the power exerted by technology on 
self- and social awareness has provided significant narrative tropes. Science fiction’s persistent troping of  
altered bodies and the attendant anxiety, whether technophobia or human displacement—in the form 
of  Frankenstein’s monster, robots, cyborgs and superhumans—most readily come to mind.3 I view these 
bodily forms as captive in the sense that they come into being under the control of  an alien or alienating 
force, usually in the form of  technology understood familiarly as science. However, as I hope the narratives 
under discussion will show, there are various sciences and more redemptive ways of  treating the captive 
body.
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Sciences and Captive Bodies 

The advent of  industrialization in the nineteenth century has been widely credited with helping 
to develop science fiction’s interest in the relationship between man and machine, with the latter growing 
to encompass the field of  technology recognized as “the impact of  Mechanism (to use the older term for 
technology) on cultural life and human subjectivity” (Luckhurst qtd. in Evans 14). The understanding 
of  technology for science fiction, as David Seed outlines, started as “tools or implements” and then 
later broadened to include “information transfer” (47). This relationship between technology and human 
subjectivity is most pointedly developed in the figures of  robots, androids and cyborgs—human-like and 
human-integrated machines. Seed explains, “The construction of  robots and cyborgs in the human image 
suggests that technology frequently operates in science fiction to dissect or disassemble the body for purposes 
of  reconstruction and modification” (64). Gwyneth Jones further outlines the fundamental ontological 
concern of  who can legitimately be viewed as human, given that mechanization or artificial enhancement 
mark the body as other than human (167). This treatment of  technology as alienating or threatening 
finds its support in the view of  lab-oriented science “in the service of  the technological rationalization of  
every domain of  material existence”—what Istvan Csicsery-Ronay, Jr. terms “technoscientific empire” 
(362). Csicsery-Ronay, Jr.’s discussion outlines the imperialistic agenda that influences the treatment and 
application of  science as technology. In effect, science practised within an agenda of  hegemony invariably 
becomes an exploitative, alienating force. Therefore, the relationship between bodies and technology that 
I wish to explore in two selected stories from Masterpieces focuses on the captive body and its link to the 
alienating influences of  industrialism and imperialism for this genre. 

Afrofuturism’s interest in the intersection of  technologies and bodies has been repeatedly linked 
to the Middle Passage and plantation slavery. In discussing Octavia Butler’s work as seminal to the 
development of  Afrofuturism, Adwoa Afful states that:

neither science nor technology are featured in [Butler’s] work in ways we might expect them to be 
(i.e. white men in lab coats inventing new technologies in sterilized facilities). [… The] supernatural 
and human bodies are the primary technologies, and the kind of  science practiced in the novel appears 
to take its cues from 19th century slave narratives of  the Middle Passage rather than from any 
contemporary stories of  technologically engineered utopias. (96; emphasis added)

The significance of  transatlantic slavery and its treatment of  the black body as expendable lends 
itself  to the metaphor of  the displaced/disappearing body to illustrate ontological trauma produced 
by enslavement. It can also illustrate resistance—in the presence of  altered bodies achieved through 
alternative means, such as the supernatural and folklore—to material or social oppression. Therefore, for 
my discussion of  two stories from Mothership, I choose to look at the image of  the disappearing body and 
its connection to the treatment of  Afrodiasporic subjectivity and its temporal anchoring in Afrofuturistic 
narratives. 

Transatlantic slavery’s treatment of  the black body as expendable is also imbricated with the 
image of  the displaced/migrant body in the Caribbean. The historical legacies of  colonialism, slavery 
and indentureship have produced the captive body familiar to imperialistic agendas. As sites of  forced 
labor and resource exploitation, Caribbean plantation societies have acted as laboratories for harvesting 
technologies that have also seen the human body being treated like a machine. Ironically, the flesh-and-
blood body within the numerical catalogues and ledgers of  sale and production effectively disappears. In 
Hopkinson’s work, the exploited or vulnerable body is positively reembodied through spiritual practice. 
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For Hopkinson’s Brown Girl in the Ring, for example, McGregory indicates that the work “deploys a 
machination that, while privileging the horrors central to [speculative fiction], references an African-
based religion. It is important to stress that the presence of  zombies and duppies (spirits) occur […] due 
to cultural factors and colonialism in the region” (3). Zombies and duppies as both spiritual presences 
and figures of  horror return to the notion of  both promise or threat of  human transformation through 
encounters with the unknown. In this case, the altered body is invoked through religious practice, not 
technoscience. 

Part of  the horror of  the altered body is its presentation of  spectral or absent humanity, which, 
because of  the Caribbean cultural context of  slavery and colonialism, is also associated with the slave 
body. Jones makes an interesting connection between the slave and the cloned body in terms of  this 
concern with which body can be seen as human. In Jones’s discussion, the issue of  either’s humanity 
is absolute, even as the comparison further highlights the ways in which the intersection of  technology 
and empire reinscribe the anxieties of  being Othered. The notion of  a slave body as a reproduction—a 
cloned body—that is used to inscribe the value of  an original body elsewhere has particular resonance 
for the Caribbean in the form of  cultural mimicry as a consequence of  colonialism. However, this 
‘reproduction’ in its interaction within its local environment has created alternatives to the ‘original.’ As 
McGregory argues, the zombie and duppy may seem like the Gothic sensationalism of  haunted spirits but 
are instead participants in a larger transcultural cosmology. The simulacrum body of  cultural practices, 
to carry forward this metaphor, is not mere copy: it has its own ‘soul,’ which has the benefit of  invoking 
heterogeneous spiritual/ancestral traditions. 

Grace L. Dillon identifies what she calls “indigenous scientific literacies” at work in Hopkinson’s 
fiction, which necessarily rely on traditional value systems that incorporate spiritual interconnectedness 
with different forms of  knowledge. In her essay “Indigenous Scientific Literacies in Nalo Hopkinson’s 
Ceremonial Worlds,” Dillon explains how herbal medicine, ancestral worship, storytelling and traditional 
knowledge transfer are all examples of  indigenous science. Ideologically distinct, as well as differently 
deployed, technoscience and indigenous science are nonetheless similar as proponents of  technology. 
Given, as Seed points out, that technology is fundamentally tools and information transfer, both sets 
of  science offer technological apparatus. In this way, spiritual practice, for example, can be tellingly 
juxtaposed with technoscientific models in speculative and science fiction. Spiritual traditions, religion 
and natural medicine as relevant to science fiction are also addressed by Eric S. Rabkin in his essay 
“Genre Criticism: Science Fiction and the Fantastic”:

What is important in the definition of  science fiction is not the appurtenances of  ray guns and lab 
coats, but the “scientific” habits of  mind: the idea that paradigms do control our view of  all phenomena, 
that within these paradigms all normal problems can be solved, and that abnormal occurrences must 
either be explained or initiate the search for a better (usually more inclusive) paradigm. In science fiction, 
these habits of  mind and their associated bodies of  knowledge determine the outcome of  events, regardless 
of  which science most obviously informs the narrative world. In that regard, […] all science fiction is to 
some extent fantastic. (92)

Rabkin’s observation indicates that it is our view of  phenomena (not the phenomena) that is 
explained through paradigms understood within particular systems of  knowledge. Adherence to the rules 
of  those paradigms produce the same expectations we have of  science, to wit, an explanation for our 
view. For Caribbean speculative fiction, then, with its capacity to juxtapose both techno- and indigenous 
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science, I choose to look at two stories from New Worlds, Old Ways to illustrate the revisionary capacity 
of  the simulacrum body in its engagement with these two scientific modes and their use in redressing 
estrangement. 

Therefore, my discussion of  the selected stories for each collection will move from the image of  
the captive body to the disappearing body to the simulacrum body in order to highlight the differing 
approaches to estrangement/Otherness in narratives of  science fiction, Afrofuturism and Caribbean 
speculative fiction respectively. My interest is in locating one of  the main concerns of  Caribbean writing 
as revisioning in relation to the alienation of  science fiction and the interest in subjectivity addressed by 
Afrofuturism. My approach relies on loosely comparing, across the narrative genres, the use of  technology 
on the body, whether that technology be produced by techno- or indigenous science.

Alienation of  Captive Bodies 

Pohl’s “The Tunnel Under the World” typifies the features associated with science fiction as narratives 
about technology and imperialistic anxiety. This story follows the protagonist’s growing awareness that he 
is living the same day. This awareness is accompanied by the inarticulate terror he experiences through 
a recurring dream of  an explosion. His reluctant investigation of  a series of  disconcerting events leads 
him to an even more debilitating discovery: he and those in his community are the captive subjects of  a 
corporate advertising experiment. The nature of  this experiment leaves its human subjects at the mercy 
of  robotic avatars who are made to appear human. Any notion of  escape is summarily removed when he 
realizes that his community has not only been miniaturized, like a lab specimen in a Petri dish, but that 
everyone is confined to reliving the last day of  their lives. Technology has been used to trap their human 
consciousness for a never-ending focus group designed to achieve capitalist gains. 

Silverberg’s “Passengers” presents similar metaphysical concerns but within the frame of  spirit 
possession. The protagonist of  Silverberg’s story seeks an intimate connection with another person in 
defiance of  the alienating helplessness he feels as a result of  being a ‘spirit vehicle’ for an invading alien 
species. His defiance is a solitary rebellion, made even more dangerous against the larger reality that 
earth’s human culture has adapted to a state of  subservience and become passive, inarticulate victims to 
the erratic, inexplicable body invasions by this alien force. His search for a human connection, since no 
sort of  connection is possible with his extraterrestrial passenger, is invariably subverted. The story ends 
with the protagonist suddenly being taken over, which involves having his will and memory erased, just at 
the moment when he could achieve a bonding intimacy with another human being. Neither the technique 
nor the agents of  this possession are explained by using scientific terms. The protagonist approaches the 
concern of  worldwide bodily invasion as a philosophical issue: “It is the old problem, free will versus 
determinism, translated into the foulest of  forms. Determinism is no longer a philosopher’s abstraction; 
it is cold alien tendrils sliding between the cranial sutures. The Passengers arrived three years ago. […] 
Our world is quite different now” (Silverberg 170). Without any detailed or even glancing reference to 
science or mechanistic means in the occurrence of  or rationale for these kidnappings, the experience of  
alien possession in this story reads like spirit possession. What helps position the story as science fiction 
is its setting. The arbitrary process of  alienation occurs against the backdrop of  a sterile, automaton 
culture maintained by a central computer. Once again the imperialist anxiety over victimization is clearly 
present and, this time, contextualized by a significant science fiction trope: alien life. Quite tellingly, it 
is the absence of  a belief  system centred on the supernatural that suggests these possessions are to be 
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treated as extraterrestrial. Without a preexisting system of  knowledge that attempts to rationalize human 
relationships to the unknown—for example, spirit worship—the narrative perspective offers aliens as a 
reasonable mechanism instead of  belief. In both Pohl’s and Silverberg’s stories, the central characters’ 
experience of  powerlessness and alienation marks out the process of  becoming objectified through their 
bodies, which indicates them as the Other to someone else’s subject position. Fundamentally, the characters 
play out the anxiety of  being a victim, which is particularly acute for those whose sense of  empowerment 
and humanity are dependent on producing victimized Others. Science and machines can be present in 
an estranged environment but not necessarily prioritized, as Silverberg’s story illustrates, in order for the 
narrative to be read as science fiction. Instead, it may be more helpful to look at the sense of  estrangement 
embodied in various ways by the characters to define science fiction. This kind of  Othering resonates 
with the Afrodiaspora and, according to Eshun, reasonably explains how science fiction can be useful for 
writers concerned with exploring Afrodiasporic subjectivity since “[these] subjects live the estrangement 
that science-fiction writers envision. Black existence and science fiction are one and the same” (298). 

Reclamation of  Disappearing Bodies 

Afrofuturism has been conceptualized with a set of  foundational notions that includes, according 
to Nelson, “sci-fi imagery, futurist themes, and technological innovation in the African diaspora” aimed 
at producing “stories […] about culture, technology and things to come” (9). This focus on technology, 
unlike with science fiction, “encourages the beauties of  African diasporic cultures and gives people of  
color a face in the future. [… T]he perspective contributes to world knowledge and ideas and includes 
the perspectives of  a group too often deleted from the past and future” (Womack 191). Nonetheless, there 
are several stories in Mothership that also make use of  the supernatural/fantasy in order to recover those 
“deleted from the past and future.” In keeping with the genre’s futurist expectations, Jemisin’s “Too Many 
Yesterdays, Not Enough Tomorrows” offers a “post-proliferated reality” (17) of  temporal estrangement 
in which human communication is only possible online, while Walker’s “Fées des dents” brings together 
giants, dragons, tooth fairies and a shaman in conflict with military forces invading the Sudan. Both stories 
provide the image of  the disappearing body but in different ways, and both highlight the significance of  
memory in articulating subjectivity.

Jemisin’s story is told from the perspective of  online chats fragmented between several survivors 
within a temporal phenomenon that sees reality reset every ten hours. This postapocalyptic setting 
prioritizes the technological context of  online communication, specifically weblogs and shared public 
fora such as chatrooms, because “[d]irect, private contact was impossible. Individual-to-individual relays 
– instant messaging, email – worked, but were always iffy. Most people just didn’t bother to try; too 
disappointing” (Jemisin 15). The visual appearance of  the brief  fragmented posts and asynchronous replies 
in the narrative already suggest a virtual disembodiment familiar to discussions about cyberculture. The 
story’s initiating crisis employs the combination of  technology-as-progress and loss of  control. Similar 
to “The Tunnel under the World,” the protagonist must live through a time loop, statically reliving the 
same period within a confined space. Much like “Passengers,” the computer-generated setting highlights 
isolation, which is also mirrored in the physical desolation produced by an uncertain, fragmented material 
reality. However, the imperialist anxiety of  being a victim, helpless before this material desolation and 
physical isolation, does not inform the protagonist’s response—quite the opposite: the character finds 
solace and ontological security in the postproliferated wasteland. The narrative uses its alternate reality 
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to focus on those already socially marginalized in the familiar present (which is treated as the near past 
in the story). Even though the search for human intimacy and connection against the backdrop of  a 
machine-alienated world appears in both Jemisin’s and Silverberg’s stories, the former’s is facilitated by 
the apocalyptic change, while the latter’s is in conflict with its new reality. The narrative perspective of  
Jemisin’s story highlights that those who had already felt alienated in human society are the ones who 
can exist inside a quantum state of  repeated reality. The effort to make a connection in this situation is 
motivated not, as in “Passengers,” by fear and helplessness but by hope and tenderness. It is noteworthy 
that the protagonist contrasts her sense of  self-awareness gained in her pocket reality with feeling self-
conscious prior to the change: 

“[B]ut on the street she’d always felt the pressure of  the neighbors’ gazes against her back, 
skittering away from her peripheral vision when she turned. The days of  Sambo dolls at the corner store 
were mostly over, but not a lot of  Japanese had seen black people anywhere except on television. My 
parents must’ve felt the same during grad school in Des Moines, she’d always told herself  to put things in 
perspective. It hadn’t helped much.” (Jemisin 15)

The protagonist is able to achieve a connection with a “[s]econd-generation American-born 
Chinese”—someone who has also experienced social Othering (Jemisin 18). As in “Passengers,” the 
connection is short-lived, but the ending is not pessimistic as it is for Silverberg’s story. 

The story is open-ended; there is the possibility that she has found a way out of  the alternate 
reality (and can therefore travel to other parallel realities), that she has found a way to end the current 
reality or that she can physically join her beloved. What is certain is that the transition requires that her 
body (and physical surroundings) disappear. Interestingly, she does not experience anxiety at this obvious 
loss of  control, which is logical given that it has been her embodied identity that has been the source 
of  her insecurity. In the story, her embodied identity is removed in two ways: through the absence of  a 
controlling gaze that is socially, not technologically, deployed and through the capacity to place individual 
consciousness online. In the first instance, she refers to the weight of  others’ stares, which increase her 
body-conscious reaction to her self  as a “jiggly big-boned sistah” (Jemisin 13). In the second, internet 
communication allows for personalities to be articulated and individual expressions to be stored and 
circulated without concern for socially embodied subject positions. Seeking material progress and power 
may have led to the misuse of  scientific knowledge: “[M]y vote has always been for the government 
theory […] to build some kind of  new super-weapon, or hotwire a particle accelerator. I know! Let’s 
shoot some protons at the terrorists! Yeah! Oops, we broke the universe!” (Jemisin 15). Yet, this scientific 
knowledge is used redemptively in the story by the socially isolated to find much-needed community. It 
is only those “loosely connected ones, who interacted with others only when they had to, or through a 
screen” that remain alive and continue to communicate in the postproliferated phenomenon (Jemisin 21). 
As this quotation indicates, online communication prior to the apocalyptic change was the only way in 
which these Others could find community. This story therefore suggests that the anxiety of  technology 
usurping control is not felt by those who have not had control to begin with. Instead, the technology of  
cyberspace becomes a way to produce a coherent, anchoring interaction with time and self; the internet is 
where, according to the narrative perspective, “the mingling of  so many minds kept time linear” (Jemisin 
14). 

A significant distinction between this story and those of  Pohl and Silverberg is that these survivors 
are allowed to keep their memories. The importance of  memory to Afrodiasporan creative expression 
is a topic that has been discussed and considered in various ways: memory as a therapeutic response to 
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trauma; as some measure of  control over future-directed action; as providing a framework for negotiating 
the present; memory is figured as empowering for those who have historically been the victims of  
oppressive control. Therefore, unlike Silverberg’s and Pohl’s stories, which underscores the dilemma of  
an unrealized future precisely because the past is not available, there are (as the story’s title “Too Many 
Yesterdays, Not Enough Tomorrows” indicates) more than enough yesterdays to negotiate this story’s 
unknown counterfutures. 

“Fées des dents” also offers encounters with the past, as well as with unfamiliar Others; however, 
these are facilitated not by scientific technology but by indigenous science framed within the fantastic. 
The story follows an outsider to Africa, a doctor from the United Kingdom (UK) who has come to 
provide medical aid through the Doctors without Borders organization. The story sets up an opposition 
between science, represented by the doctor, and ‘magic,’ whose agent is the shaman. The narrative view 
reiterates the doctor’s sense of  inadequacy when confronted with the unfamiliar: “[D]espite his medical 
background and skin the same color as most of  his patients, he felt lost here in Sudan. People suffered and 
died from things unheard of  in Europe: malaria, cholera, dragon venom” (Walker 291). In adding dragon 
venom to this list, the narrative introduces the fantastic as unfamiliar but not unrealistic. This sense of  
familiar estrangement is facilitated by the overdetermined view of  Africa as a dystopic space, outside 
of  contemporary representations of  progressive time. The character believes that this space is already 
accessible to him—it is already known—and that his skin colour and medical training should anchor him 
there, presumably because his ‘blackness’ should mark him as an ‘insider,’ and his expertise should make 
him useful. However, he remains a cultural and linguistic outsider, and his skills achieve a negligible effect. 
His sense of  powerlessness is acutely felt when he is unable to protect the shaman’s village from a dragon 
attack. He resigns himself  to this inefficacy by stating, “I’m a doctor, not a magician” (Walker 297). By 
declaring that he is not a magician, the doctor also relegates everything outside his field of  knowledge as 
improbable or fantastic. In doing so, the shaman becomes a mystifying, ornamental figure for the doctor. 
In other words, he cannot see the shaman’s usefulness or understand his relevance to the problems facing 
the Sudanese. 

Consequently, the doctor believes that the shaman requires his medical training when they first 
meet, and subsequently, when he is enlisted to fight off a dragon, he misjudges the shaman’s abilities and 
his own importance to the shaman’s defence strategy. In their second encounter, the shaman requests that 
the doctor “bring magic to his village” (Walker 298). When the doctor thinks of  magic in a box, which is 
what the shaman says he wants, the only example that comes to mind is a camera. The doctor believes 
that mechanistic technology looks like magic to the shaman, but it becomes clear that the shaman uses 
this term as a form of  shorthand. The only way that he can communicate to the doctor the complexity of  
what he requires is by referring to it as magic, as he realizes that the doctor’s ignorance of  local traditions 
prevents him from understanding these practices in any other way. 

The other reference to technology in the story is figurative, made by a character’s comparison 
of  the dragons to “military secrets” closely guarded by the Chinese (Walker 296). This comparison 
positions the dragons, due to their military use by the Chinese, as bioweaponry against the Sudanese. 
This overpowering use of  might against vulnerable civilians is paralleled with the vicious attack of  the 
tooth fairies on the children’s bodies, with the difference being that one is treated as technological tool and 
the other as a naturally occurring phenomenon. This distinction between these two forces sets them up 
aptly for the story’s final confrontation. Essentially, the Chinese and their weaponry are undermined by 
the shaman and his knowledge of  this (super)natural resource. The shaman’s power is not, as the doctor 
believes, in the practice of  mystical or exoticized rituals but in his memory. The shaman’s practice of  
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traditional ritual has a life-saving purpose: he knows how to stop the bioweapons used against his village. 
His knowledge exemplifies “those practices used by indigenous native peoples to manipulate the natural 
environment in order to improve existence in areas including medicine, agriculture and sustainability”; 
in short, the shaman is a practitioner of  indigenous science (Dillon 471). The shaman acts as a caretaker 
for the giants who are the disappearing bodies in the narrative. Due to the unrelenting exploitation by 
Europe and America, the giants are extinct, but their bones are now the resource being harvested by 
the Chinese for their dragons. The shaman involves the doctor in the protection of  an underground 
crypt built specially to house the skeletons of  several giants. The doctor understands, only after he sees 
the burial site, that the shaman is responsible for making sure the bodies of  the giants do not disappear 
completely. The giant skeletal bodies represent a past that the shaman is dedicated to protecting, and he 
does so by using what is indigenous to Sudan: the African tooth fairies. 

Walker’s appropriation of  what are recognizably figures from European fairy tales and locating 
them in an African setting can be read as a gesture of  Afrodiasporic consciousness; in particular, an 
‘imagined’ Africa becomes central to engaging with other cultural traditions, especially those that have 
been used to ‘dislocate and alienate’ African cultural value. The African tooth fairies become, therefore, 
the “black secret technology that is key to a diasporic future” (Eshun 295). The shaman’s decision to 
involve the black doctor from the UK in this enterprise helps to foreground a rehabilitative relationship 
between Africa (represented by the shaman) and the Afrodiasporic subject (represented by the doctor), 
for which the shaman’s access to the past and an alternative set of  knowledge can help ‘reprogramme’ 
the doctor’s short-sightedness. 

In turning to the Caribbean, it is possible to see how the cultural legacies of  the region make it well 
suited to engaging with, for example, anxieties concerning victimization through scientific technology 
and the exploration of  Afrodiasporic subjectivity. The speculative tales chosen offer redress to abuses 
of  power, contextualized by Caribbean social concerns, and as such necessarily position the Caribbean 
subject as central to achieving that redress. These stories present the engagement with Otherness through 
the simulacrum body where, much like the Afrofuturistic stories, this Otherness does not result in a state 
of  profoundly disturbing alienation, as observed with the science fiction stories. The treatment here 
is concerned with revisioning the estrangement of  the captive body into the redemptive power of  the 
simulacrum body. 

Redemption of  Simulacra Bodies 

Situated along the spectrum between technology and the supernatural in the collection of  Caribbean 
speculative stories are O’Brien’s “fallenangel.dll” and Lynch’s “Water under the Bridge,” respectively. 
The first story, set in the island nation of  Trinidad, presents the encounter of  two university students 
with a damaged item ‘scavenged’ from the police/government: a flying robot. The story’s deployment of  
information hardware and software exemplifies present-day interactions with technology. The students 
and their accomplice are hackers who use the internet and programming code to gain unauthorized access 
to highly secure institutionalized information and hardware—in this case, surveillance and enforcement 
technology in the humanoid form of  a police robot. The futuristic nature of  this element is further 
emphasized within the social context of  the story, which is the Trinidadian government’s implementation 
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of  curfew to address increasing violent crime. This social setting is indicative of  present-day responses to 
drug crime in the island nation and suggestive of  a totalitarian experience familiar to a technologically 
futuristic dystopic society. In this case, the advanced technology is used as a means of  ensuring intimidatory 
social control—to be a “metal goon for the Prime Minister” (O’Brien 56). 

However, the focus of  this encounter is not on producing a sense of  alienation or victimization at 
the hands of  a disembodied state; instead, it is quite the opposite. It is through this encounter with the 
automaton replica of  the flying squad that the characters experience not only the embodiment of  the 
state but also a means to resist it. One of  the hackers observes the similarity between the design of  the 
“metal goon”and the human body: “She would follow the lines of  red and green and purple wire from 
the processor in its headpiece to the battery in its center. […] Imtiaz thought that they looked like the 
veins of…. Of  course they did. Of  course they looked like veins, like nerves, like sinews. What else could 
a man do but copy?” (O’Brien 50). The flying robot, however, is not just a copy of  the human body; it also 
replicates the purpose of  the flying squad, a branch of  Trinidadian police who are rumoured to operate 
outside the law and for the consolidation of  the prime minister’s power. When the hackers discover the 
surveillance recordings of  arrests made by the robot, they are given physical proof  of  the existence of  the 
flying squad—the rumours become flesh and blood. Therefore, not only are the hackers able to access 
this information because of  their technological knowledge, they can also copy and circulate it. In being 
so equipped, they are able to expose the state-sanctioned corruption. 

The robots are not meant to exist except perhaps as a curio for the rich and elite. The government 
publicly declares that they are too costly and the source of  too much power, and as such, they cannot 
legitimately exist (O’Brien 53). Of  course, since at least one does exist and is operational in Trinidad, it 
is clearly an illicit object—a foreign body—whose ‘foreignness’ is further compounded by the Russian 
language that identifies the source of  the technology. That it does not ‘belong’ in Trinidad is contrasted 
by the bodies of  those who do: the characters of  the story are a married gay couple, a “short Indian girl 
in the brown cargo pants and black t-shirt” (O’Brien 44), a “tall, dark woman […] with beautiful soft 
features” who is in her late fifties (O’Brien 47) and a “tall black man, perfectly baldheaded” (O’Brien 48), 
both of  whom are residents of  the ghettoized neighbourhood of  Laventille. Not only does the attention 
to the ethnicity, sexuality and even ages of  the characters gesture to the acknowledged heterogeneity 
of  Caribbean society, but its commonplace positioning also centralizes those who have been typically 
Othered in imperialist narratives and thus provides a deft counterhegemonic view. In this island nation, 
according to the story, it is the robot body that is the outsider; furthermore, it is used by the state to Other 
its citizens by criminalizing them, as its recordings reveal, in order to exert control over them. However, 
when it is hijacked from this purpose, it becomes a tool of  redress that offers salvation to those who have 
been victimized by the state. In this way, it becomes the angel alluded to in the title of  the story.

Lynch’s “Water under the Bridge” prioritizes the supernatural in the form of  the folkloric figure 
of  the baku, which provides a supernatural solution to the young girl’s problem of  being molested by 
her mother’s boyfriend. The girl initially seeks help from her mother but instead is physically punished 
and dismissed as a liar. She also hopes for divine Christian intervention but recognizes the impotency of  
that belief: “She looked at the picture of  Jesus with his hands outstretched, and wished he would come 
off the wall to help her” (Lynch 71). Additionally, she seeks to rely on her own resources—to hide her 
body away in a small linen cupboard. However, that desire, juxtaposed with her wish to be rescued by 
Jesus, is recognized as futile, since both the hiding place and the picture of  Jesus continue to witness her 
molestation. The only help comes from a perceptive older woman who offers her a ritual that promises 
protection. This ritual involves using an egg, water, a bottle and the image produced by her reflection in 
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water to create what the old woman calls a ‘baku.’ The child, after faithfully following the instructions, is 
met on her return home with a perfect physical copy of  herself: fundamentally a clone, with the difference 
that the copy remains silent. In order for the baku to fulfil its purpose, it must first take the physical place 
of  the young girl and, more importantly, not be made aware that it is a copy. The boyfriend cannot discern 
the difference and interacts with the baku. The purpose of  this simulacrum body is to consume, which it 
does: the baku eats the boyfriend. The conclusion of  the story is open-ended, with the implication that 
the child’s mother must also confront this powerful double. 

The Otherness of  the child’s simulacrum body can be compared with her feeling of  displacement 
when she is being molested: “She sat through it, stiff as a plastic doll” (Lynch 71). The baku assumes the 
child’s exact appearance, but the copy is, necessarily, deceptive; it is only a surface mimicry of  the child’s 
powerlessness. The abuser, on seeing the body sitting in the exact position on the sofa where the violation 
habitually occurs, perceives it as acquiescent and passive. He interprets the body’s silence as compliance—a 
signal of  the child’s powerlessness to obstruct him. The narrative highlights the significance of  silence 
when the abuser faces the baku: “He did not say anything as he sat next to the impostor. She had taken his 
voice!” (Lynch 73). The child’s powerlessness and terror is effectively mirrored in the abuser’s realization 
of  the baku’s intent. In effect, the experience of  violation is transferred, through the baku, from the child-
victim to the abuser as he surrenders to becoming immobilized and voiceless as “a plastic doll.” 

The supernatural figure of  the baku is part of  Guyanese and Barbadian folklore, with roots in 
Asian mythology specific to Japan and China. According to its cultural context, it takes the form of  a tiny 
bearded man in a bottle, a ghost or a chimera. Its common features across these iterations is that it grants 
wishes to its master and is a consuming body, difficult to feed. Particular to Japanese mythology, according 
to M. R. Reese, its mission is to consume the nightmares of  children. In his discussion of  folklore in Afro-
Caribbean narratives, Chiji Akoma argues that the baku (spelled ‘bakoo’) is symbolic, at least in Roy A. 
K. Heath’s fiction of  the “bottled potential of  the Africans seeking release” (90). Overlaying the baku 
figure in Lynch’s story with these other images creates a complex of  potentialities for this simulacrum 
body. It is possible to read how the copy ‘embodies’ both promise and suffering, threat and protection 
representative of  Caribbean strategies of  adaptation to colonial cultural imposition. Furthermore, the 
dynamic nature of  the baku, both culturally specific and cross-cultural, ideally signals the heterogeneous 
quality of  Caribbean speculative fiction.

From Alien to Ceremonial Worlds 

The shared attractiveness of  these stories—whether science fiction, futurist narratives or Caribbean 
speculative fiction—is their imaginative exploration of  the unknown. However, the ways in which that 
unknown is presented and then navigated may be what helps to articulate what can be considered 
distinctive across these genres. I have attempted to locate Anglophone Caribbean speculative fiction 
against forms of  writing concerned with estrangement as an important part of  encounters with the 
unknown. In doing so, I argue that there is a general shift from alien to alternative to ceremonial worlds 
suggested by science fiction, Afrofuturist narratives and Caribbean speculative writing, respectively, which 
is realized in the representation of  the captive (human) body in relation to various forms of  science, both 
technological and indigenous. Ultimately, it may be possible to vacate the hierarchy created between the 
technological and the spiritual, the mechanical and the organic, the disembodied and the corporeal, since 
the quantum connection may be, as Eshun points out, that these are all “elaborate ways of  concealing 
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and admitting trauma” (300). In this attempt to locate Caribbean speculative fiction alongside science 
and Afrofuturistic fiction, one of  the main distinctions worth observing is that the Caribbean cultural 
sensibility continually rehearses the embrace of  Otherness as a heterogeneous encounter that seeks to 
empower, even as it acknowledges that power imbalances—and not the unknown—are what underwrite 
our estrangement.

Notes
1   Farah Mendlesohn observes that “sf  is a battleground between different groups of  fans, and different 

groups of  critics” (1). The first sentence in David Seed’s Science Fiction: A Very Short Introduction reads, 
“Science fiction has proved notoriously difficult to define” (1).

2   My use of  this concept of  ceremonial investigations is informed by Grace L. Dillon’s discussion 
about the importance of  ceremony to indigenous science.

3   “One of  the most recurrent themes of  science fiction is its examination of  humanity’s relation to its 
own material constructions, sometimes to celebrate progress, sometimes in a more negative spirit 
of  what Isaac Asimov has repeatedly described as technophobia, through fictions articulating fears 
of  human displacement” (Seed 47).
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Myth, Ancestors and Ritual: 
A Critical Reading of  Spirit in 
George Lamming’s Season of  
Adventure
Hannah Regis

This essay interrogates the literary representations of  spirit presences in George 
Lamming’s novel Season of  Adventure (1960) and its interface with both Wilson Harris’s conceptual 
framework of  the mythic imagination and Gordon Rohlehr’s notion of  possession, to explore 
the serious issues of  ‘crisis of  being and belonging.’ Spirit presence is succinctly defined as a 
figure of  the immaterial or supernatural universe; it may also refer to the context of  a hovering 
presence in the interstices of  conscious and unconscious planes of  reality. As such, its existence 
is linked to the fluidity of  memory. In the Caribbean, as demonstrated in the intellectual works 
of  Harris, Gordon Rohlehr, Carolyn Cooper, Melvin Rahming, Erica Johnson, and others, 
the term has come to mean far more, and the challenge of  its characterization speaks to the 
term’s resistance of  clear definitions and representational fixity.1

Source: Jakub Dziubak on Unsplash.com
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For brevity, the core of  ‘spirit’ is led by its varied epistemological resources, fashioned out of  a 
unique Caribbean experience and the region’s belief  systems, which are anchored in a supernatural 
universe in which modes of  healing and recovery encompass a folk sense of  community. In Lamming’s 
novel, notions of  the spectral are evoked through processes of  transcendence, ancestral worship, ritual, 
magic, and sacred spaces. Consequently, the text lends insights into the interface between the human 
and incorporeal entities that cohabit within the same landscape. This essay also explores how Caribbean 
subjects grapple with the unfamiliar concept of  freedom during seasons of  national formation through 
an engagement with memory and nonmemory, the myth of  origins, existential dislocation and the 
psychological suffering of  silence. It seeks to understand how spectral presences are engaged as tools of  
revelation, preservers of  collective memory, expressions of  psychic trauma and societal woundedness.  
Further, this essay is interested in exploring how such presences can be symbols of  unfinished business, a 
trope that enables one to reconnect time and consciousness, and a modality used to contest the impacts 
of  social and economic injustices architected by imperial and neo-imperial systems. 

By placing spiritual considerations at the heart of  what is often considered a nationalist narrative, 
Lamming provides us with a conceptual framework located within the Ceremony of  Souls2  that allows 
the Caribbean subject to become reacquainted with previously eclipsed potentials. It is a structure that 
transforms the ferment of  repressed existence into a source of  creativity that leads to self-renewal. A 
central tenet of  this essay also pertains to those contemporary patterns of  postcolonial confusion and 
amnesia, which, according to Rohlehr in  “Where Is Here? What Jail Is This? Who Are We?” shape a 
failed, albeit ‘normative’ Caribbean subject who jettisoned those dimensions of  self  that are eclectic, 
geographically differentiated, and spirit sensitive (477–501). 

One of  the consequences of  this normative idea of  identity involves a neglect of  the ancestral and 
cultural realities of  a place and people. In an effort to recollect those sedimented aspects of  community and, 
indeed, culture, Rohlehr asks, “How and in what different ways have Caribbean writers imagined ‘here’ 
over the last eight decades?” (“Where” 477; emphasis added). For Rohlehr, the task of  reuniting shadow 
with body serves not only to bridge the chasm between spaces of  time, generations, and consciousness 
but also to engage in a dialectic that unravels the masked faces of  violence and psychic perils that persist 
in modern times. Lamming’s use of  resistance, revolt, and revolution as plot devices underscores the 
underlying ideological objective of  many Caribbean writers who posit an evolving epistemology that is 
attuned to the survival tactics of  those who have been unbounded from colonial bondage. 

On this note, Lamming is positing an interstitial window into Caribbean experiences, which 
contain the infinite capacity for meaning-making between reality and consciousness. This he does 
through the underutilized spatial and mythic framework of  vodun ritual. Several critics, such as Sandra 
Pouchet Paquet, Supriya Nair, Kathleen Deguzman, Glyne Griffith, and Curdella Forbes, have provided 
substantial scholarship on Lamming’s text regarding the fighting phase of  Caribbean decolonization 
that champions folk culture. However, there is more to be explored concerning the spiritual implications 
that this phase entails for our understanding of  Lamming’s protagonist Fola’s immersion into a world 
of  spirit. Griffth’s “Metaphysics and the Other” and Deguzman’s “Natural Histories of  Social Bodies: 
Rethinking Caribbean and Victorian Realizms” indeed register the spiritual elements in Season, recognizing 
the often discredited knowledge of  collective history and the complex issues arising from the human-
spiritual interface throughout the novel. In addition to the scholarly repository devoted to these concerns, 
Deguzman frames her views on the Caribbean being within the context of  Victorian realism, which is not 
rooted in the Caribbean’s mythologies, rituals, and cultural practices. By contrast, Griffth’s formulations 
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of  selfhood construct a metaphysics that exceeds Western frameworks. Yet, he discusses ancestral ways of  
Caribbean being only sporadically, and his critical uses of  ‘spirit’ do not provide an adequate framework 
for illuminating the diverse metaphysical concerns of  Lamming’s novel. My reading of  Season’s alternate 
reality, therefore, does not merely go against the cultural mainstream but attempts to constitute a symbolic 
system and spiritual vocabulary through which to explore human consciousness. 

Lamming draws on sacred spaces to undercut monolithic or one-dimensional paradigms to 
accomplish this, as well as to control time and space. His conceptual enterprise of  the backward glance, 
utilized to explore mythic domains in which the human mind and body commune with vestigial energies, 
finds an echo in Harris’s concept of  limbo as delineated in “History, Fable, and Myth.” Harris uses the 
limbo dancer’s possession to depict how the plasticity of  consciousness produces an organic concept of  
community. During the limbo dancer’s trance, the boundary between the living and the dead dissipates, 
forcing community members to grapple with the legacy of  the “dead” within themselves. Harris describes 
limbo as a process whereby the “dancer moves under a bar which is gradually lowered until a mere slit 
of  space, it  seems, remains through which with spread-eagled limbs he passes like a spider” (156–57). As 
the body crosses the threshold into mythic time and space, it churns up fragments of  a dismembered past 
in an ongoing dialectic, eventually yielding new, potential moments of  synthesis. In Lamming’s novel, 
the protagonist, Fola, can only be truly free from the constraints of  Maraval Hills after she encounters 
the spirit of  her ancestor in the forest, which functions as a watershed moment of  potent individuality. 
Possession and ritual are thus posed as conceptual tools that destabilize Western notions of  linear time 
and space. The energies emerge as a manifestation of  the unceasing riddle of  presence and absence and 
evoke the idea that the Caribbean world is made up of  a series of  parallel universes, portals, and indeed 
coexisting presences.

For Lamming and the group of  Windrush writers—Sam Selvon, Roger Mais, and others—
who disrupted a prevailing bourgeois narrative during the sixties, freedom, in its broadest definition, 
encompassed an intellectual revolution via the creative deployment of  the folk imagination. Not just 
the plot, but the very shape of  the novel shifted to accommodate a cultural milieu that included folk 
festivals, Caribbean dialects, syncretic rituals, myalism, and obeah, all of  which served as allegories of  
a multicultural Caribbean nationalist agenda. Equally important, independence was more than just 
regulation of  political power; it involved an entire reorchestration of  culture. Magical-religious practices 
and the cultural forms to which they give rise came to be portrayed as significant in fostering cohesion and 
commitment to emancipation among those who were, and still are, dispossessed by European imperialism. 

Season of  Adventure combines vernacular traditions, namely, the Haitian religious ceremonies and 
Trinidadian steel drums, into a resonant symbol of  the region’s creative potential for communal political 
action. Its fictional island community, San Cristobal, is newly independent; however, power resides with 
a new ruling elite who are unresponsive to the needs of  the peasantry. Lamming uses his middle-class 
protagonist, Fola, who searches for her origins in the hounfort, to dramatize the conflict between the 
peasants and the elite who desire to suppress the steel drums and African-based ceremonies that give the 
folk its agency and identity.

In this detail, Lamming makes a point similar to Harris’s philosophical vision and narrative 
strategies for probing the rubble of  the past, which, according to Harris, yield therapeutic pathways into 
Caribbean identity and, indeed, of  humanity. In his work, Tradition, the Writer and Society, the Guyanese 
philosopher affirms that the creative potentials of  the past encompass the myths, fables, and legends that 
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arise from the clash of  Amerindian, African and European cultures in the New World (9–41). Harris is 
instituting new symbols and motifs that can act on the literary imagination to probe a highly structured 
pattern of  association between the contemporary and ancestral self. The critic becomes not just another 
reader experiencing vicariously the dismemberment and uncanny pain of  Caribbean community but 
an active member in a creative body of  witnesses that participates imaginatively in real healing. In that 
way, the trope of  spirit presence in fiction instrumentalizes the lessons embedded in the mythologies of  
Caribbean ancestors; their stories become a testimony of  representing and coping with the oppressive 
legacies that disturb the contemporary self.

Similarly important is the point that Caribbean history and landscape are imbued with vestigial 
and mythic energies that are at the basis of  a rich literary tradition in the New World. In Season, the 
environment in the Reserves is the soil of  memory, a cradle for humankind to reflect on their unconscious 
state. The incorporeal presences that rise out of  the water during the vodun ritual, for example, serve as 
an analytical tool wielded to inform the fictional audience at the ritual gathering about the misgivings, 
hurts, betrayals and errors of  their communal past. The mythic imagination is thus deployed to open 
portals of  communication between the dead and the living and serves to subvert the perceptions of  
sterility and cultural impotence.

By this token, Caribbean space, as posited by Harris, is a circuit of  ancient sources, including an 
array of  “[s]pirit […] voices […] shadow-tongues [and] latencies” (“Profiles” 207). Mythologies and 
presences are therefore imbricated in the fabric of  the Caribbean universe. They may also serve as a 
metaphorical bridge that connects the past with the present. It is also essential to note Rohlehr’s assertion 
that “myth” is a concrete tool or process of  poetic divination. Further, through “myth,” the creative writer 
may engage the question of  place by a “remapping” or textual “recharting of  ruins” and “descent into 
suppressed [and] censored memories of  an otherwise inaccessible ancestral past” (“Where” 458). Indeed, 
Rohlehr exhibits this pattern of  myth-making through an enterprise of  literary shamanism in his essay 
“Possession as Metaphor: Lamming’s Season of  Adventure.” For Rohlehr, not unlike Harris’s conceptual 
ideas, the mythic imagination moves beyond its definition as a sacred repository of  cultural memory and 
becomes both a poetic retention for notions of  spirit and a principle that opens pathways into novelistic 
enterprises.

This creative appropriation of  the mythic imagination is symbolized in patterns of  ritual making 
or liturgy in Season, in which libations are made to cardinal points of  water, earth, sky, and tree (the power 
pole in the tonelle) to invoke incorporeal energies. Such ritual signifies a kinship between the passive 
constituents of  nature and ancestral spirits and illuminates the dynamic possibilities of  the Caribbean 
universe. The self  must roam far beyond the social, political, and cultural ceilings that seek to contain it. 
The sacred space of  the tonelle and Fola’s cultural adventure into its domain become a creative point of  
entry into ideas of  embodiment and ancestral worship. One of  the startling revelations in Season is Fola’s 
systemic denial of  ancestral memory. The cultural regulations of  Maraval Hills, a space that thrives on 
greed, deceit, etiquette, decorum, manners, and high fashion, tempt her to betray her ancestral heritage.3  
Along with the isolating cultural habits of  Fola’s hometown, colonial indoctrination has also created a rift 
between the colonized and their ancestral history and culture. This impulse to erase things African—a 
bedrock of  Caribbean being—finds a demonstration in Fola’s displacement, rootless wandering and 
incapacity to find a father in the forest reserves.
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The quest to undo this disinheritance climaxes in her psychic passages into the shattered spaces 
of  memory. The hounfort is a zone where spirit can touch spirit in the search for the power to retell an 
unspeakable history. The Ceremony of  Souls becomes the narrative’s medium for purging the guilt, 
shame, and remorse that are rooted deep within a people’s consciousness. Ancestral veneration illuminates 
the point that vestigial presences coexist spatially with the living and are influential in daily lives through 
their wisdom and lore. Such veneration is a literary tool that undermines any complacent image of  the 
self  in conventional reality. Within the enshrined space of  the tonelle, the houngan intuits the emotions and 
voices of  the incorporeal presences summoned.

What Fola subsequently experiences is a feeling of  being drilled to the ground, and she becomes a 
vessel of  reawakened energies that seek to bridge the ruptured line of  connection between mother, father, 
and daughter (Lamming, Season 30). Her frame can be read as a spatial text, and her body, which is under 
possession, is symbolic of  “a conversion of  boundaries” (Harris, “Life” 89). Expressed another way, she 
is a gateway or embodied articulation of  several forms of  consciousness in which multiple temporalities 
manifest. Her subsequent urination reads not only as a condition of  nervous collapse but also as a sign of  
the shedding of  emotional barriers, stoical defenses, and coping mechanisms for affective wounds.

Her experience crystallizes when she sees, through the mists of  time, her dead father’s soul, “wailing 
for a daughter it had never seen” (Lamming, Season 95). The “wailing” disrupts concrete environments 
and creates fissures that open passageways for dialogue, thus allowing the spectre to impart alternative 
subterranean knowledge. Cooper tells us that divine possession provides a validation of  identity and 
knowledge that are associated with orally articulated histories transmitted from ancestor to descendent 
(64). For Fola, this encounter marks a brief  moment of  ‘arrival’ and freedom to continual passages of  
release.

The tonelle experience marks the beginning of  her active, self-propelled service to the peasantry 
and a disconnection from the old world of  Charlot and the unformed new world of  her arriviste parents. 
Significantly her alter ego, (Fola and “other than”) is the consequence of  a profound encounter with spirit 
presences (Lamming, Season 81). Through her expanding social and political awareness, she begins to lay 
claim to this alternative identity. She is determined to break free of  the psychological manacles imposed 
on her as a member of  Federal Drive, despite the scandal she may stir. Her transformation is dramatized 
by her intolerance of  the hypocrisies, prejudices, and false values portrayed by Agnes and Piggy. The 
narrator comments,

She was Fola and other than. She was going to sabotage everything which made for their knowledge. 
She would be active and free from the outside, active and free over their knowledge, which no one 
could deny her. […] She would let her friends and the families keep the Fola they had known while 
she summoned a Fola other than the self  they knew. She would make her own history, give it life and 
motive, which she herself  might not understand. […] She was determined to offer an image of  
herself  that would work like disease on their certainty. (81; emphasis added) 

The evidence of  repurposing of  self  is found in the confrontation between Agnes and Fola at the State 
Ball. It is evoked in attitudes of  backchat and contestation aimed at Agnes, who is wearing one of  Fola’s 
dresses. Fola’s rising current of  anger and overwhelming unconscious desire for equal acceptance is felt 
on the meteorological dimension of  existence, as the conflict occurs against the backdrop of  a rainstorm. 
The narrator says, “She would have liked the rain to free them from this solitude of  threats and dead 
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recriminations” (150). Since water is the medium in which the spirits of  the dead are released from 
their accusatory dialogue with the living, the writer evokes the otherworldly energies associated with the 
tonelle, in service of  signposting the cleansing, confession, and admission of  guilt that does not happen 
between Fola and Agnes. Fola’s dramatic mission to disrupt the aristocratic traditions of  Maraval Hills, and 
battle the conditions of  the Reserve, recalls the oral stories of  Nanny, the Maroon, whose underground 
contraptions and bubbling cauldrons would cause the British soldiers to tumble to their death (Sharpie 
xvii). Nanny’s historical and revolutionary exploits are not unlike the political activism of  the young 
protagonist, whose collusion in the drum revolt with Gort and Chiki suggests yet another potential of  her 
possession.

The music of  the drum is of  vital significance, as it becomes a corridor by which one descends into 
the deep recesses of  ancestral consciousness to make connections with the suppressed areas of  the self. 
When the government issues a prohibition on the playing of  the steel drums, Gort rallies in overt protest 
of  the old order with the steel-band men from across the island to Freedom Square. It is a movement 
that releases the latent potentials and energies of  the folk community. The rallying rhythm is a blend 
of  nascent steel band and vodun drum, that is, a fictional union of  two deeply syncretized yet unique 
Caribbean musical forms. It is the music of  the Reserve Bands, as affirmed by A. J. Simoes da Silva, and 
symbolizes an “alter/native” discourse that summons an ancestral language made available to the masses 
(142). According to Simoes da Silva, “The drums speak a language recalling the Middle Passage (‘the sea 
as a dark tomb of  noise’) and the long-sufferings of  slavery[; it is] a language which speaks to the […] 
anguish [of  the peasantry]” (142). In this manner, the vibrations become a medium through which the 
spirits speak to the living and signpost a dramatic attempt to make sense of  their lived experiences. In a 
similar but unique manner, Nair observes that Lamming makes creative use of  ghosts or spectral energies, 
which are felt through the living pulsations of  Gort’s drum, as a persistent marker of  the African presence 
in the Caribbean diaspora (111). Lamming is thus charting a return to the absent presence of  African 
vestigial presences and ancestry through social practices such as drumming, chanting, and protesting 
(Nair 116). 

Consequently, Gort’s steel drum represents a syncretized archetype of  the ancient, sacred congo 
drum, the music of  which ruptures temporal and spatial boundaries. Lizabeth Paravisini-Gebert and 
Margarite Fernández Olmos expound on the derivations and sacred anatomy of  the congo drum, which 
is used in Afro-Creole religious rituals and celebrations. The scholars elaborate on the manufacturing 
of  the congo (drum) and mounting of  the drum skin, which functions as a conduit of  psychic energies. 
During ritual performances, the spirits would manifest themselves through the fabulous beats of  the 
drums. This concept of  ritual music is harnessed as a type of  performative intervention that confronts 
histories of  racial arsenal and violence. Thus, congo magic was a method of  feared divination and a 
reliable enforcer of  black resistance against European imperialism (79). In this respect, Gort is a musical 
shaman of  sorts, whose melodies evoke psychic energies that are called upon to assist in the dismantling 
of  the status quo of  San Cristobal and unleash the creative potential of  the despised black underclass. 
The creative will of  the people endures with the gospel of  the drum, through which Gort keeps its future 
alive by teaching the rhythm language to the children of  San Cristobal. For Gort, the rhythm carries “the 
language which every nation needs if  its promises and its myths are to become a fact” (Lamming, Season 
363). The cacophony of  voices and the sheer mass of  people overwhelm the police, and the government 
collapses.
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Soon, the Cambridge-educated Kofi James-Williams Baako, a native of  San Cristobal, takes over 
power as the new president until elections can be held. Lamming’s socio-political underpinnings cannot 
be missed, as the name of  his fictional leader, “James-Williams,” would seem to indicate that the novelist 
believed in the promised leadership and socialist leanings of  Eric Williams and C. L. R. James. The 
signifying governance that had been fuelled by hegemonic impulses is here being overturned. Although 
the novel ends in an ambiguity of  purpose, due partly to the burning of  the tonelle, Lamming affirms that 
justice and inward healing can be accessed via awareness and consciousness that require going beyond 
physical borders. Here, then, an alternative episteme, rooted in a rich tradition of  mythic creativity, 
becomes in effect the central character of  the novel.

The writer’s poetic emphasis on spirit presents an epistemological and formal reconceptualizing 
of  the West Indian novel. Noting this aesthetic leaning, Rohlehr posits that since Season was published in 
“1960, year of  Palace of  the Peacock […] Lamming was, via Fola, [echoing] Harris’s aesthetic achievement. 
This could only mean that West Indian writing felt itself  at the brink of  new and strange explorations 
after the exciting realism of  the fifties” (“Possession” 87). Lamming’s work also suggests that the psychic 
retrieval of  one’s history must involve both a vertiginous descent into the shattered space of  memory 
and a re-narrativization of  the historical struggles of  a people that remain buried in anonymity. A return 
to ancestral presences illustrates how a myriad of  belief  systems can be useful for counteracting the 
physical, psychological, and ideological wars waged against Caribbean diasporic communities that have 
been systemically depersonalized. This reading of  Lamming’s Season suggests the potential to imagine 
the unspoken ‘text’ of  ancestors and spirit presences, not merely to valorize nontraditional paradigms 
as a means to explore the kinship between histories but also to privilege the gift of  second sight, which 
negotiates a new dawn and promising future.

Notes

1  For further insight into the conceptual formulations of  spirit, see Harris’s, Radical Imagination, 
“Untameable Cosmos”; Gordon Rohlehr’s notions of  possession as delineated in Transgression; 
Johnson’s, Caribbean Ghostwriting; Rahming’s, “Towards a Critical Theory”; and Cooper’s, 
“Something Ancestral Recaptured.” 

2   Lamming deploys the Haitian Ceremony of  Souls, where all the celebrants of  the dead meet the 
spirit of  the deceased in order to discuss if  there is any need for forgiveness, to conceptualize ways 
of  bridging deep-seated differences relevant to the Caribbean situation. It should be noted that in 
Lamming’s novel Water with Berries, folk ceremonies— particularly those involving possession—lose 
their concrete context, in the sense that Lamming resists grounding them in any particular sacred 
act or ritual. The difference between the Ceremony of  Souls in Season of  Adventure and Water with 
Berries is that, in the latter, the ritual has to be invoked melodramatically within the overarching 
frame of  Randa’s and Caliban’s quasi-romantic exchange. Furthermore, concerning the tonelle 
symbolism and the dead-raising ceremony, Lamming asserted in a 1979 interview with George 
Kent that he derived the idea of  using the Ceremony of  Souls as the structural framework of  his 
novels while conducting research in Haiti for an article for Holiday Magazine, an American travel 
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publication (Kent, 4-14). In another interview with Ian Munro and Richard Sander, he noted, “[T]
he ceremony is used to situate personal experience as evidence and example of  colonial alienation 
and exile transformed into a site of  liberation from [one’s] original knowledge. […] It is not 
important to believe in the actual details of  the ceremony. What is important is its symbolic drama, 
the drama of  redemption, the drama of  returning, and the drama of  cleansing for commitment 
towards the future” (Lamming, “Interview” 17; emphasis added). Lamming’s ideological position 
is clear: the ceremony illuminates a commitment to engage an interactive mode of  discourse that 
gives rise to unique Caribbean epistemologies grounded in ancestral ritual and magic

3  Of  similar importance is the fact that Fola is the daughter of  the new police commissioner, a 
social position that further complicates her relationship with the folk underclass. The character 
Piggott is yet another pertinent example of  the deep split in sensibility of  the group of  colonized 
whose identity remains ambiguous in the newly independent island-states. His perspective of  
the Forest Reserve folk is that they are heathens, existing in spiritual darkness and deserving of  
savage disciplining, which he effectively articulates to Aunt Jane (Lamming, Season 113). Piggott’s 
segregationist disposition reflects the racist categories and stereotypes of  the master narrative 
instilled in him by the former agents of  imperialism. Although he hails, ironically, from the Reserve, 
his political and cultural indoctrination has created a type of  self-estranged personality. In a sense, 
Piggott has inherited the racial prejudices of  the metropolitan whites and satirically depends on a 
self-definition that survives on an appetite for imported things. This is indicated, for example, in 
his preference for imported tinned orange juice over the juice from fresh oranges grown locally.
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Of  Cyborgs and Immortal 
Women: Speculative Fictions 
of  Caribbean Posthumanity in 
Selected Stories of  New Worlds, 
Old Ways: Speculative Tales from 
the Caribbean
Jarrel De Matas

Caribbean speculative fiction can be read as an embodiment of  postcolonial 
experiences, where discourses on alterity, gender, folkore, and myth are reconceptualized. The 
genre of  speculative fiction, and by extension science fiction, offers a different representation 
of  Caribbean people in relation to social realities brought on by technological change.1 
New Worlds, Old Ways: Speculative Tales from the Caribbean (2016), edited by Karen Lord, adds 
to the multifaceted Caribbean postcolonial condition by highlighting emergent writers who 
extend the trend of  Caribbean science and speculative fiction, established by the likes of  
Nalo Hopkinson, Tobias Buckell, Stephanie Saulter and Karen Lord herself. As part of  the 

Source: From the series “AFROFVTVRE” by David Adamu. https://www.behance.net/gallery/65471991/AFROFVTVRE.
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speculative imagination, two stories in particular from New Worlds—“Quaka-Hadja”2 by Brian Franklin 
and “Cascadura”3 by H. K. Williams—explore the nature of  the Caribbean posthuman. Both stories offer 
futuristic notions of  the (female) Caribbean subject, incorporating speculative and science fiction trends 
that reimagine issues of  the postcolonial condition. To use Sylvia Wynter’s words in her interview with 
David Scott, the stories “move completely outside our present conception of  what it is to be human” (136) 
through the use of  speculative fiction tropes and thus away from traditional ways of  reading Caribbean 
literature.

By using unorthodox representations of  the Caribbean subject in speculative and science fiction 
terms, the stories invite new interpretations that follow Wynter’s claim to reimagine Caribbean literature 
away from traditional interpretations of  the Caribbean subject engendered by “the orthodox body of  
knowledge which institutes and reproduces such a conception” (136). Franklin and Williams add to the recent 
trend among Caribbean speculative fiction writers of  offering contemporary, nuanced understandings of  
the Caribbean speculative in relation to the historical conceptions of  the Caribbean ‘Other.’ This regional, 
cultural and historically situated posthuman type follows Katherine Hayles’s discussion of  the posthuman 
as offering another “fraction of  humanity,” which “signals instead the end of  a certain conception of  the 
human” through “resources for rethinking the articulation of  humans with intelligent machines” (286, 
287). In the manner discussed by Hayles, the stories by Franklin and Williams offer resources for a different 
understanding of  the Caribbean self  and region through each protagonist’s interaction with machines of  
the future. Whereas Zakiyyah Jackson asks the question, “How might we resignify and revalue humanity such 
that it breaks with the imperialist ontology and metaphysical essentialism of  Enlightenment man?” (670; 
emphasis in original), Franklin and Williams answer with ‘speculative fiction.’ Each writer adds a twenty-
first-century voice to the development of  the ongoing discourse of  understanding Caribbean subjectivity 
by combining speculative tropes of  cyborg and alien subjectivity with postcolonial issues of  ‘Othering’, 
myth and folklore narratives embedded in the cultural traditions of  Barbados (“Quaka-Hadja”) and 
Trinidad and Tobago (“Cascadura”), respectively.4 By involving machines that struggle with issues of  
humanity, the stories invite us to ask whether contemporary conceptions of  Caribbean subjectivity can 
transcend its own particular manifestations of  historical, social, cultural and ideological ‘programming.’ 
Such programming of  the posthuman mind correspond to Ben Williams’s discussion of  “mechanical 
metaphors” that “extend beyond signifying post-humanity to embody a history that began with slavery; 
[… ] the originary form of  the posthuman” (169–70). As contemporary works of  speculative fiction, each 
story shares the projection of  a Caribbean future that remains tethered to its past as it develops alongside 
advancements in technology. The consciousness of  the past as much as the technological advancements 
have altered the people’s sense of  themselves and their place in the world. As a result, the protagonists of  
each story typify a fragility of  not only the Caribbean self  but also the region to which they belong. Each 
story focuses on the ways in which the black female protagonists interact with their modified bodies and 
depicts manifestations of  cyborg subjectivities. The writers extend Caribbean nuances of  the postcolonial 
condition by evoking images of  monstrosity that are filtered through different representations of  the 
cyborg. Through the blurring of  distinctions between humans, animals and technology, the stories blur 
relationships between (wo)man and machine. The cyborg women—and their interactions with the self  
and with others—allow the writers to explore new ways of  thinking about gender, embodiment, race and 
what these mean for Caribbean subjectivity in the twenty-first century. By incorporating speculative fiction 
tropes into our understanding of  the postcolonial condition, both stories fulfil Jane Bryce’s description of  
speculative fiction as that which “considers what might happen if  submerged, sublimated or suppressed 
stories, voices or philosophies became so dominant as to create a radically different world” (17).
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In “Quaka-Hadja,” Franklin explores the effects of  a fragmented Caribbean identity that results 
in feelings of  inferiority and ultimately leads to a state of  being manipulated and controlled, as the 
connotation of  the quaka-hadja puppet suggests. Just as Franklin uses the distinctly cultural influence 
of  the Barbadian quaka-hadja to frame his depiction of  the hybridized posthuman cyborg, Williams’s 
“Cascadura” invokes the Trinidad and Tobago legend of  eating the cascadura fish to explore concerns 
of  restless nomadism and uprooting through the genetic mutation of  a Caribbean individual. Both stories 
explore the ways in which technology reinscribe how we interpret the Caribbean human and how the 
existence of  such might be altered. The mechanical nature of  each protagonist’s cyborgian existence reflects 
the argument put forward by Jo Alyson Parker, who describes the “paradox of  artificial intelligence,” as 
“mechanical simulacra” which “cause us to consider whether we are ourselves programmed—products 
of  cultural forces, manifestation of  the discourse that inscribes us” (179). The posthuman construction 
of  the cyborg subjects in “Quaka-Hadja” and “Cascadura” offer insight into the cultural programming 
of  Caribbean subjectivity: the complicated nature of  Caribbean identity, racialized and sexualized black 
bodies and the anxiety of  being an outsider. The characters range from cyborgs seeking humanness 
(“Quaka-Hadja”) to the eventual fusion of  android and human subjectivity as a way of  establishing a 
unified posthuman sensibility (“Cascadura”). Each category expands and then explodes the boundaries 
of  Caribbean humanity through the evolution of  postcolonial monstrosity and projections of  the same 
onto the female body.

“Quaka-Hadja” explores issues of  identity, race and feminism through technological alteration 
of  the female body. The story relies on postcolonial topics of  hybridity, trauma and oppression to frame 
the exploration of  a redefinition of  humanity that is formed by artificial manipulation of  the Caribbean 
body. As a Caribbean cyborg, the black protagonist, Lia, has to endure her incompleteness in being 
both a machine and a woman. Donna Haraway’s claim that the cyborg is a “creature of  social reality,” 
where “social reality is lived social relations” (149) is represented by Lia mindlessly going about her duties 
as a daughter servile to her demanding father while she tries to aspire to something greater than her 
mechanical frame would allow. Lia develops the awareness of  her prime function, which is serving her 
maker, through her interactions with the man who created her. Franklin’s exploration of  gender politics 
in the Caribbean is premised on his representation of  a Caribbean brand of  the cyborg that is further 
burdened by issues of  racialization and sexualization of  the body. If, according to Haraway, “[t]he cyborg 
is our ontology; it gives us our politics” (150), then Franklin directs attention to the Caribbean cyborg as 
offering us a narrative of  exploitation of  the black female body. The action in “Quaka-Hadja” moves 
between Lia’s internal conflict, brought on by her feelings of  inferiority, and her external conflict with her 
father, who exacerbates her inferiority by denouncing her for being a puppet.

The story begins with Lia attempting to conform to Western ideals of  beauty. As a Caribbean 
cyborg, she is programmed to be subservient, as well as culturally programmed to feel dehumanized 
because of  her difference. From the very first line of  the story, there is the image of  Lia who “stared 
into the mirror, plucking at her Kanekalon eyebrows beneath a pale light” (Franklin 100). Three distinct 
allusions are made here that emphasize Lia’s obsession with her appearance: the time spent in front of  
the mirror; her Kanekalon hair, which is a reinforcement of  her African ancestry; and the pale light, 
which juxtaposes the darkness of  her ‘skin’. Throughout the story, Lia tirelessly tries to fix the kinks in 
her appearance while satisfying her gender expectations that oblige her to carry out maternal duties for 
her creator, whom she calls, “Father.” The kinks in her hair—biological and ethnically connotative—are 
reinforced by the kinks in her joints, which are mechanical. Both are things that need to be fixed. Thus, 
the various parts of  her body are established as requiring alteration to fit a particular template. The 
desperation to look like magazine girls, coupled with her caregiving responsibility, increases her anxiety as 
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physical insecurities clash with her emotional awareness: “‘He need to eat!’ she said through gritted teeth. 
‘Three meals a day. Lots of  water. Keep him looking decent. Talk and talk and talk to him, in the dialect 
of  his old Barbadian homeland. Keep the place clean. Look like the girls in his magazines. These are the 
things he needs’” (106). As a robot, Lia has a sense of  herself  as a distinct entity, unlike what she sees in 
the magazines. As a quaka-hadja, Lia learns to accept her lack of  autonomy, reinforced by her father who 
reduces her to a house robot.

The father’s role as a puppeteer is enforced through Lia’s fixed schedule. The strings he uses 
to control his marionette stem from the exercise of  patriarchal authority and the rigid schedule that 
reinforces her mechanical construction. As a modern-day Pinocchio, Lia attempts to be as real as 
humanly possible. However, her father—an unforgiving Geppetto—criticizes her shortcomings at being 
a failed project. Focusing on her weaknesses, he says that her “A.I. need wuk. Cahn smell, taste… not 
yet” (Franklin 102). Try as she might to look pleasing to him, she is still denounced as a “rassgate poppit” 
(107) for being consumed by images of  other people’s beauty. The ostensibly Barbadian term ‘rassgate,’ 
as well as his demand on Lia to speak to him in his Barbadian dialect, function to ground the story as 
distinctly Caribbean. Against the sociocultural context of  a Caribbean woman’s inferiority, Lia must face 
the inadequacy of  being, in her father’s eyes, “still half  a woman” (102). The trope of  the cyborg—half-
human/half-machine—substantiates Lia’s in-between feelings of  being, according to her father, “[a]in’t 
really complete” (102). The father, who remains unnamed throughout the story, raises the question of  a 
divine creator. His disappointment in Lia for her remaining “jes’ a lil puppet” (102), as well as repeated 
references to her feeling as if  she “disobeyed Father” (105, 106), points to Lia as a failed experiment.

The fashion magazine is a recurring symbol in the story that, together with the father’s demands, 
stifles Lia’s attempt at fashioning her own identity. The magazine stands as an object of  Lia’s unattainable 
ideal and represents a simulacrum of  her lived experience. Paradoxically, the women in the magazines 
are treated as objects for Lia’s gaze as much as Lia is treated as an object by her father and not as a human 
with actual desires and self-awareness. She tries to mimic the women’s appearance in the magazines as 
a way of  compensating for her physical defects: “She took up the magazine again to compare her work 
with the glossy image of  the pouting woman with the thin, high eyebrows. She fought back another sigh. 
What more she could do?” (Franklin 100). Being a cyborg, existing in an interstitial space of  neither a 
complete woman nor a robot, enables her to mechanically alter her image. But it never lasts. Like the 
regular oil that she needs to apply to her “creaking knees” (100) and “a few drops onto each finger joint 
on her left hand, then on her elbows” (104) to keep them moving, Lia is constantly trying to alter her 
image because she feels her current state is not good enough. In the constant self-imposed alterations of  
her body, Lia corresponds to Hayles’s characterization of  posthumans as those who “regard their bodies 
as fashion accessories rather than the ground of  being” (5). Lia’s modelling of  her body based on what 
she sees in the magazines enacts the treatment of  her body as a fashion accessory—albeit only because 
she was programmed to do so.

Lia treats her entire body as a fashion accessory, which she desperately tries to maintain in 
order to keep up with the latest trends advertised in the magazines she reads. The sexualization of  the 
Caribbean body is emphasized by the adjustments she makes to herself, exemplified in the detail given 
to her eyebrows: “Perhaps she’d be better off plucking out all the hairs and painting two lines in their 
place” (Franklin 100). There is an emphasis on her physicality, which causes her to become less connected 
to others and more reliant on tools to establish connections with her environment. After she “studied 
her imperfections in the mirror” and “with a magazine beside her,” she “opened to a two-page spread 
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of  a naked woman with chocolate skin” (100). Lia begins working on carving a new image for herself, 
first by shaving her arms and legs with a plane until “they were as thin as she could get without cutting 
into her circuit veins.” She uses paint to “cover up the joints” and adds varnish to “hide the knots and 
rings” to make “her complexion more radiant”; “Her breasts she rounded more, tapered them to the 
nipples, for added perkiness” (107). The final thing she needs to alter, though unable to, is her curly hair, 
because “the ones in the magazine were straight, but she had no idea how to get it like that” (107). Lia 
even gives herself  freckles, applied “with the thin nose of  a soldering iron pressed quickly and gently 
against her hands, feet and face” (108). The mechanical application of  signifiers of  beauty highlight 
Lia’s preoccupation with ensuring that she adheres to feminine stereotypes. Parker’s analysis of  Stanislaw 
Lem’s “The Mask” leads her to argue that “the absolute femininity of  the robot is not intrinsic, not part 
of  its nature (and here I use the term deliberately), but a part of  its programming” (182; parenthesis in 
original). Franklin’s description of  Lia’s obsessive-compulsive relationship with beauty tools emphasizes a 
wider technologically induced obsessive-compulsive disorder brought on by, according to Parker’s term, 
“cultural programming” (Parker 179). As the story suggests, Lia’s programming involves ‘fixing’ her black 
‘defects.’ Her lack of  agency is explicit in her being a quaka-hadja, but more subtly in her feelings of  
needing to conform to Western standards of  beauty and the dictates of  her father. Franklin is careful to 
show that the exploitation of  the Caribbean body is both self-inflicted and applied by external forces. 
Lia’s femininity is programmed and operated by her father, who attempts to control her body in order to 
keep her subservient. The persona of  the quaka-hadja extends Franklin’s imagination of  the Caribbean 
posthuman as a puppet under the control of  something more powerful: self-perceptions of  inferiority 
influenced by ideologies of  racism and presumptions of  what constitutes the sexualized Caribbean female 
body. Franklin’s depiction of  the quaka-hadja is the Barbadian—and, by extension, the Caribbean—
version of  popular depictions of  the cyborg. Lia is made of  “wood and old bone and plastic and steel” 
(Franklin 102). Embodying a myriad of  elements, her composition, like her identity, is impossible to 
classify according to any particular substance. Lia’s motley construction is symptomatic of  concepts 
related to hybridity, mongrelization and even miscegenation of  the Caribbean subject. The most obvious 
implication of  her bionic body is that she is not human, which, of  course, is what she desperately strives 
to become.5 Her desire, however, is complicated by the fact that she mimics the sexualization of  the 
female body as portrayed by fashion magazines. And because of  her incongruous mixture, her feelings 
of  inferiority, incompleteness and inadequacy are amplified. These associated feelings are reflective of  
aspects of  the postcolonial condition, which are rooted in plantation hierarchies that denied the black 
body any recognition outside of  its physical worth. Lia’s mechanical, cyborgian state of  being inhuman 
is the source of  her frustration. Whereas Haraway establishes the image of  the cyborg as “a creature 
of  social reality as well as a creature of  fiction” (149), Franklin relies on the figure of  the quaka-hadja 
to interrogate aspects of  the Caribbean psyche that continue to be clouded by identity crises and by 
racialized and sexualized inferiority complexes. These issues are established as psychological restrictions 
that further limit the physicality of  Lia’s existence.

Elaine Scarry’s argument of  increasing embodiment as less positive is represented in “Quaka-
Hadja” through Lia’s reliance on upgrading her appearance. As Scarry says, “[T]o have a body, a body 
made emphatic by being continually altered […] is to have one’s sphere of  extension contracted down 
to the small circle of  one’s immediate physical presence,” whereas “to have no body is to have no limits 
on one’s extension out into the world” (207). Lia’s dependence on physical upkeep manifests in a fixed 
schedule that serves to increase her anxieties of  trying to be perfect:
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With a screwdriver, Lia tightened the bolts in her legs and arms. Used the cheesecloth to buff her 
breasts and stomach. She felt less depressed when she finished, even if  she still probably didn’t look 
too much like the girls in the magazines. She checked the clock. Two hours later. God! That was 
thirty minutes more than she should have taken but…who cared? Who cared? Father cared, right? 
He meant her to operate on a fixed schedule. (Franklin 104; emphasis in original)

Her focus both on her joints and on areas such as her breasts and stomach highlights the parts of  her 
body that she values the most. In the process of  mechanically altering her body, Lia depicts cybernetic 
femininity as superior to her biologically organic state. The preoccupation with her physical state, however, 
to use Scarry’s argument, is a self-imposition of  boundaries that ultimately restrict her ability to subvert 
the traditions of  female disempowerment and patriarchy exercised by her father.

In Franklin’s depiction of  posthumanism, the quaka-hadja protagonist is an embodiment of  a 
dimension of  Caribbean subjectivity—a mindset that is still controlled by colonizer/colonized discourse. 
The underlying message of  “Quaka-Hadja” is that we are all, in part, indoctrinated puppets who are 
programmed by ideology.6 The cyborg trope extends Franklin’s futuristic vision of  systemic racism that 
continues to dehumanize the black Caribbean body. Through the mongrelized construction of  the 
Caribbean body, Franklin addresses ideological and political redefinitions of  humanity that are both his 
vision of  the future and a reimagination of  the past. In the process, “Quaka-Hadja” directs attention to 
the conflict between the organic and artificial, and consolidates further binaries of  the self  and other. 
Just as Jennifer Lyn Dorsey argues that speculative fiction characters “operate more as representative of  
social forces often symbolizing power, oppression, and marginalization” (76), cyborg subjectivity is used 
by Franklin to transmit effects of  sociocultural, historical and political power structures that redefine 
humanity. Encapsulating a particular temporal context of  dystopia while holding on to a Caribbean 
literary tradition of  hybridized subjectivities, the use of  the cyborg in “Quaka-Hadja” offers an avenue 
for introspection concerning the nature of  relationships between Caribbean people, their relationship 
with their environment and narratives of  race, sexuality and patriarchy.

Lia’s quest to be like the women she sees is a quest for an identity and to discover if  she possesses 
an essence outside of  her functionality. She accepts the materiality of  her body, that beneath her “naked 
circuitry” lay “nothing but restitched fabric” (Franklin 111), but she nonetheless pushes the boundaries 
of  her construction. Her wonder of  a world of  possibility hints at an added dimension of  her possible 
humanity, signalled by a recognition of  a world beyond the magazines. Towards the end of  the story, 
she says, “There were only so many pretty places in the magazine. Perhaps there were more behind the 
horizon of  dust and ash and wind-eaten ruins that fenced this world in” (111). Despite this temporary 
development in her consciousness, she reverts to her default programming, pleasing her father: “But no. 
She would continue cooking, fixing, cleaning, looking pretty” (111). The story ends with Lia deciding 
against escape. Although “Quaka-Hadja” ends with the posthuman puppet returning to the creator, in 
effect reinstating the mechanisms of  power, it nonetheless implies that resistance is possible—as long as 
the subject wills it so.

Whereas “Quaka-Hadja” confines the conflict of  cyborg existence to a singular Caribbean 
household, H. K. Williams’s “Cascadura” examines changing conceptions of  humanity focalized 
through the genetic evolution a Caribbean migrant in New York City. However, both stories involve 
female protagonists with modified bodies who establish their posthuman form: Lia, the mongrelized 
android, and Renae, the genetically evolved immortal. In “Cascadura,” the protagonist, Renae, has to 
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live a deathless life, which during the course of  the story leads to other kinds of  deaths, such as the death 
of  her relationships, of  her shared cultural memory and ultimately of  her Caribbean identity. When a 
natural disaster decimates an entire region, Renae not only becomes the last surviving Caribbean citizen 
but also learns that she cannot die. As Dr. Klein, her geneticist, explains, her cells had “stopped aging, 
refusing to die even when exposed to the most virulent diseases” (Williams 132). Renae, as “the world’s 
oldest living human” (134)—and a Caribbean one, at that—has to endure a painful life of  immortality, 
living as an outsider in New York City. On a symbolic level, and in Williams’s definition of  Caribbean 
posthumanity, scientific advancement creates an entirely new diasporic consciousness, which is still 
attuned to the postcolonial angst of  being a foreign stranger.

“Cascadura” opens with Renae’s failed suicide attempt. The story weaves past into the present as 
she gives us a first-person narrative of  her inexhaustible life. Her restless nomadism is worsened because 
her immortality extends her anxiety of  not belonging to the time and space of  her existence.7 She has to 
deal with her internal conflict brought on by an inability to return physically to Trinidad. Stuart Hall’s 
discussion of  loss as an intrinsic part of  Caribbean culture (27, 29) is epitomized in Williams’s vision 
of  a postapocalyptic world in which the Caribbean itself  no longer exists, but whose history has to be 
borne by its last native. The Caribbean lives through Renae but, in a way, has also died with her because 
she is unable to bear children, a fact that complicates her ability as a woman to carry on the Caribbean 
race. Recalling the memory of  her dead husband, she says, “We never had children; it seemed that I 
could retain life, not give it” (Williams 132). “Cascadura” denies gendered expectations of  her womb 
as a site of  creation, which reinforces the idea that could be other than human. The final image of  the 
story presents Renae submerging herself  in her bathtub—not a suicide attempt but an enactment of  a 
ritualistic redeath, as opposed to rebirth. Mythology is revisited one last time when she says, “My body 
flows through death, like a cascadura in a stream” (140). The passive existence of  her death-in-life ends the 
story, as she exits the bathtub without caring to dry herself, leaving “a trail of  wet footprints all the way to 
my bed” (140). By likening Renae’s act of  bathing to the movement of  the cascadura, Williams reinforces 
the theme of  Caribbean memory and myth inscribed onto the body. The blurring of  the human-animal 
distinction, whereby Renae becomes a cascadura fish, is a further manifestation of  her posthumanity 
through the evocation of  an animal metamorphosis. This image of  Caribbean monstrosity reinforces 
Renae’s strangeness of  possessing a mutated gene, which is the basis of  her posthuman existence.

Williams consolidates aspects of  the postcolonial condition outlined by Hall through a speculative 
imagination, as “Cascadura” depicts a postapocalyptic vision of  the Caribbean’s future. Hall’s discussion 
of  future trends in Caribbean culture being “born of  travelling, rupture, appropriation, loss, exile” (27) 
fits comparably with Williams’s focus on the last remaining Caribbean migrant. During the story, Renae 
has to resolve the very issues that Hall highlights. The story depicts Hall’s five features of  Caribbean 
culture, noted above, to portray Renae’s characterization as a posthuman migrant. She travels to New 
York to pursue better job opportunities, experiences a rupture when the Caribbean is decimated by 
catastrophic earthquakes, appropriates American culture because she has to try to fit in with her adopted 
land, relives the loss of  her mother and is forced to live out her ageless life in exile. Williams uses the 
theme of  technological hybridization to highlight the expansion of  human limitations while conversely 
showing the perils of  augmentation of  human subjectivity and its relationship to technology. The story 
incorporates issues involving migration, trauma, memory, diaspora and landscape against the backdrop 
of  a futuristic projection of  a postapocalyptic Caribbean that no longer exists.
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In the futuristic narrative of  a region completely wiped out, Williams directs attention to Renae, 
a Caribbean person who “holds the key to human longevity” (Williams 132). Yet, the death-in-life theme 
is also revisited throughout the story and summed up in her declaration that “I don’t call this living; that 
ended years ago” (139). Her passive existence overturns the popular belief  that longevity is a desirous 
state. Expressing the inexhaustibility of  immortality, she remarks that “longevity is expensive” (133). 
While everyone else glorifies her—because they covet her immortality—only Renae understands that 
her indefinite existence is an insufferable burden. The dangerously optimistic cab driver Sebastian, 
whom Renae notices has “crow’s feet at his eyes and the deep creases bracketing at his mouth”—signs of  
“more than half  his life gone” (135)—is contrasted with her agelessness and resultant melancholy. In the 
scene involving Renae’s cab ride to the interview, Williams draws attention to Sebastian’s obsession with 
immortality when he says:

“Most of  us are lucky to pass fifty. I wonder if  they will ever figure out what is so special about her 
DNA. It might be too late for us, but the next generation, or maybe the one after that, could live 
forever.”

“Don’t you think she probably suffered through enough experiments—and for what? They still 
aren’t any closer to figuring it out. They say her survival is a mystery. For all we know, she might 
be just as fed up of  living as you are of  watching people die.”

“Nah. Nobody wants to die,” he counters with a grin. “Besides, she witnessed everything. It must 
have been so exciting.…” (134–35)

Sebastian’s fear of  dying is juxtaposed with Renae’s exasperation with living. The 
conversation between the two is significant because it also gives an insight into the type of   
Armageddon crafted by Williams. As Renae describes it, the earthquakes brought “the feeling like the 
entire planet was falling apart. Billions dying. I thought everyone was going to die, I thought I was going 
to be the only one left. (135). The implication of  her immortality however, realizes her perpetual fear of  
being alone because the markers of  mortality are all around her, as with the signs of  Sebastian’s aging, 
for example. The “Igneous Shifts” (139), as we are later told by Renae, caused “a series of  catastrophic 
earthquakes [that] had destroyed my island home” resulting in the Caribbean Sea being littered with 
“corpses like little atolls floating on the waves” (139). Williams inverts the formation, or birth, of  the 
volcanic islands by describing its destruction, or death, as a consequence of  the very tectonic activity that 
created it.

The extent of  Renae’s loss leaves her psychologically uprooted and cut off from the Caribbean. 
This erasure of  a particular people—and the resultant complications it has for Renae—reflects Luca 
Valera’s description of  posthumanity. According to Valera, posthumanism “is a new way of  considering 
mankind, one in which the question of  identity has no longer any meaning” (485). In “Cascadura,” 
Renae’s genetic mutation is considered to be more significant than her Caribbean origins. People like 
Sebastian envy her not for being Caribbean but rather for her superior DNA. Renae, however, values her 
origins and, through her nostalgia, exemplifies the postcolonial migrant’s preoccupation with loss and the 
yearning to recover the past. From the beginning of  the story, Renae is seen struggling to recall memories 
of  her husband. The fragments of  her memory are filtered through the technological montage created 
by holographic images. This technologization of  cultural memory reinforces the story’s futuristic setting 
while also corresponding to Williams’s speculative voice, which likens the futuristic diaspora’s ability to 
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recall the past to an easily accessible 3D hologram. After describing the apocalyptic earthquake that 
wiped out the islands, Renae says, “My mother was gone, my home, my country, everything was gone” 
(Williams 139). As a narrative of  trauma, “Cascadura” links natural disaster to dislocation of  both the 
body and the mind. Emphasizing the mutuality between her physical and psychological uprooting, Renae 
says, “My landless state meant there was nowhere for me to be deported to. I believe the same applies to 
my existence” (139). The aftermath of  the earthquake leaves Renae an alien in both senses of  the word. 
In addition to being a foreigner, she also becomes an altered creature who transgresses the limits of  
humanity. Both aspects of  her alienness lead her to become alienated from society.

The legend of  eating the cascadura fish is invoked as a way of  framing the story of  a failed 
physical return. As Renae indicates, the destruction left her with “no island to return to” (Williams 
139). Throughout the story, the myth of  the cascadura is sustained and refashioned to correspond to 
the author’s conception of  a futuristic Caribbean-migrant sensibility. As such, Renae’s genetic evolution 
towards becoming immortal allows her to recall memories of  Trinidad and Tobago even though the 
geographical location has been wiped out. Through the use of  Trinidadian myth, Williams’s story follows 
the tradition set by Hopkinson, Lord, and Buckell, three writers whom Bryce mentions as establishing a 
speculative genre that “reimagines the present and pushes the boundaries of  a possible future through 
the means of  Caribbean myth and magic” (17). The story’s first image of  Renae “propped against the 
bedframe” with her body “contorted on the floor,” together with the sentiment expressed that “failed 
suicide attempts are exhausting” (Williams 131), sets the tone for Williams’s ominous depiction of  an 
altered human being who has lost contact with her homeland. Renae can only revisit Trinidad through 
her memories, an act that intertwines both her nostalgia and the anxiety of  knowing that she can never 
recover what was lost. The dialogue between Renae and her mother, following the visa application, 
involves the question of  whether or not she will eventually return. This exchange takes place at the dinner 
table, where her mother has served curried cascadura and rice:

“To make sure you come back,” she explained.

“I will come back, I promise. I don’t need no fish to bring me back […] you know the legend not 
true”

“You don’t know that. Once you eat the fish you bound to end your days here. Everybody I know 
who eat it and went away come back and dead right here.” (137)

Although Renae reluctantly eats the fish, she is unable to end her days—not only in Trinidad, but at 
all. The day the entire Caribbean was wiped off the face of  the earth is juxtaposed with the day Renae 
stopped aging (138). Thus, discourses of  apocalyptic destruction and evolutionary development coincide 
in the story. The shell that houses Renae’s existence cannot die, but her memories do fade (137). Partially, 
the legend is fulfilled—at least in her mind—which is the only way she can return to her Trinidadian 
past. In Williams’s depiction of  posthumanity, the mind’s capacity is what privileges it over the physical 
limitations of  the body.

Another such limitation faced by Renae involves her skin colour. The postcolonial trope of  the 
exoticized Caribbean body appears in “Cascadura” via descriptions of  Renae’s skin tone, which sets her 
apart from the monotonous complexion shared by everyone else. Her exchange with the make-up artist 
is a striking commentary on Renae’s feelings of  being the Other:
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“There is just one small problem.”

“What’s that?”

“I don’t have your shade. I’ve never met anyone with your complexion. It’s such a rich warm 
brown, like chocolate. I can mix something…”

She trails off when she sees my expression in the mirror. She’s right, no one has my shade anymore. 
Those who survived were forced to live together, and as a result ethnicities are now blurred to the 
point where everyone—she, Sebastian, Jackson, everyone—is the same shade of  caramel brown. 
She looks at me with a mixture of  helplessness and pity. (138)

This scene highlights a reconceptualized notion of  miscegenation that renders an image of  a cloned 
human race with no ethnic distinction. It further reinforces Renae’s strangeness, because she stands out 
for her chocolate-brown skin, whereas everyone else has a caramel-brown complexion. And although 
discourses on skin tone have been historically relevant to the Caribbean postcolonial experience, 
“Cascadura” relies on this trope albeit while resituating it in a futuristic vision of  difference. In Williams’s 
Caribbean speculative fiction representation of  posthumanity, skin colour distinguishes Renae as Other. 
While the make-up artist gawks over the unusual shade of  blackness that makes her stand out, Renae 
finds it less desirous because she wants to fit in with everyone else.

The objectification of  her unique skin tone extends to the overarching desire for everlasting life. 
While the rest of  the world wonders if  Renae holds the key to the entire human species (Williams 134), 
she struggles to escape being treated as an object for other people’s musings. During one of  her interviews, 
she accepts that her “life is now entertainment” and says that she “only agreed to do this for the Bitcoin” 
(133). The people’s desire for her DNA—essentially what makes her posthuman—is used by Renae for 
her own monetary gain. The Bitcoin as a digital form of  currency reinforces the technological features 
that comprise Williams’s speculative imagination. The Bitcoin is accompanied by the 3D hologram ads 
that broadcast Renae’s face throughout Manhattan, in the skytrain and hovercycles that the people use to 
travel and through Renae’s house bot, Syndra.

While both Franklin and H. K. Williams utilize conventional representations of  the posthuman—
the android puppet and genetically evolved immortal, respectively—the protagonists of  each story are 
faced with a range of  issues that stem from their Caribbean origins. The exploration of  the Caribbean self  
and diaspora enacted by each writer coincide with Jackson’s call to “reimagine “the human” as an index 
of  historical and ongoing contestations and to identify the relational operations of  such contestations” 
(681). In each story, the “historical and ongoing contestations” revolve around each woman’s navigation of  
racial difference, gender expectations and physical markers that render them Other, while the “relational 
operations” treat the technological and scientific developments that cause the women to be objectified, 
exploited and ostracized. Just as the West African slave trade dehumanized the West African body, so too 
do the science-fictional representations of  Otherness in “Quaka-Hadja” and “Cascadura” direct attention 
to systemic forms of  exploitation by which the Afro-Caribbean body continues to be disconnected from 
humanity. As if  each woman’s physical markers were not enough to render them alien, both stories 
paradoxically amplify their posthuman existence by having Lia and Renae aspire to be what they are 
not: human. Lia frequently makes adjustments to her body in order to fit the trend of  a ‘true woman’ 
whom she sees in the fashion magazines. Similarly, Renae laments having cells that cannot age because it 
makes her a target for scientific exploitation. Her desire for mortality—to be just like everyone else—is as 
unattainable as Lia’s quest to have a human figure. The inability to fit in with the rest of  society because 
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of  their different forms draws attention to the extent of  their monstrosity and reinforces the designation 
of  the Caribbean subject as something other than human.

The particular focus of  each story on female protagonists who aspire to be human draws attention 
to the gendered programming of  women and establishes the female body as primarily a utilitarian 
product. In addition to the women being sexed in a monstrous way, the artificial construction of  the 
female body allows each writer to explore the posthuman condition, which, in the case of  “Quaka-
Hadja,” is manipulated by patriarchy. In “Cascadura,” although Renae desperately tries to recall her 
memories of  her decimated land and its people, the rest of  the world covets her body for its genetic 
code. Both women are reduced to their material worth. In exploring the aspiration of  each women to 
become human, the stories highlight both their feelings of  incompleteness and, by symbolic extension, 
a Caribbean identity that is still missing something. Thus, although the stories rely on speculative tropes 
that emphasize a posthuman condition, each writer deals with human experiences of  feeling alienated, 
insecure and different. Both Lia and Renae are on a perpetual quest for the missing part, be it physical 
or psychological.

In both stories, the writers depict different conceptualizations of  the Caribbean posthuman 
through the speculative fiction genre. “Quaka-Hadja” and “Cascadura” exemplify the developing field 
of  Caribbean speculative fiction by extending issues in postcolonial theory—particularly matters of  race 
difference, exploitation of  the (female) body and alienation of  the outsider—to match technological and 
scientific plausibility. Both writers show that, even with technoscientific advancements, the Caribbean body 
continues to be the site of  other people’s objectification, and that there are far-reaching consequences of  
racial constructions that are grounded in the West African slave trade. Whether it is Franklin’s use of  the 
Barbadian puppet or H. K. Williams’s genetically superior Trinidadian, the posthuman representations of  
their Caribbean identity allow for interpretations of  the ways in which contemporary speculative fiction 
imagines alternative visions of  the Caribbean self  and region. These visions of  Caribbean ontologies 
reveal an extension of  historical circumstances that continue to persist beyond the twenty-first century.  

Notes
1   Speculative and Science Fiction construct their own—to use C. Wright Mills’s term—‘sociological 

imagination.’ As such, the different aspects of  speculative fiction in the context of  post-humanism 
describe “a quality of  mind that seems most dramatically to promise an understanding of  the 
intimate realities of  ourselves in connection with larger social realities” (Mills 15).

2   The title is taken from the term ‘quaka-hadja,’ which is a Barbadian dialectical form of  the standard 
English ‘quockerwodger.’ According to the Oxford Reference the ‘quockerwodger’ is “a wooden puppet 
which can be made to ‘dance’ by pulling its strings” (“quockerwodger”, n.)

3   As Trinidad and Tobagonian writer Samuel Selvon puts it, “There’s a native legend in Trinidad 
which says that those who eat the cascadura will end their days in the island no matter where they 
wander” (Selvon 11).

4   According to Sheryl Vint, “SF [speculative fiction] is particularly suited to exploring the question 
of  the posthuman because it is a discourse that allows us to concretely imagine bodies and selves 
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otherwise” (19). Vint’s analysis of  posthuman representations in science fiction is important in this 
study of  speculative representations of  posthuman subjectivity because the stories being examined 
explore issues of  otherness in the context of  modified bodies.

5    Lia’s own quest to become just like the magazine models is indicative of  the android character Data 
from the Star Trek: The Next Generation franchise. Data sets out on a personal quest to understand 
what constitutes being human. 

6  Franklin’s message that being Caribbean involves being culturally programmed is discussed by 
Haraway, who says, “By the late twentieth century, our time, a mythic time, we are all chimeras, 
theorized and fabricated hybrids of  machine and organism; in short, we are cyborgs” (150).

7  The exact time period is never stated, but based on clues such as the day Renae stopped aging, 
October 3, 2021 (138), and the day she came to New York “over two centuries ago” (Williams 133), 
we can infer that the temporal setting of  the story could be the twenty-third century.
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Olokun or the Caribbean 
Quantum Mind: An 
Analysis of  Transculturated 
Metaphysical Elements within 
Rita Indiana’s Novel Tentacle
Rosana Herrero-Martín

Introduction

In 2018 Dominican Republic author and singer-songwriter Rita Indiana (b. Santo 
Domingo, 1977) was awarded the Grand Prize for Literature of  the Association of  Writers of  
the Caribbean for her novel La mucama de Omicunlé (2015), titled Tentacle in its recent English 
translation by Cuban American writer Achy Obejas (2018). She won for compelling reasons—a 
good number of  compelling quantum reasons, to be more specific.

Source: Vino Li on Unsplash
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When asked in an interview whether she would describe her novel as science fiction or even as 
a very intuitive not-that-long-term reading of  the Caribbean, Indiana answered that she finds it more 
convenient to think about it in terms of  ‘speculative history,’ if  choosing to label Tentacle in any particular 
way, adding right after, that “in Latin America fiction falls short of  reality, as we know” (Venegas-K.). My 
contention is that even the notion of  ‘speculative history’ would fall short, given the scope of   Indiana’s 
novel. There are patent sci-fi elements in it: the narrative present spans between 2027 and 2037, offering 
an ominous, though plausible, depiction of  our near-robotified and highly technologized future in an 
eco-ravaged, neobiblical, fundamentalist and neighbour-unfriendly Caribbean. Moreover, the suggested 
scenarios are certainly inspired by, and speculatively drawn from, the particular history of  patriarchy and 
tyranny that has overruled the Caribbean island of  Quisqueya, Hispaniola or, in more contemporary 
dual terms, the Caribbean insular territory occupied by the Dominican Republic and the Republic of  
Haiti. Yet, Tentacle is radically grounded upon autochthonous cosmogonic, ontological and epistemic 
paradigms—Taino and West African syncretism, primarily—which allow the text to soar above their own 
perceptive limitations, as it aligns with narrative self-time-landscapes of  non-dual, morphic-resonant—
and infinite—proportions.

Such a unique terrain certainly does not emerge within a vacuum.1 Rather, it 
mulches upon fertile, nonmimetic and fantastic compost layers within the Hispanic-
insular Caribbean literary tradition, as well as from use of  the region’s transculturated2 

spiritual rituals and religious pantheons, with central prominence of  West African metaphysical 
grounding.  Rather than looking back to Africa and its lore as the ‘Paradise Lost’/locus amoenus—as 
seems to be the case with North American and anglophone diasporic Afrofuturism—this unique terrain 
expounds on the detriments of  any form of  absolute hegemony, be it ethnic, religious, socio-political, 
while also pondering the impossibility of  any level-headed and violent-free essentialist experiments within 
Latin American and Caribbean heterogenous and mestizo societies (González).

Early modern paradigmatic exponents of  this Hispanic Caribbean narrative tradition are to 
be found in Puerto Rico with Alejandro Tapia-y-Rivera’s Postumo & Transmigrado (1872) and in Cuba 
with Alejo Carpentier’s seminal The Kingdom of  This World (1949). In more recent times, interesting 
narrative hybridizations at the crossroads between uchronic, (cyber-), (steam-)punk and transcultural 
metaphysics have been thriving within the newest Hispanic Caribbean twenty-first-century 
fiction, with the work of  Erick Mota, Erick Flores and Alejandro Rojas in Cuba, Rafael Acevedo 
and Pedro Cabiya in Puerto Rico, and Odilius Vlak in the Dominican Republic, among others.3 

Lastly, on the side of  the Cuban American narrative diaspora, we find science fiction 
and fantasy writer Daina Chaviano, author of  the pentalogy La Habana oculta.4 

In this series of  novels, each female character conjures up mysterious and fabulous scenarios of  herself, 
resonating in multiple forms with her own genealogy or family story, so as to counteract the repressive socio-
political environment encysted in colonial and postcolonial Havana. Orisha divinities, spiritual entities 
and even haunted houses feature recurrently as instigating forces behind this fascinating array of  alter-
Cuba visions, propelling and endorsing notions such as free movement and spontaneous transfiguration 
across and beyond time and place, which are closely related to quantum theories such as the holographic 
principle, quantum entanglement or nonlocality. 

Tentacle is a colossal and fractal Caribbean story that accommodates no easy linear plot summary, 
no simple thematic delineation, no dualistic rendering of  reality, no straitjacket critical mapping. In its 
myriad of  past, present and futuristic reverberating apparitions, episodes and themes, the novel revolves 
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around the quantum notion of  ‘consciousness’—that all-and-everything matrix containing the hologram 
of  our thoughts, sensations, perceptions, moods, emotions, dreams, et cetera, brought into awareness by 
our mind—which is epitomized here by enigmatic ancestral Taino and African water spirits, unfathomable 
and indomitable rulers of  the bottom of  the sea.

Tentacle plunges head first, with an electric, restless rhythm, punk energy and lyricism—as well as 
with a bold and luminary vision—into a the vast, resonating thematic territory of  pan-Caribbean soil and 
waters. It encompasses climate change, bio- and religious terrorism, technologism, Yoruba mythology 
and ritual, racism and colourism, sexual fluidity, tyrannies and populisms, colonialism, gentrification, as 
well as modern and contemporary art. As we read on the novel’s book cover, here “The Tempest meets the 
telenovela.”

Any plot summary of  a story, a film, a play or a novel involves the location, within certain space-
time coordinates, of  a series of  actions and their agents: a where, a when, a what and a who. Trying to 
summarize the plot of  Tentacle, however, may be quite daunting because the core of  the novel centres 
precisely around the idea of  a universal consciousness at odds with a compartmentalized and demarcated 
notion of  time, space and self, and which is rather in line with a here-and-now existence of  ad infinitum 
resonances and vibrations.

The apocalypse had occurred in Tentacle three years before the narrative opening scenario, in 
2024, after a tsunami had devastated Santo Domingo and caused a leak within the bunker reservoir of  
biological weapons that President Bona had agreed to keep under Dominican maritime waters for the 
Venezuelan regime. As a result of  this series of  natural disasters, the Caribbean Sea is now a dead sea, 
with no flora or fauna. In addition, thousands of  people have become homeless, and a dangerous virus, 
supposedly hatched on the other side of  the island, is now spreading into the capital of  the Dominican 
Republic, as desperate and destitute Haitians are crossing the border to escape the quarantine. Acilde 
Figueroa is at first a young female, androgynous self-starter—a prostitute at night at the New Malecón, 
saving for studies to eventually become a chef  during the day. Fate, however, sends her to serve as a maid 
at the house of  President Bona’s personal santera (priestess in the Santería religion) Esther Escudero, and 
then as the transgender incarnation of  Olokun, the Orisha deity, ruler of  the bottom of  the sea, who 
is entrusted with the redemptive environmental mission of  saving the Caribbean Sea by means of  both 
retroactive and proactive privileges.

Acilde’s main avatars are Roque, leader of  a 17th century band of  buccaneers based in Playa Bo 
(north coast of  Santo Domingo), and Giorgio, the Lord of  Water, worshipped and guarded by Nenuco 
and Ananí, a local married couple from Sosúa, descendants of  an ancient lineage of  Taino chiefs and 
princesses. Giorgio is a conveniently reinvented version of  Acilde—the symbiosis of  both the Taino Lord 
of  Water and the Yoruba Olokun—as “a wealthy Italian” expatriate and arts patron in the Sosúa at the 
end of  the twentieth century.

Another figure that  tests both of  Acilde’s avatars is Argenis, a middle-aged painter, who has 
turned into a psychic call-centre operator and believes himself  to be the reincarnation of  Francisco 
Goya, the father of  modern painting. He is invited to participate in the Sosúa Project, a Lab Artist 
Residency sponsored by Giorgio, whose ultimate aim is to organize an auction for the Dominican elite, 
which features the artwork created during the project, and thus raise funds for his wife’s initiative, a 
research foundation for the protection of  Sosúa’s coral reef. After being bitten by an anemone, 
Argenis’s stay at the Sosúa Project becomes quite hallucinatory, for he develops the ability to connect 
via livestream with his other life as a castaway hosted by a band of  buccaneers back in Sosúa four 
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centuries ago. Argenis barely accepts this new ability to see the past—just as he was used to merely 
playing the role of  psychic future seer at the tarot call centre. Likewise, he does not accept his own 
bisexual inclinations. His level of  consciousness is indeed low and meagre at the end of  Tentacle.5 

What we find in Tentacle is the kind of  impeccable chaos that medical doctor, scientist and philosopher 
Robert Lanza talks about in his groundbreaking book Biocentrism. Lanza establishes that there are over two 
hundred physical parameters within the universe, so exact that it seems more probable that they are that 
way to allow for existence of  life and consciousness, rather than occurring randomly. Additionally, Antonio 
Benítez-Rojo, in the equally groundbreaking critical work The Repeating Island, establishes the Caribbean 
as a “meta-archipelago without center and without limits, a chaos within which there is an island that 
proliferates endlessly, each copy a different one, founding and refounding materials like a cloud will do 
with its vapor” ( Benítez-Rojo 9). In this sense, Indiana’s novel easily allows itself  to be inscribed within 
a ‘consciousness paradigm,’ one that overcomes and transcends postcolonial parameters of  “retórica 
inculpadora y vertical” (“incriminating and vertical rhetoric”; my trans.; Benítez-Rojo, La isla 15),6 

 and thus embraces a quantum paradigm of  interconnected and co-responsible provisions across and 
beyond time, space and self.

Who Is Olokun?

Tentacle revolves around this idea of  the Caribbean quantum consciousness identifying its perfect 
figurative totem in Olokun. But who is Olokun?

Uprooted through the transatlantic slave trade from the 16th to the 19th century from their native 
Yorubaland, which spans modern-day countries Nigeria, Togo and Benin, as well as southern and central 
Benin, the Yoruba people, one of  the largest ethnic groups in Africa, have made major contributions to 
the formation of  syncretic Caribbean culture and society. In particular, the Yoruba have had an impact 
on Cuba—“un faro cultural importantísimo” (“a foremost cultural beacon”; my trans.), according to 
Indiana herself  (Uribe-Yepes)—where the Orishas, or gods of  West Africa, have been worshipped for five 
centuries now.

Olokun, “the oldest deity in the world, the sea itself ” (Indiana, Tentacle 21), is one of  the major 
deities worshipped by the Edo, or Bini, and the Yoruba in the pantheons across the southern coastal 
regions of  Nigeria and by the Fon in Benin (Badejo 489). It is also one of  the least known. Even his/her sex 
is enigmatic and controversial (Ferrer-Castro and Acosta-Alegre 23–25). In this sense, whereas Olokun’s 
persona is predominantly male in the Bini tradition, the Yoruba Olokun is distinguished by a sense 
of  sexual fluidity that also finds resonance among the Afro-Caribbean diasporic communities (Badejo 
490). Genealogically speaking, Olokun is usually conflated with Yemọja—tutelary Orisha of  santera mayor 
Esther in Indiana’s Tentacle. Both Olokun and Yemoja represent the ocean—the former symbolizing the 
unfathomable depths of  the sea, the latter its visible surface waters and waves (Badejo 490). Fish, pythons 
and crocodiles are among the water creatures associated with Olokun within Benin’s ancestral spiritual-
imagery tradition and depicted in bronze and ivory sculpting (Ezeluomba 24)—particularly the mudfish, 
a creature that plows into the moist mud (estivate) to survive the dry season and is back to life, kicking 
shocks when the rains come (Drewal 32). Red coral (beads) also features prominently in the shrine regalia 
to sovereign Olokun in Benin, as a symbol of  the Orisha’s liminal and almighty spirit (Werness 68). In 
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the Yoruba kingdom of  Ọwọ, however, “the form used on ancestral altars [to Olokun or Mami Wata] 
is that of  a female figure with the tail of  a fish” (Poynor 179), representing the dark, enticing mermaid-
mistress of  the bottom of  the sea. In terms of  its functional realms, Olokun’s scope is as vast and largely 
incognito as its underwater habitat: “the ancestral home of  all living things” (Barnett 79), wherein “the 
oldest life on Earth is believed to have evolved” and, in fact, where much greater biodiversity thrives than 
on land (Santoro et al. 47). Among its primordial domains, Olokun is attributed as keeper of  the human 
(un)consciousness—its dreams, wisdom and divinatory secrets—as womb and graveyard of  the earth and 
as sovereign ruler of  all the unfathomable riches under the oceans and of  all the struggles, dangers and 
havoc associated with their attainment (Badejo 490).

Olokun’s all-encompassing, amphibian energy leads and charts the Advaita7 

narrative frequency map of  Indiana’s Tentacle. Still, there are further resonating substrata converging 
into the novel’s paradigm matrix: ancestral Caribbean water messiahs, such as the nameless one Nenuco 
and Ananí, who have been further obliterated, await and worship the same way their noble Taino 
forebears did before them. As we enter the Mami Wata archetypal realm of  the Peoples of  the Sea,8 

we may recognize in Tentacle a distinct recurrent disposition for the liminal and the holographic, perhaps 
Indiana’s signature way of  delving into the ins and outs of  the Caribbean quantum mind.

 
Quantum Theory

The essence and omnipresence of  Olokun’s energy in Tentacle powerfully resonates with Benítez-
Rojo’s quantum metaphor of  the Caribbean Sea as a fairly unknown meta-archipelago and as the 
primordial flowing matrix/womb that gives birth to the Atlantic Ocean and to all the Western machineries 
that have evolved across its waters—fleet and plantation machine; Industrial, Capitalist and Communist 
Revolutions; nuclear arms race (Benítez-Rojo, Repeating Island, Introduction). As Benítez-Rojo claims, 
b.C.—and by such abbreviation he means “before the Caribbean”—the Atlantic Ocean even lacked 
a name. In the near-future scenarios proposed by Indiana in Tentacle (Santo Domingo, Dominican 
Republic, in 2027–37), a few more may be added to this list of  modern Western machineries which, in 
fact, are not so futurist and remote, for they are already and ever more persistently knocking on our doors: 
technologism, biological warfare, climate change, natural disasters, deforestation and the extinction of  
species and habitats.

In this sense, it is quite relevant and pertinent to analyze Indiana’s novel from this Caribbean 
quantum perspective. By invoking Olokun as the ultimate—vibratory—source from which the novel’s 
protagonists—as well as their holographic, environmental, redemptive missions—emanate, I believe that 
the author is calling on the Caribbean peoples, governments, media, and artists to proactively exert both 
their individual and collective consciousness-force within the g-local challenges to come, which are none 
other than resonating manifestations of  past and current pressing and pending matters.

Tentacle also resonates with top quantum theories and notions of  universal interconnectivity, such 
as the holographic- and the morphic-fields principles, all of  which revolve around the idea that we are 
a whole, an interconnected whole. Beyond the limits of  our bodies, there is a connection between us 
and what surrounds us. In such a ‘uni-verse’—perhaps we should pay attention to the etymology of  the 
word itself, as ‘the whole world, cosmos, the totality of  existing things’—each individual experiential and 
emotional learning is an evolutionary advantage for the species to come.
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We were never separate; everything is related to everyone. Since ancient times, cosmogonic systems 
from many different civilizations across the world—Taino and Yoruba included—have contemplated the 
idea that we are all in some way connected by a matrix of  consciousness, or as suggested by Max Planck 
one of  the fathers of  quantum mechanics: “a field of  universal intelligence that holds up all matter and 
the world that we perceive as real” (qtd. in Braden 324–25).

According to the related holographic principle, there can be no separation between any of  the 
manifestations of  the universe, since they are expressions of  the same information. In accord with this 
notion,  Gerard T’Hooft and Raphael Bousso affirm that the origin of  nature could only have been 
ultrasmall packages of  pure information that have been expanding since the big bang and diversifying 
into the data that generate our current space/time reality.

Studying each science, each manifestation of  the universe, as if  they bear no relationship to each 
other, prevents us from understanding reality in its entirety. However, quantum physics nurtures and is 
nurtured by the dialogue among all sciences (classic physics, biology, psychology, chemistry, neuroscience, 
etc.), a dialogue that makes interconnected sense and gives cohesion to this ‘everything’ of  seemingly 
separated and disconnected parts.

In his book A New Science of  Life, Rupert Sheldrake presents one of  the most revolutionary hypotheses 
of  contemporary biology: the morphic-fields and morphic-resonance principle. He speaks of  the idea 
that the minds of  all individuals of  the same species—including human beings—are united, forming 
part of  the same planetary mental field. Similarly David R. Hawkins, in his book Transcending the Levels of  
Consciousness, explains that

the timeless field of  consciousness is permanent and, thereby, records all that has occurred 
or existed from within time / space / evolution. [...] The infinite field is omnipresent, omnipotent, 
omniscient, and uniquely identifiable as the Absolute by which all expressions of  evolution 
or existence can be compared. Everything in the universe, including even a passing thought, is 
recorded forever in the timeless field of  Consciousness, which is everywhere equally present. All that 
has ever occurred, either physically or by thought, is equally available, because the field is beyond 
time and space. There is no ‘here’ or ‘there’; there is no ‘now’ or ‘then.’ The totality is equally and 
permanently present everywhere. (2)

The morphogenetic fields reverberate throughout the generations with an inherent memory that 
accumulates the experience of  humanity, in what Carl Jung called “archetypes.” Each human being on 
this planet receives a species, a culture, a family that allows a person to develop within that system, to 
become nourished with the information required to survive, and to provide new information resulting 
from one’s own learning and experiencing. Human beings’ level of  consciousness has been evolving to 
the same extent that the field of  consciousness has been receiving new information. There are many 
renowned scientists and researchers, such as Dr. Máximo Sandín, Dr. Bruce H. Lipton and Hawkins, who 
emphasize the importance of  an evolution based on collaboration and reciprocity. 

In the novel, Argenis makes a poignant reflection about the incipient stages of  the Caribbean 
quantum mind in his own hallucinatory, drug-dependent manner. As postulated by quantum theories 
noted above, the interconnective, co-responsible and transcending potential across and beyond dark and 
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light is certainly there, ready to awaken in each Caribbean neuron, in each Caribbean island; it just is not 
happening as much and as frequently as it could and should: “In the Caribbean we live on the dark side 
of  the planetary brain, like with LSD; the neurons that correspond to our islands are very rarely lit, but 
when they are …” (Indiana, Tentacle 91).

Spatio-Temporal Engram-Based Streaming

The time-space coordinates of  the novel are the following: Santo Domingo (2027, 2037); Sosúa 
Project (2001); seventeenth-century Sosúa; Playa Bo, Sosúa (1991). It should be noted that the narrative 
episodes located within each of  them do not follow one another linearly but follow another type of  
narrative thread altogether, one that I will call ‘engram-based streaming’; this narrative thread basically 
features the chemical-neural weaving of  synapses or associations of  thoughts, feelings and emotions (an 
ultimately physical sensation) that shape Acilde’s and Argenis’s consciousness and that of  their holographic 
versions of  themselves.

The notion of  ‘engram’ was coined by the neuropsychologist Karl Lashley in 1950. Neuroscience 
endorses the formation in our brain of  stable traces, marks or neuronal imprints after the manifestation 
of  a certain sensation, a shocking event or an emotion impossible to forget, which will subsequently 
surface in some way in our thoughts, emotions, perceptions, reactions and future physiology (Corbera 50). 
They are what the neuroscientist Antonio Damasio calls “somatic markers” in his seminal book Descartes’ 
Error. Much of  our psychic and narrative life is, in fact, constructed from engrams.

The unconscious mechanisms of  association present in the narrative selection and focus of  scenes, 
motifs and character relationships in Indiana’s novel are a clear example of  the cohesive role of  the 
engram within the episodic organization—by images and stories—of  human narrative memory and 
consciousness. The author’s sublime awareness of  this deep, interconnected web, put to the service of  her 
syncopated, dissonant flow-narrative imprint, makes the streaming of  seemingly disjointed elements—
such as a sea anemone sting, an instant sex-change injection, the Olokun kari osha crowning ceremony, 
Goya’s seventeenth-century etching prints and a futurist digital price detector—occur to uncanny 
perfection.

Enviro-Spiritual Consciousness 

In the novel, the environmental consciousness turns out to be not only a matter of  state importance 
for the repentant President Bona, who is in charge of  a postapocalyptic Dominican Republic after the 
tsunami of  2024 and the subsequent and disastrous spill of  biological weapons across the Caribbean 
Sea but also, essentially, a matter of  spiritual survival for the human species. Moreover, in the novel, an 
imminent threshold (2037) comes into view, the date by which the Caribbean Dead Sea will be a kind 
of  scapegoat, or rather ‘scapeunicorn’; homage—even religious reverence—will be rendered to it on 
television at Easter time, with the screening of  films about seas teeming with fish, just as, not that long 
ago, they would have screened films about the Passion of  Christ: “Now that the sea’s dead, that’s when 
they come round to believing in its power?” (Indiana, Tentacle 103).
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The salvation of  the sea and the life inhabiting its depths lie at the heart of  the mission that 
occupies several characters or avatars living in Playa Bo or Playa del Gran Señor (Sosúa, north coast of  
today’s Dominican Republic) at different but overlapping times in the narrative; these characters resonate 
with each other through multiple sensory engrams in anaphoric, as well as cataphoric, ways—back and 
forth in time—as one single consciousness, pulsating with their achievements and doldrums as one single 
heart.

In a way, all of  these characters or avatars are explicitly or implicitly—to a more or less conscious 
extent—heir-members of  the vast, interconnected genealogy of  sea deities and their etymological depths 
across the different civilizations bathed by its waters. In the novel, these civilizations include, specifically, 
the Taino and the Afro-Antillean cultures in the Caribbean Sea, the Jewish culture in the Mediterranean 
Sea and the Yoruba culture in the Atlantic Ocean. For example, 

Within the Yoruba and Afro-Antillean sea ‘divinology,’ we have Esther, the personal santera of  
President Bona, daughter of  Yemayá—the Yoruba ruler of  the surface sea waters and omnipotent 
mother—and named as Omicunlé (the mantle that covers the sea) in Osha ruled by her Cuban 
godfather Omidina, another son of  Yemayá. She is the owner and custodian of  the only and 
invaluable anemone survivor of  the tsunami cataclysm, an attribute essential for the crowning of  
the chosen one, who is about to arrive at her place—according to her divine mother’s oracle—and 
is to be named Omo Olokun (the one who knows what lies at the bottom of  the sea). Omo Olokun 
is to be embodied in Acilde, the young androgynous woman who is recommended to work at 
Esther’s house as a maid by Eric Vitier, Esther’s friend and Cuban doctor, another son of  Yemayá, 
baptized in Osha as Omioloyu (Yemayá’s eyes). After Esther’s death, her Omicunlé hologram 
appears before President Bona and Acilde, urging them to save the sea under Yemayá and Olokun’s 
full acquiescence (Indiana, Tentacle 83).

In the Taino ascending line, we find Nenuco and his wife Ananí, both descendants of  a noble lineage 
of  indigenous chiefs and rebel leaders. The reef  pool in Playa Bo is the natural habitat where the Taino 
mothers of  the area have given birth to their children since time immemorial—Mama Guama, for 
example, gave birth to Ananí there; it is also the habitat where Nenuco zealously watches over the Lord 
of  Water, a descendant from that venerated lineage of  big-headed messianic beings who would every 
now and then come from the sea to assist his Taino ancestors (Indiana, La mucama 103). Perhaps the 
Spaniards were at first identified and venerated by the Tainos on the island of  Quisqueya as true Papa 
Wata, just as the Aztecs thought that Hernán Cortés, upon his arrival on the shores of  Tabasco in 1519, 
was the very Quetzalcoatl—the Feathered Serpent—their supreme god who had returned, thus fulfilling 
an ancient prophecy; or similarly, when, in the fifteenth century, the Bini people at the Gulf  of  Benin saw 
in Fernando Poo and his men illustrious denizens of  the amphibious kingdom of  Olokun bringing wealth 
and power to the Oba, their king (Newton 84).

 Finally, as heiress of  the Mediterranean mythological lineage of  the Nereids, we find Linda 
Goldman: mermaid of  the modern times, daughter of  Jewish Holocaust survivors and refugees in Sosúa, 
windsurf  champion and conservationist leader of  Playa Bo coral reefs. Diagnosed with bipolar disorder, 
Linda’s life has elapsed along the vulnerable and delicate line extended between the apparent polarities of  
exquisite exuberance, on the one hand, and extermination, on the other, and also between “a measure of  
extreme optimism and critical realism that would drive anybody crazy” (Indiana, Tentacle 98). Not unlike 
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Esther with the anemone and Nenuco with the Lord of  Water, Linda (Indo-European root leg.- ‘choose, 
opt’) has devoted her life to the creation, custody and preservation of  the marine sanctuary of  Playa Bo—
in particular, its coral reef  (another of  Olokun’s attributes par excellence). With the word ‘sanctuary,’ 
both environmental and spiritual consciousness thus come together in the novel as a kind of  symbiotic 
tabernacle containing the Ark of  the Covenant.

 

Sexual-Ethnic Fluidity

The idea of  sexual-ethnic fluidity features prominently in this novel. Indiana actually makes 
it clear that sexual-ethnic fluidity is more than the leitmotiv in a weird Barney Cremaster cult movie9 

 or a futuristic science fiction matter of  particular interest due to her own sexual orientation. Furthermore, 
sexual-ethnic fluidity is more than a strong critical ethno-social awareness (especially when it comes to 
the Haitian question in the Dominican Republic). This fluidity belongs to the ancient pluri-wisdoms that 
settled in the Caribbean, such as the Taino civilization and the Yoruba cosmology.Taino and Yoruba 
cultures jointly constitute a considerable portion of  the Hispanic Antillean collective unconsciousness, 
despite the prevailing persistence of  polarized Western versions of  sexual and ethnic difference—male 
versus female, black versus white (Oyewumi 136-142). 

One notable example in the novel of  this ancient Caribbean wisdom of  sexual fluidity is found in 
the potiza (heart-shaped vessel; see fig. 1) that Ananí gifts Nenuco as a token of  her love for him, an old 
tradition Taino women unproblematically fulfilled across generations. This artifact of  love included two 
voluptuous breasts from which a penis emerged, “as a symbol of  their union: they would cease being male 
and female to become one single beating organism” (Indiana, Tentacle 75).

Fig. 1. Taino heart-shaped vessel, 
earthenware, 44 x 42 x 10 cm., 350–1500 
BC, Centro Cultural Eduardo León 
Jimenes, Santiago de los Caballeros. 
centroleon.org.do
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From the Yoruba epistemological heritage, the novel centrally and critically retrieves Olokun, the 
ruler of  the ocean’s abyssal regions, a deity of  mysterious and undetermined sexual identity. In this sense, 
I agree with Oyeronke Oyewumi that the idea of  sexualizing the Orishas was part and parcel of  the 
Westernizing, syncretic colonial deal and had little to do with the original Yoruba pantheon, where deities 
stood for the vibratory and oscillatory energetic continuum, more closely related to quantum physics 
than to this global hypersexualization of  everything—the divine included. On the one hand, Acilde, a 
legitimate child of  Olokun, is born female, reacts to her post-tsunami world androgynously—in survival 
mood—and will eventually undergo a sex reassignment surgery, which also serves as his/her kari osha, or 
crowning ceremony, as Olokun’s chosen heir. On the other hand, the fact that Argenis does not accept 
his equal fondness for both men and women is parallel to his trouble accepting his capacity to livestream 
episodes of  his past incarnations/lives. Knowing and accepting one’s path and mission in life is key to 
beginning any journey towards consciousness along with integrating and balancing the polarities within 
us that ultimately complete us.

Acilde’s self-made sexual-ethnic fluid identity is perhaps the most complete illustration of  this: from 
androgynous young girl Acilde Figueroa—born to a Dominican prostitute and an Italian businessman—
who becomes an SR (sexually reassigned) man and heir apparent of  Olokun, the Yoruba almighty ruler 
of  the bottom of  the seas and to the nameless Lord of  Waters (Taino messiah figure), who makes up a 
plausible identity and a passport as a self-made Italian expatriate in order to carry out his ultimate mission 
as patron of  the arts and of  the coral reefs in Sosúa.

Socio-Politico-Artistic Senso-Emotional Resonating

In this endless box of  fractal narrative resonances, the reader of  Tentacle travels through a continuum 
of  experiences and consciousnesses, oscillating between resistance and stagnation on the one hand, and 
surrender and transcendence on the other, resulting in full-scale and ad infinitum possibilities of  social, 
ideological and artistic individuation. The novel also proposes the quantum microcosm of  Sosúa and its 
Playa Bo, where each and every one of  them converge and resonate.

At the one pole of  resistant and stagnant individuation, the reader finds an opening near a future 
scenario featuring a Caribbean society (specifically that of  the Dominican Republic) that is still infested 
by the ominous and pluricentennial double virus of  racism and classism—in which “being white is a 
profession” (Indiana, Tentacle 86)—and is now wrapped in an aseptic sophistication of  an urbanized and 
digitized environment and equally rampant colourism and gentrification—reeking just as much from an 
engrammatic point of  view. For that matter, this is a post-tidal-wave narrative landscape, featuring a dead 
sea, contaminated beaches teeming with unrecoverable corpses and submerged scrap, as well as wealthy 
neighbourhoods in the upper part of  Santo Domingo where smart ‘made-in-China’ automatic collectors 
roam rampant and free collecting waste—‘human waste,’ in fact, including Haitians, homeless, mentally 
ill patients and prostitutes (Indiana, Tentacle 9–10).

To this end—that of  duality—a whole range of  exclusive and hyperjudgmental discourses, 
thriving on a wide range of  religious, ideological and mental tribunes, can be found in the novel. An 
example of  this is Melquesidec, the pederast leader of  the biblical-terrorist movement, with his fanatical 
and apocalyptic discourse. Another example is the impeccable orchestration of  President Bona’s public 
image: his Balaguerian voice, together with his Malcolm X looks, both complemented by his Bolivarian 
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style missionary gestures. Not to mention the constellation of  deep resentments on the part of  Argenis 
Luna against his father and all that the latter represents—the oligarchic and gentrified Caribbean leftism 
venerating, from its comfort-zone distance, the relics of  an infamous Cuban revolution—or Malagueta’s 
colourist inferiority complex, as the only local-artist participant in the Sosúa Project.

At the other pole, that of  consciousness, different forms of  modern art expression (electronic 
music, sampling, break-dance, spoken word, video art, performance) coalesce in the novel, posing the 
destabilization of  settled socio-political paradigms with their subjective oscillation “between the locally 
eccentric and the universally mythological” (Indiana, Tentacle 57). It is in this vein that the figure of  
Goya—the 18th - 19th century Spanish painter credited by many, including Indiana, as the father of  
modern art—becomes an alchemical and mantric presence in the novel: Goya as alter ego of  Argenis, 
Goya as subject of  analytical study in the Sosúa Project seminars, Goya as devious spiller of  forms and 
expectations. 

It is therefore not random that, while attending the day’s art-theory session at the Sosúa Project 
on Goya’s engraving number 66 (see fig. 2), Argenis may instantly—and enticingly—be transported to 
the uncanny domestic enclave of  a buccaneers’ hut in 17th century Playa Bo, Sosúa. The print projected 
on the class board features “a twisted, androgynous body holding a flying broomstick above his head, 
obscuring the more feminine figure behind him, who also held on to the broomstick and sprouted 
bat wings to facilitate the magic ride” (Indiana, Tentacle 57). Not unlike the sorcerer figure in Goya’s 
etching print, Argenis is beginning to navigate between the complementary opposites in his life: hetero-/
homosexual, past/present, un-/conscious planes—the same kind of  no-man’s-land to which castaways 
and runaway slaves would gravitate on seventeenth-century Hispaniola’s depopulated northern coast. 
Argenis somehow feels more aligned, coherent and at home in his daydream life as a foster buccaneer in 
seventeenth-century Playa Bo than as an intern artist in the 2001 Playa Bo-Sosúa Project, where he feels 
out of  place, just like an illustrator of  catechism books among a pack of  postmodern co-religionists (36).

Fig. 2. Francisco Goya, 
Allá vá eso [There it 
goes], 1797-1799, 
etching print no. 66 
from Los caprichos series, 
210 x 167 mm., Museo 
del Prado, Madrid.   

museodelprado.es
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Indiana finds in Sosúa—and in its multiple and well-documented sociohistorical roller coasters—
the most efficient coordinates to travel across time with all the anaphoric and cataphoric ease and 
flightiness that the narrating-resonating universe may allow. Sosúa and Playa Bo thus become, in the 
novel, the archetypal refuge or safe harbour for all types of  individuations or processes of  socio-economic, 
ideological, political, environmental and artistic consciousness. Like any archetype worth its salt, Sosúa 
also has its shadow, that of  hotchpotch and exclusion zone. In particular, Sosúa at the dawn of  World 
War II typified the official foundation of  the municipality with the arrival in 1938 of  eight hundred Jewish 
settlers, who, fleeing from the Nazi-imposed Holocaust, found refuge on the island under the auspices of  
dictator Rafael Leónidas Trujillo. Trujillo gave them land in Sosúa, and the Jews introduced the dairy and 
meat industries, which are still major economic drivers in the town. This is the Sosúa of  Linda Goldman 
and Ananí, as well as of  their respective fathers in the novel—the former, of  Jewish stock, whose father 
found refuge in Sosúa, the latter, of  Taino-chief  lineage, whose father had been stripped of  much of  the 
land inherited from his native ancestors and made to disappear for his belligerent and rebellious attitude.

The 17th century buccaneer haven of  Sosúa that Argenis evokes in his diurnal hallucinations 
actually refers to the depopulation of  the entire northern and western regions of  the island, ordered by 
King Felipe III in 1606, and to the ensuing transplantation of  these populations to Santo Domingo, so as 
to strengthen centralist and absolutist control with a single-port policy in Hispaniola that would serve to 
annihilate an incipiently vibrant smuggling industry. It is against this backdrop that Sosúa becomes, thanks 
to military and civilian withdrawal, the refuge of  an unlikely amalgam of  French, English and Spanish 
buccaneers, shipwreck survivors and marooned slaves, who would collaborate for survival, hunting wild 
cattle to produce leather and smoked meat, with which they would then negotiate with smugglers who 
continued to dock in the area (Indiana, Tentacle 58).

In the novel, 2001 Sosúa is associated with the Sosúa Project, an exclusive residence programme 
for promising young artists, sponsored by Giorgio Menicucci and his wife, Linda Goldman; with the 
proceeds of  this programme, the couple intends to finance the first protected coral-reef  sanctuary on the 
island. This is also the Sosúa of  cheap tourism and souvenir street markets.

There are also other more unstated and desultory Sosúas in the novel that follow the same 
archetypal pattern, such as the pre-Columbian-Taino-Sosúa paradise of  Nenuco and Ananí’s forebears 
and Sosúa as an early transgender refuge in the 1990s Dominican Republic.

The Ending: Human Resistance to Quantum Self

The dual paradigm—that which emphasizes irreconcilable/unbridgeable polarities of  past and 
present, here and there, life and death, me and the Other, male and female, the self  and the ego—seems 
to be the one prevailing at the end of  this story and the one that has proved to be the most tenacious 
and persistent through the novel. Such a duality is not unlike what happens with the human mind, I 
would add, despite the fact that the novel has also proved all along how stale and sterile the dual level of  
consciousness can be. 

The protagonists—or rather their avatars—in this story (Giorgio=Acilde=Roque, Argenis), despite 
their remarkable capacity to transcend time-space and self, ultimately decide to give up their quantum 
consciousness, as well as its redeeming pursuits. Instead, they either quit altogether (Acilde commits 
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suicide by a cocktail of  drinks and pills), become deranged (Argenis the painter), surrender (Roque puts 
an end altogether to his transgressor life as smuggler and buccaneer, contravener of  the Spanish crown’s 
one-port centralist ruling, in an ambush by a Spanish military squad) or opt to settle into the bliss of  a 
comfortable gentrified life (Giorgio the arts patron), thus sending their mission back into oblivion.

With this seemingly off-note ending of  the novel, Indiana appears to make it clear there is still a long 
way to pursue within this (r-)evolutionary journey towards human consciousness. Human beings, despite 
the incommensurable potential of  our minds to create harmony and well-being within our interconnected 
universe, instead succumb to each hurdle and siren call of  the only world we insist on perceiving, namely, 
that of  space-time-self  limitations, borders, sickness, hierarchies, resentments, egotistical powers and 
commodities.

Tentacle is indeed a Caribbean cautionary tale of  human resistance to quantum self.

Notes
1   In her earlier cult novel Papi (2005; 2011), Rita Indiana already makes profuse use of  fantasy, 

horror and science fiction elements—among other ingredients featuring this delirious narrative 
cocktail, including telenovela, stream of  consciousness, gothic and pulp fiction—to enter the inner 
world of  a ten-year-old Dominican girl trying her best to come to terms with her absent, abusive, 
lying, chauvinist and corrupt father, together with his disfunctional legacy. It is also interesting to 
note that, similar to what occurs in Tentacle, in Papi Indiana allots a lengthy chapter to recreate the 
dystopian/uchronic microcosm of  an evangelic religious sect, in both cases featuring brainwashing 
and patriarchal agendas.

2  Transculturación (transculturation) is a term coined by Cuban anthropologist Fernando Ortiz in his 
canonical essay “Cuban Counterpoint: Tobacco and Sugar” (Contrapunteo Cubano del tabaco 
y el azúcar, 1940) to describe Cuban identity as the result of  complex colonial and postcolonial 
processes of  cultural transformation marked by the influx of  new ethnic, linguistic, spiritual, 
economic elements, among others, and the loss or alteration of  existing ones.

3   Relevant works by these contemporary Hispanic Caribbean authors that resonate with Tentacle at 
the level of  the specific narrative-hybridization crossroads mentioned above include Erick Mota, 
Habana Underguater (2010); Erick Flores, En la Habana es más Difícil (2015); Alejandro Rojas, Chunga 
Maya (2017); Rafael Acevedo, Exquisito Cadáver (2001); Pedro Cabiya, Trance (2008); Odilius Vlak, 
Crónicas Historiológicas (2017).

4   Daina Chaviano’s narrative fiction series La Habana oculta features the following titles: El Hombre, 
la Hembra y el Hambre (1998); Casa de Juegos (1999); Gata encerrada (2001); La Isla de los Amores 
Infinitos (2006) and Los Hijos de la Diosa Huracán (2019).
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5   Interestingly, Argenis has been retrieved by Indiana as the protagonist of  her latest novel, Hecho en 
Saturno (2018), and will also feature, according to the author’s own words in a recent interview, in her 
next fiction project, which will culminate a  trilogy marked by Argenis’s journey of  consciousness 
growth and elevation (Ailouti).

6  This phrase from the original Spanish edition was not translated by J. E. Maraniss in his English 
version of  Antonio Benítez-Rojo’s book.

7  “Not two, nondual” in Sanskrit.
8   For this notion of  the ‘Peoples of  the Sea,’ see Benítez-Rojo, The Repeating Island.
9   The Cremaster Cycle is a series of  five feature-length films, together with related sculptures, photographs, 

drawings and artist’s books, created by American visual artist and filmmaker Matthew Barney 
between 1994 and 2002. The title of  the cycle refers to the muscle that raises and lowers the 
male reproductive system according to external stimuli such as temperature or fear. “The films 
themselves are a grand mixture of  history, autobiography and mythology—an intensely private 
universe in which symbols and images are densely layered and interconnected” (“Matthew 
Barney”). The process of  sexual differentiation within the embryo is actually the central Ariadne’s 
thread along the cycle narrative. Interestingly enough, in Tentacle one of  the seminars held for the 
artist residents at the Sosúa Project is dedicated to Cremaster 2, the film in the cycle in which “the 
organism resists differentiation” (62). 
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David Chariandy, 
Brother

At the ACLALS (Association for Commonwealth Literature and Language Studies) 
Triennial Conference, held in Vancouver in 2007, I procured a copy of  David Chariandy’s 
first book, Soucouyant, and before the week-long conference was over, I had completed my 
reading of  it and become an unabashed fan. Truth be told, I was already an admirer of  his 
critical work, since he is a well-respected and stand-out critic of  Caribbean/Canadian writing 
and thought. From that first novel, one has come to expect that sunshine clarity of  his writing, 
the subtlety of  his vision and observations, the complexity of  his exploration of  human 
experience. Brother continues his refraction of  social and political issues through the familial. 
Like Soucouyant, this second novel focuses on a Caribbean/Canadian family (mother and her 
two sons) and their navigation of  life in Canada. From the mouths of  neighbours, the family’s 
story “is [the] story […] of  a young man deeply ‘troubled,’ and a younger brother carrying 
‘history,’ and of  a mother showing now the creep of  madness” (36). This simplified account, 
cradled in stereotype, is the kind of  pervasive narrative that the novel exposes as the usual 
speech-ritual of  absolution, that officials repeat to rationalize their lack of  accountability for 
immigrants of  colour. With care, sensitivity and subtlety, Chariandy offers in Brother a more 
complex portrait of  the vulnerability of  brown and black lives in particular and of  immigrant 
lives in general, as they navigate the Canadian nation-state.

In a hospital scene towards the end of  the novel, one immigrant mother, receiving 
routine health registration questions, has to declare of  her son, “He is a citizen” (161). 
Immigrant as imposter! Otherness and foreign countries reek through strange-sounding 
accents (“[T]he mother had […] a vague Caribbean accent” [XX]) that elicit skepticism 
about their Canadian legitimacy and belonging. Also, foreign credentials have a dubious 
reception in Canada, as noticed by Francis when he remarks on the convenience-store owner 
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“who framed his useless foreign degree” (15) or by Michael who remembers that Aisha’s father, Samuel, 
was “rumoured” to have been a teacher in Trinidad, “but here he worked as a security guard” (51). The 
psychological weight of  prejudice adds to the burden of  working tedious hours to make ends meet, as in 
the case of  the people of  The Park in Scarborough, Toronto. Francis and Michael’s mother, for example, 
has to work multiple jobs and manoeuvre convoluted routes with several bus transfers in order to survive. 
The boys understand the labour demands on their mother’s life but also learn to care for each other: “[W]
hen Mother returned home in a state, [… Francis] would casually offer her a cool, damp cloth for her 
head, maybe even a pan of  water and Epsom salts for her feet. He would fetch a blanket in winter, or a 
fan and a glass of  water in summer” (17). 

Francis and Michael know that for most of  the people of  their neighbourhood, “their jobs are 
often temporary and fragile” (38). Such fragility and vulnerability require the admonishment of  parents 
and elders. Mother lectures them about “arrival and opportunity” (22) and sometimes tells them about 
their absent father and his struggles on arrival in Canada: “Going to school during the day and washing 
dishes at night was not easy. Some people wouldn’t rent their places to people like him. Some people 
wouldn’t hire men like him, or fairly pay or promote them. There were countless indignities a man like 
him had to face, and there had been tolls, she explained” (82; emphasis). Manny, the assistant manager at 
Easy Buy, “lectures [Michael] about the risks of  associating with the wrong people” and “about people 
pulling themselves up by their bootstraps and saving money and not expecting handouts” (42). His low 
outlook on immigrant youngsters skirts with criminal expectations of  black men in Toronto. Michael also 
reports that “Manny conducts surprise searches of  our lockers for drugs and minor thefts, searches that 
never result in any finds” (42). At age 7, Francis had seen television footage that showed “murder reduced 
to three indistinguishable dark [male] faces” (150), and by the time Francis is shot dead by the police, he 
had already concluded that brown and black boys “were losers and neighbourhood schemers”; they were 
“children of  the help, without futures” (156).

Brother is concerned not only with two male siblings in a family and the trauma inflicted on the 
family when the elder brother is killed by the police—it is not just a migration novel about “roughing 
it in the [urban] bush” (XX) or concrete jungles of  Canada—but also with the fragility of  brown and 
black men’s lives. Without hashtags, this novel provides a dramatic platform for the Black Lives Matter 
campaign. While Chariandy exposes the systems (ideological, state sanctioned and media driven) that 
collude to put black male lives at risk, he is also very careful to provide a more rounded view of  black 
men than straight-laced narratives have done. The main character, Francis, for example, is a curious 
type of  dark-skinned man who defies the usual scripts for black masculinities. While he has garnered his 
“street cred” with his usual cool pose and his reputation for fearlessness—once he closed his palm on the 
blade of  a sharp knife—(123), he is also one of  the most sensitively drawn men in Caribbean literature. 
His tender, loving care of  his mother and brother—and later of  his bro Jelly, which highlights the queer 
potentiality of  their bromance—further revises the predominantly hard and heterosexist masculinity 
of  machismo, violence and criminality usually appended to black male subjects in Canada. Even their 
mother, supported by community censor, begins to fear that criminality will creep into her boys: “‘You 
are my son!’ she yelled, ‘You will never be a criminal’” (25; emphasis). After one of  the neigbourhood boys, 
Anton, is killed, Michael reports how he feels more and more framed by surveillance and how he fears 
the inevitability of  criminality crowning their lives: 

You sensed the halo of  menace above your head, glimpsed the turbulence swirling behind as you 
walked. On TV and in the papers, politicians promised to crack down on criminals, which echoed 
agreements from suited community spokesmen. But criminals weren’t the only target. Every day, 
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neighbourhood kids were stopped by the cops, the questions about their actions and whereabouts 
more probing. We were being watched by everyone, shopkeepers, neighbours, passersby. (98–99)

The novel begins with the inevitable demise of  Francis; he was gunned down “living while black.” 
Chariandy allows for no fairytales to be spun here; we are forced to swallow the hard truth that black 
male lives are fragile and expendable in Canada.

Yet, in spite of  the seeming routine of  another narrative showing a good black man dying, one 
cannot help admiring Chariandy’s ability to produce such poetry in such pain. Like a good African 
diasporic art form, such as jazz or the blues, this novel exhibits the author’s ability to transform the 
bitter experiences of  immigrant lives into litanies of  creative consolation. The elegant writing of  this 
novel contrasts sharply with the everyday horrors and tragedies of  immigrant life. Much like its own 
metafictional moment about the pleasures of  reading—when the boys witness their mother having a 
day of  leisure—we too experience the wonder of  the written word in this novel: “The time we watched 
her spend a day on the couch with an amazingly thick library book. That whole day never once driving 
herself  frantic with duty, just reading. Whole chapters of  time spent in quiet aloneness. Reaching up in 
concentration to touch her own earlobe, to pinch it gently while something on the page stilled her” (147). 
As readers of  this tale, we would be “stilled,” as well as moved, by his prose. We will even find earlobe-
touching delight in his descriptions. Few writers can write tenderness as well as Chariandy does, especially 
between a mother and a son. When Francis has done one of  his usual acts of  thoughtfulness and care, 
Michael recalls that “[s]he touched his face. She cupped his chin and touched the growing shadow of  
his moustache. She pinched his earlobe lightly between her thumb and finger as it were a raindrop from 
a leaf, then reached to gently pluck something from his hair. A burr from the Rouge Valley” (18). The 
poetry adorning a mother’s touch in this line is memorable, as memorable as the description of  “a thin 
red line welling on his skin,” when his mother slapped him for laughing at her concern (25). Then there 
are those sentences that approximate perfection in their composition: “Run, he told me. No sound, just 
the shape of  the word in his mouth” (29).

Chariandy also showcases strong characterization, as when their mother is caught in the glare of  
public surveillance and shame: “[S]he looked a bit like an actor who had stumbled accidentally onto a 
stage and who now, too late, had to figure out her role” (32). One of  his most striking characters is the 
neighbour, Mrs. Henry, who is introduced this way:

You have to understand Mrs. Henry. She is one of  the many certified Mothers of  the neighbourhood, 
a force, a stern uplifter of  fallen individuals, especially of  those parents afflicted with troublesome, 
wayward children. She is an elder at a nearby Pentecostal church, and she lets you know this 
immediately. […] She is the perfect embodiment of  law and respectability, dark-faced and smelling 
righteously of  Limacol cologne, peppermint breath mints, and coconut oil pomade. (38)

This powerful novel is worthy of  all the accolades it has received since its publication. In this intricately 
layered story, which circles back to the past and loops into the present, Chariandy achieves something 
special. He represents the Caribbean/Canadian life as “a dream waiting to land and bloom” (148), and 
he asks us, like Mother, to “look closer” and to discover anew these young black men’s lives: “They’re not 
trash. They’re living things. And they are flying” (149).
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Lalbihari Sharma, 
I Even Regret Night: 
Holi Songs of  
Demerara

In 1915 or 1916, Lalbihari Sharma, formerly of  Chapra Village, United Provinces 
of  India (Bihar), previously an indentured labourer of  Plantation Golden Fleece, Demerara, 
British Guiana (present-day Guyana), then a prosperous Indo-Guianese Essequibo rice farmer, 
pandit, money lender, politician, poet and musician, published his Damra Phag Bahar: Holi 
Songs of  Demerara. The text was published by Sri Venkateshwar Steam Press, a disseminator 
of  religious materials in India since 1871. I Even Regret Night: Holi Songs of  Demerara is Indo-
Guyanese American poet Rajiv Mohabir’s masterful translation of  Sharma’s musical poems, 
by way of  a manuscript in the British Library unearthed by Indo-Guyanese American 
journalist and writer Gaiutra Bahadur—since the Sharma family had lost their copy to water 
and abeer (coloured powder) damage during Guyanese Phagwah revelries (Sharma 186). 
At Bahadur’s behest, the British Library text was illicitly copied by a nameless sympathetic 
archivist, translated orally by a singer of  the Ramayana in Trinidad and translated in writing 
by two subcontinental Indians living in the United States: an immigrant with Bihari roots and 
a scholar of  indenture. But poetry requires a poet to translate. Sharma’s verses cover a wide 
range of  poetic forms: chautal, chaupai, doha, bhajan, kavitt and ulara (194). The poems do not 
have individual titles but are labeled instead by poetic form. Damra Phag Bahar was written in 
Devanagari script, in a combination of  the medieval bhakti devotional literary language Braj 
Basha and the North Indian vernaculars Bhojpuri and Awadhi (178). To do the work justice 
required a translator of  many talents. So Bahadur, author of  Coolie Woman: The Odyssey of  
Indenture (2014), the iconic personal history of  indentured women in British Guiana, gifted 
the songbook to Mohabir, Kundiman Prize-winning poet and author of  the collections The 
Cowherd’s Son (2017) and The Taxidermist’s Cut (2016). 
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In content, form and journey, I Even Regret Night is a palimpsestic archive of  the Indo-Caribbean 
experience. The publication of  I Even Regret Night in a bilingual edition doubles the self-representational 
literary archive of  the Indo-Caribbean. There is only one other known text written by an Indian indentured 
labourer in the region: Munshi Rahman Khan’s (1874–1972) Jeevan Prakash, an autobiographical prose 
and poetry account of  his early life in India and indentureship in Suriname. I Even Regret Night—the title is 
taken from a line in one of  Sharma’s chautals—is no simple translation of  the original songbook. Rather, 
it is a scholarly archive, containing not only the original text and an English translation but also stories of  
the text: Bahadur’s afterword on Sharma and the text’s journey to translation; Mohabir’s introduction, 
which asks the reader to imagine herself  on the plantation, pausing from cane-field labour to listen 
to Holi songs; Mohabir’s erudite translator’s note; scanned covers of  the original British Library text; 
illustrative black-and-white photographs of  Indo-Guianese indentured people; and a “Transliteration for 
Chautal Singers” section that I will discuss later. The photographs were gathered by Bror E. Dahlgren 
for the Chicago Field Museum during the 1922 botanical Stanley Field Expedition to British Guiana and 
South America. These images of  colonized people were by-products of  European and US naturalists’ 
imperialist drive to classify, collect, harvest and breed the plants of  the Caribbean and South America, 
as explored by Megan Raby in American Tropics: The Caribbean Roots of  Biodiversity Science (2017). Mohabir’s 
translation reunites the silent collected indentured labourers of  empire with their voices. 

I Even Regret Night is a deeply Caribbean Creole text: it is a quadrilingual translation that demands 
the linking of  written text to oral culture. Mohabir translates meaning rather than reproducing the metrical 
arrangements of  the poems; instead, he preserves the “musicality” of  the original continuous-line verses 
with his own line-break choices (198). He thus “consider[s] my translations as one of  many possible avatars 
or emanations of  the original text” (198). The “Transliteration for Chautal Singers” section renders 
a few poems into two more forms beyond the standard English translation: the original Braj Basha/
Bhojpuri/Awadhi transliterated into English orthography and a ‘translation’ into a specific form of  
Guyanese Creolese dialect, what John R. Rickford and others identified as the basilect of  Indo-Guyanese 
(Rickford 288, 68). That linguistic form is one of  the furthest from standard anglophone Creolese on the 
Creole-standard-language continuum of  Guyana and is spoken predominantly by rural Indian people. 
In the transliterations, this basilect that implies race is identifiable by its use of  abbi as the first-person 
plural pronoun (we). The transliterations invoke Indo-Guyanese writer David Dabydeen’s 1984 poetry 
collection Slave Song, in which he also renders poems of  indenture and enslavement in British Guiana into 
multiple dialectal forms. Somdatt ‘Amar’ Ramessar, of  the Guyanese music collective Indus Voices, has 
already set one of  Sharma’s chautals to music. Ramessar’s “Sakhi Uthi Kar” (2014), derived from the 
same chautal that gave I Even Regret Night its title, uses Indo-Caribbean chowtaal-style vocals, harmonium, 
tabla and keyboard. He gave the song a “ghazal touch” (Ramessar), which is more characteristic of  Urdu 
Indo-Muslim music but illustrates the range of  Sharma’s education. The chautal’s themes of  spring 
and longing for a beloved illustrate the Hindu bhakti genre’s subcontinental cross-pollination with Sufi 
mystical poetry, evoking one of  the most famous examples of  the latter, Amir Khusro’s (1253–1325 CE) 
seven-hundred-year-old qawwali “Sakal Ban Phool Rahi Sarson” (“The Yellow Mustard Is Blooming”). 

I Even Regret Night is a collection of  poems about indentured life that are meant to be performed 
during the spring celebration of  Holi, or Phagwah in Guyana. One and three-quarter centuries after 
Indian indentureship began in British Guiana in 1838, the fiery victory of  the Puranic prince Prahlad 
over evil is a tale I learned in a government primary school in the postcolonial state-sanctioned celebration 
of  the nation’s three major religions. Sharma dedicates his “book of  playful songs for the joy of  music 
lovers and to purify myself,” with the hope that “music lovers should read this and derive some pleasure” 
(19). Everyone ‘plays’ Phagwah with joy in postindependence Guyana. But Sharma saw sugar-estate life 
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in Guiana as maya (illusion). The world was “a sham, a dream, a lie,” where wealth, family and fame were 
“all illusory,” since “[n]one of  it is yours” (87). Sharma says of  the British colony of  Demerara that

 This is a country of  infinite ills, 

  where wisdom is scarce.

 I left my home and came to Demerara,

  my name penned as “Coolie.”

 Forsaking bhajans, forsaking dharma, 

  the Vedas I abandoned, to my disgrace. (35)

Here Sharma claims enough agency to blame himself: he is reduced in the colony to the status of  a 
mere indentured Indian labourer, a “coolie,” but has also actively crossed the kala pani (black water), thus 
forsaking Hindu caste and dharma. He does not blame any arkatiya recruiter for his lot and changes it 
as soon as he is able, becoming a sardar (driver) on Golden Fleece estate, then accumulating wealth and 
property after his indentureship—even renaming himself  Rashbihari (187), a godly epithet meaning 
‘Lord Krishna.’

The archive gives us what it wants, not what we seek. Sharma is not an anti-indenture revolutionary: 
he did his time in the cane fields then sought material gain. Bahadur registers familial disapprobation 
with Sharma by naming him “not the subaltern I expected,” (189) and archival discomfort with the 
songbook by writing, “In the final analysis, Holi Songs of  Demerara is a conservative text. It does not advocate 
overthrowing any hierarchies: of  the plantation, of  caste, of  gender” (182). As Gayatri Spivak implied, 
a true subaltern may never be able to speak. But “subaltern” is a slippery identity. Sharma was literate 
and comparatively privileged, but he was an indentured labourer and spoke for himself  and for his 
people. Mohabir speaks of  his own awe upon first seeing the text and understanding that “[h]ere was 
a text written in the very language that I felt was not just ancestral but an actual ancestor” (192). Anjali 
Arondekar cautions us against seeking in South Asian and other colonial and minoritized archives “salvific 
truths” and the fulfilment of  the “subversion/resistance hypothesis” that “function[s] as difference’s most 
consequential and enticing effect. The aura and/or seduction of  ‘resistance’ stubbornly lingers, suturing 
subaltern archives to an oppositional imperative” (101). Sharma ends his songbook with a simple doha 
that illustrates not resistance, as such, but a pragmatic will to persevere:

 I am blessed that I have completed my tale

 O Lord of  the wretched, show mercy.

 My name is Lalbihari, I live in Demerara,

 I work for the crown and stay far from the wicked. (163)
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 Mohabir and Bahadur have restored Sharma’s voice to the decolonial canon of  Caribbean and Guyanese 
poetry and music. Damra Phag Bahar/I Only Regret Night is the only known book of  songs composed by 
an indentured man in the Caribbean. Sharma survived colonial ship, plantation and archive to offer 
his ancestor’s poetic autobiography: its audience is all Guyanese and literary and musical scholars of  
the Caribbean. The ‘Lord’ of  the wretched, of  Caribbean plantation labour—whether Krishna the 
compassionate, Allah ar-Rahim the merciful or Obatala the just—has shown us some mercy.
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David Dabydeen, 
Maria del Pilar 
Kaladeen, Tina K. 
Ramnarine, We Mark 
Your Memory: Writing 
from the Descendants of  
Indenture

We Mark Your Memory: Writing from the Descendants of  Indenture is a commemorative 
volume published at the centenary of  the end of  indentured servitude in the British Empire. 
In contrast to critical scholarship and anthologies that focus on specific geographies of  
indenture––the Caribbean, the Indian Ocean and the Pacific, for example––this collection 
adopts an expansive approach to the literature of  indentureship. In their introduction to the 
volume, editors David Dabydeen, Maria del Pilar Kaladeen and Tina K. Ramnarine argue 
that the term ‘Gladstone coolies,’ which is frequently invoked in discussions of  indentureship, 
is a misnomer, as it situates this labour practice exclusively in the Caribbean. Historically, 
however, indentured servants were deployed well beyond the Caribbean Islands, in places 
such as Mauritius, Australia, Myanmar and South Africa, to name just a few. By bringing 
together literature based on the history and experience of  indentureship in places such as 
Guyana, Trinidad, St. Vincent, Fiji, Malaysia, Sri Lanka and the Chagos Islands, We Mark 
Your Memory illuminates the global reach of  this labour system, as well as the social, cultural 
and historical connections between places that are often considered either in isolation or as 
part of  particular region formations. The twenty-eight entries in this volume, ranging from 
short stories, poems and essays to literary nonfiction, are “inspired by the period of  Indian 
indenture that took place between 1834 and 1917” (ix) and, in their own ways, “interrogate 
the legacies of  indenture” (x). What insights into the experience and afterlife of  indentureship 
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do these pieces illuminate? Furthermore, in what ways do they interrogate the legacies of  indenture? In 
what follows, I explore the anthologized pieces with an eye to these questions and expand upon some of  
the critical conversations that they invite.

The abolition of  slavery and eventual emancipation of  enslaved Africans created the conditions of  
possibility for the introduction of  Asian indentured servants, whom the British characterized as free waged 
labourers. Scholars in the field, however, argue that the introduction of  indentured servants needs to be 
apprehended not as indexing a shift from the systems that facilitated enslavement but as a continuation of  
similar structures of  exploitation. The operation of  imperial power and the dispossession of  the colonized 
recur in different iterations across this anthology. Angelica A. Oluch’s “Mama Liberia,” for instance, 
problematizes the concept of  freedom and its possibilities after formal emancipation of  enslaved Africans. 
Narrated from the perspective of  someone who has been returned ‘home’ to Liberia, this poem is about a 
people who have been granted freedom but not the means to live it. The narrator thus speaks of  being left 
with no food or home; nothing but “new names to gift our hands no longer bounded by/shackles/Negro/
Nigra” (25). In The Brink of  Freedom: Improvising Life in the Nineteenth-Century Atlantic (2016), David Kazanjian 
argues that the experience of  emancipated Africans in Liberia illuminates the very limits of  the political 
categories of  freedom and emancipation. The final line of  Oluch’s poem powerfully invokes this idea by 
foregrounding the corporeality of  the hand, which, though not shackled any more, is also bereft of  the 
means of  survival. Similarly, Priya N. Hein’s “Paradise Island” illuminates the recursive nature of  trauma 
as experienced by enslaved and indentured people. It tracks a specific moment in the history of  the 
Chagos Islands that entailed the systematic removal of  people of  African and Indian descent, who, over 
generations, had come to call it home. The story highlights the precariousness of  these people’s lives in 
the face of  Britain’s decision to sell off the island to the United States in order to make way for a military 
base. Uprooted and dispossessed, as their ancestors had once been, these descendants too are forced to 
undertake “a ghastly journey” to Mauritius, one that many of  them do not survive (112).

A substantial number of  contributions to this volume situate the recuperation of  women’s quotidian 
histories at the heart of  a project that seeks to engage with the legacies of  indenture. In “Buckets,” for 
instance, Stella Chong Sing writes about her Ajee who was born during the passage to the plantation 
colonies, who endured back-breaking work so her children did not have to and who persevered in the face 
of  devastating personal loss. By insisting that she remembers the woman “that did not/forget to live,” 
Chong Sing underscores the act of  survival under abject conditions as a crucial aspect of  indentured 
women’s histories (89). In her piece, Jennifer Rahim writes of  her great-grandmother as “an indecipherable 
script,” someone she has visual memories of  but no stories to tell about (129). Recognizing this illegibility 
within both colonial and family archives, Gitan Djeli embarks on an investigation that leads to her female 
ancestor who landed in Mauritius over a century ago. Against the “Succinct. Perfunctory. Functional” 
record of  women in the colonial archive, she painstakingly constructs sustained narratives about them—a 
process that she describes as, in the words of  Saidiya Hartman, “the task of  writing the impossible” (20).

Mary Rokonadravu, however, complicates this narrative of  discovery by gesturing towards the 
challenges that might accompany learning about and accepting one’s history. Tasked by her father to 
track down a great-grandmother in the archives, the protagonist of  “Famished Eels” discovers in her 
ancestor a thirteen-year-old woman who had killed eight of  her children and finally been arrested for the 
murder of  a man. The story ends on an ambiguous note, suggesting that the narrator perhaps does not 
ultimately reveal all of  this to her father. In their scholarship, Verene Shepherd and Gaiutra Bahadur, 
among many others, have underscored the importance of  recuperative projects that centre women’s lives 
and their experiences to the history of  indentureship. They have also emphasized the need to be attentive 
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to the conditions under which indentured women performed acts, which from our vantage point might 
appear unimaginable, cruel and even unnatural. Rokonadravu’s piece is both an acknowledgement of  
those circumstances and a reminder of  their complicated relationship to narratives of  family history 
and genealogy. Kevin Jared Hosein’s “The Rebel” further adds to this thematic by foregrounding the 
sexual and physical vulnerability of  women within both the domestic sphere and the plantation economy. 
Others, like Patti-Anne Ali and Fawzia Muradali Kane, offer a different perspective by narrating stories 
of  women for whom, despite the hardships involved, indentureship offered an escape from restrictive 
social practices, including sati (widow immolation). Whereas the Ramayana, particularly Rama’s twelve-
year-long exile is typically invoked as an analogy for the experience of  indentured servants, Lelawattee 
Manoo-Rahming rearticulates this narrative to centre instead the absent figure of  Sita reimagined as an 
indentured woman on the Fatel Razack, the first ship to bring indentured labourers from India to Trinidad. 
These pieces, written in different genres, demonstrate multiple methods of  engaging with indentured 
women’s lives—methods that range from plumbing the depths of  family history and personal memory 
to trawling the archives and revising the dominant tropes through which the history of  indentureship is 
narrativized.

Contributions such as “Pot-Bellied Sardar” (David Dabydeen) and “The Heist” (Deidre Jonklass 
Cadiramen) use humour to draw attention to the different modalities of  power that structured life under 
indentureship. Dabydeen’s poem is about a sardar who takes pride in the fact that he, Sadiq Khan, 
and “[n]ot white captain, white crew,” is in charge of  a “coolie” ship (175). He is careful to distinguish 
himself  as the “boss man” from the brotherhood of  the ship, the “jahaji bhais.” For Sadiq Khan, this 
requires not the exhibition of  physical power but, oddly, his ability to eat in excess, to feed his gluttony 
and to appropriate resources even under conditions of  near scarcity on the ship. This poem can be read 
as an invitation to think about the operation of  colonial power beyond the binary opposition between 
the colonizer and the colonized. Other contributions turn a critical eye on the social formations that 
informed life on the plantation and beyond it. Prithiraj R. Dullay’s and Brij V. Lal’s pieces take up the 
question of  race and caste in particular. Dullay’s short story unfolds against the backdrop of  the Poqo 
uprising in apartheid South Africa and his family’s experience with surveillance mechanisms once they are 
suspected to be allies of  the Xhosa people. It is a complicated piece that is as much about the possibility 
of  interracial alliances on a personal level as about the apparatuses put in place to thwart such intimacies. 
Lal frames his essay by drawing energy from the works of  historians, such as Ayesha Jalal, who argue that 
historical investigation should consider the lived experiences of  individuals. Such an approach allows him 
to attend to the daily lives of  indentured servants as a site on which to theorize the continued valence 
of  caste rituals. Whereas the journey across the kala pani (black water) is typically discussed as one that 
levelled social and ritual distinctions and created new kinship structures, such as jahaji bhai (boat brother) 
and jahaji behen (boat sister), Lal’s piece illuminates how the hierarchies of  caste and the proscriptions 
attached to religion continued to inform social life in the plantation colonies.

Several pieces in this anthology are structured as intergenerational conversations that create space 
for deliberation and reflection on how the past might have been experienced and how those experiences, 
in turn, continue to inform the present. Noelle Niva Moa’s, Anirood Singh’s, Aneeta Sundararaj’s and 
Athol William’s pieces do this to great effect. Kama La Mackerel’s “Building Walls” is structured as an 
account of  their father, a descendant of  “the agreement people.” The house he builds over twenty years is 
a metaphor for the narrator’s relationship with him–– each new wall a barrier between a son and a father 
who has difficulty accepting his son’s queer sexuality, who is read by his son as living up to the legacy 
of  men “who were taught to swallow their tongues/scythe languages of  love” (118). The house is also 
an indicator of  the father’s social mobility and, by extension, of  a “misplaced” and “displaced” people 
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beyond the plantation, the tomb and the grave to a place they can call home (119). This idea of  change 
as indexed through intergenerational social mobility is further emphasized in Cynthia Kistasamy’s short 
story “Pepsi, Pie and Swimming Pools in-the-Sky.”

This volume demonstrates that engaging with the legacy of  indentureship includes the process not 
only of  reckoning with the past but also of  tracing the pathways that communities have travelled to arrive 
at the present moment. Satendra Nandan’s and Arnold N. Thomas’s pieces, for instance, historicize the 
end of  indentureship in different parts of  the British Empire.  While Nandan’s poem highlights M. K. 
Gandhi’s role in the struggle to end indentureship, Thomas’s essay focuses on the collective mobilization 
of  plantation workers leading up to the abolition of  indentureship in St. Vincent. Akhtar Mohammed’s 
essay expresses an interesting take on the question of  culture and identity among descendants of  
indentured people in the diaspora. Mohammed offers an account of  a football tournament that is played 
between Fijian Indians in Vancouver and California every year. This tournament, in turn, occasions a 
meditation on the ways in which the history of  these people, rooted in the journey across the oceans and 
the plantations, continues to inform—though not overdetermine—their present. Mohammed explains 
that even though “[they] still live by the jahaji bhai sentiment (brotherhood of  the boat),” they do not 
restrict themselves “solely to [their] Indian heritage since it does not adequately explain how much [their] 
culture has grown” (78). The question of  cultural identity articulates with those of  diasporic belonging 
and disidentification in Suzanne Bhagan’s and Anita Sethi’s pieces in the anthology.

In their collaborative volume Coolitude: An Anthology of  the Indian Labor Diaspora, Khal Torabully 
and Marina Carter elaborate on the concept of  ‘coolitude’ as a historical and theoretical category that 
facilitates a nonessentialist mode of  imagining the history of  the Indian labour diaspora globally. One 
of  the goals of  “coolitude,” they explain, is “to foster a larger community of  vision encompassing the 
experiences of  people of  African descent and fostering interaction with the later immigrant groups in 
those colonial societies” (144). The pieces in We Mark Your Memory stage an interesting dialogue with the 
aspirations of  coolitude. They extend the scope of  this concept by clearing space for a conversation that 
includes different diasporas linked by their experience of  servitude in the colonies. In doing so, they 
respond to Torabully and Carter’s call to cultivate a vision that encompasses not just Indians but also 
Africans and other immigrant communities within colonial societies. I am thinking here specifically of  
Gabrielle Jamela Hosein’s “Chutney Love” and Gaiutra Bahadur’s “Tales of  the Sea.” In her poem, 
Hosein expands upon the idea of  a Trinidadian national culture, expressed in the form of  chutney music, 
as an amalgamation of  influences drawn from communities that call it home––“Not just Indian but African 
singing chutney” (72). She ends her poem with a reminder about the connected history of  Africans and 
Indians in Trinidad: “And ever since we lan up here together / Is with only one history that we grow” (73). 
In Bahadur’s piece, the sea becomes a structuring link among the experiences of  indentured women who 
undertook the journey to the plantation colonies, men of  the Windrush generation who forged a life for 
themselves in England and the author’s own historical moment marked by Brexit and the Syrian refugee 
crisis in Greece. Her piece invites us to interrogate our present moment and the structures of  power that 
continue to inform the lives of  people of  colour. It also compels us to acknowledge that “the past is never 
really past” and that, despite its legacy of  harm, the past can also teach us to belong to something “bigger 
and broader than our immediate origin” (164).

We Mark Your Memory is a thoughtful addition to an existing body of  creative and critical scholarship 
on indentured servitude. It builds on the accomplishments of  earlier anthologies like Jahaji Bhai: An 
Anthology of  Indo-Caribbean Fiction (1988) and Jahaji: An Anthology of  Indo-Caribbean Literature (2000), both 
edited by Frank Birbalsingh, to name just two, but also adds to it in significant ways. The contributions 
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in this volume invite us to understand indenture not as a contained historical event but as a structure of  
expropriation and dispossession that continues to inform our present in different forms. This, in fact, is 
one of  the ways in which We Mark Your Memory engages with the legacy of  indenture. 
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